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Chapter 1INTRODUCTION1.1 What Is An Algorithm?An algorithm is a proedure whih solves a problem and is suitable for imple-mentation as a program for a digital omputer. This informal de�nition makestwo important points. First, an algorithm solves a problem. A omputer pro-gram may not solve a problem. For example, there are omputer programswhih never terminate. It would be very diÆult to say that suh a programdoes anything, let alone solve a problem. Seond, eah step of the algorithmshould be well de�ned and be representable, at least in priniple, by a program.For example, s:= P/q would not be well de�ned if q ould be O; "�nd the small-est x suh that P(x) is true" would not be well de�ned if no suh x existed,or if x were allowed to range over the positive and negative integers and P(x)were true for all negative x. "Add a dash of salt" would not be an aeptableinstrution in a omputer program unless one had reated a model world anda mapping whih would translate the instrution into the modi�ation of someloation in a omputer's memory.For our purposes, and for many purposes, the above informal de�nitionof algorithm is suÆient, but we should point out that a formal de�nition ofalgorithm an be reated. This has been done by Turing, Marko�, and others[Rogers, 1967℄. The satisfying thing about all these formal de�nitions is thatthey de�ne the same lass of algorithms. If we have an algorithm in one ofthese senses, then there is an equivalent algorithm in any one of the othersenses. Further, the existene of a formal de�nition means that if we run intodiÆulties with the informal de�nition, we ould use the formal de�nition tounravel the diÆulty.1.2 What Is Analysis Of Algorithms?The task of analysis of algorithms is three-fold:2



1. To produe provably orret algorithms, that is, algorithms whih notonly solve the problem they are designed to solve, but whih also an bedemonstrated to solve the problem;2. To ompare algorithms for a problem with respet to various measures ofresoures (e.g., time and spae), so that one an say when one algorithmis better than another;3. To �nd, if possible, the best algorithm for a problem with respet to apartiular measure of resoure usage.Eah of these tasks will be examined in more detail later, but �rst I wantto say a few words about where analysis of algorithms �ts in the worlds ofmathematis and omputer siene. Mathematis has two great branhes, puremathematis and applied mathematis. Mathematis also has two major teh-niques, proof and omputation. It would be tempting to suggest that puremathematis uses proof and applied mathematis uses omputation, but bothpure and applied mathematis use both proof and omputation. The di�erenebetween the two branhes is the world they work in. Pure mathematis works inan abstrat world. It needs no referene to a real world. Applied mathematis,on the other hand, assumes there is a real world and then onstruts an abstratworld. The mapping or orrespondene between entities of the real and abstratworlds form an essential part of applied mathematis. Where does omputersiene �t in? Computer siene is the siene whih deals with omputationand omputing devies. In its theoretial branhes, omputer siene uses themathematial tehniques of proof and omputation, while in its more pratialbranhes, omputer siene uses engineering tehniques and experimental teh-niques. Analysis of algorithms, like applied mathematis, assumes a real world.This real world ontains atual omputers and atual omputer programs. Fromthis real world, an abstrat world of abstrat omputers and abstrat programsis onstruted. This onstrution is usually informal and exat de�nitions ofabstrat entities are often not stated, but a number of real world limitationsdisappear in the abstrat world. For example, real omputers have a �xed �nitememory size and they have an upper bound on the size of numbers whih anbe represented. In the abstrat world, these limitations do not exist. Finite butunbounded memories are assumed to exist. No bound on the size of numbersexists.Again like applied mathematis, analysis of algorithms uses the tehniquesof proof and omputation to deal with the entities in its abstrat world, andlike applied mathematis, one must be autious in applying results from theabstrat world to the real world. There are examples of algorithms whih wouldwork very quikly if arbitrarily large numbers ould be used, but implement-ing these algorithms on real omputers results in algorithms whih are muhslower. As another example, there are algorithms whih an be shown to bequiker than other algorithms, but only if the input is astronomially large.These examples make perfet sense in the abstrat world, but have little or norelevane for the real world. Analysis of algorithms is the applied mathematis3



of omputer siene. Whether it should be alled mathematis or omputersiene usually depends on who is doing it. If a mathematiian does analysisof algorithms, it may be alled mathematis, but if a omputer sientist doesanalysis of algorithms, it is usually alled omputer siene.1.2.1 Proofs of orretnessThe �rst of the three tasks of analysis of algorithms is to produe provablyorret algorithms. This task suggests that we need a methodology to bothprodue algorithms and to produe proofs of the orretness of these algorithms.Later we will onsider two design strategies:1. (a) to solve a problem, break it into smaller problems of the same kind;2. (b) to solve a problem, searh an answer spae until you �nd the answerto the problem you have.Proving orretness of algorithms based on a searh strategy is usually rel-atively easy: Show that the answer to your problem is in the spae; show thatyour algorithm searhes the whole spae, or that if your algorithm deides notto searh a portion of the spae, then your algorithm has established that youranswer annot lie in the portion not to be searhed.Proving orretness of algorithms based on breaking a problem into smallerproblems an most readily be done by using mathematial indution. You estab-lish that your algorithm orretly solves all small enough ases of the problem.Your algorithm will usually have a setion whih deals with these small ases,but partiularly when the small ases may be of size 0 and no ation by thealgorithm is required, the setion for small ases may not exist. The other se-tion of your algorithm will deal with larger ases by breaking them into smallerases and ombining the solutions to the smaller ases to give the solution tothe larger problem. You then have to show that if the smaller problems aresolved orretly, then your algorithm ombines these solutions orretly to yieldthe solution to the larger problem.The proof proedure just outlined assumes that your algorithm is reur-sive, that is, to solve large problems the algorithm alls itself to solve smallerproblems, but proofs by mathematial indution are not limited to reursivealgorithms. Indutive proofs are also natural when dealing with iterative algo-rithms whih are based on loops, for example, WHILE loops, FOR loops, DOloops, or REPEAT...UNTIL loops. Indutive proofs of orretness of loop pro-grams involve the reation of a loop invariant, a truth-valued funtion, whih istrue on eah iteration of the loop and whih states that the loop has ompletedthe desired omputation when the loop is exited. Suh a proof also requires oneto show that the loop does in fat terminate. When there are several loops, theorretness of eah loop must be established, and then it must be shown thatthe orretness of eah loop implies the orretness of the whole algorithm. Themost diÆult part of suh proofs is usually the identi�ation of the loop invari-ants. Without a knowledge of how and why the algorithm was designed, suh4



proofs are nearly impossible. Some programming languages, like EUCLID, nowallow the spei�ation of the loop invariants and other propositions so that atleast in priniple it would be possible to mehanially establish the orretnessof a fully annotated program.While it is often easier to establish the orretness of a reursive algorithm,the overwhelmingmajority of programs are iterative rather than reursive. Whyis this true? One reason is that a number of ommon programming languageslike FORTRAN, BASIC, and COBOL do not permit reursion. Another reasonis that many programmers believe that reursive programs are always slowerthan iterative programs. While this may have been true in languages like AL-GOL and PL/1, and when reursive programs in ALGOL were ompared toiterative programs in FORTRAN, the speed advantage of iterative over reur-sive programs has disappeared in languages like PASCAL and C.1.2.2 Comparing AlgorithmsFor any solvable problem there will be an in�nity of algorithms whih solve theproblem. How do we deide whih is the best algorithm? There are a numberof possible ways to ompare algorithms. We will onentrate on two measures:time and spae. We would like to say that one algorithm is faster, uses less time,than another algorithm if when we run the two algorithms on a omputer thefaster one will �nish �rst. Unfortunately, to make this a fair test we would haveto keep a number of onditions onstant. For example, we would have to ode thetwo algorithms in the same programming language, ompile the two programsusing the same ompiler, and run the two programs under the same operatingsystem on the same omputer, and have no interferene with either programwhile it is running. Even if we ould pratially satisfy all these onditions, wemight be hagrined to �nd that algorithm A is faster under onditions C, butthat algorithm B is faster under onditions D.To avoid this unhappy situation we will only alulate time to order. We letn be some measure of the size of the problem, and give the running time as afuntion of n. For example: we ould use the number of digits as the measureof problem size if the problem is the addition or multipliation of two integers;we ould use the number of elements if the problem is to sort several elements;we ould use the number of edges or the number of verties if the problem isto determine if a graph has a ertain property. We do not distinguish runningtimes of the same order. For our purposes two funtions of n, f(n) and g(n),have the same order if for some N there are two positive onstants 1 and 2 sothat 1jg(n)j � jf(n)j � 2jg(n)j for all n � N . We symbolize this relation byf(n) = �(g(n)), read f(n) is order g(n), or f(n) is Big Theta of g(n). Thus wewill onsider two algorithms to take the same time if their running times havethe same order. In partiular, we do not distinguish between algorithms whoserunning times are onstant multiples of one another.If we �nd that algorithm A has a time order whih is stritly less than algo-rithm B, then we an be on�dent that for any large enough problem algorithmA will run faster than algorithm B regardless of the atual onditions. On the5



other hand, if algorithms A and B have the same time order, then we will notpredit whih one will be faster under a given set of atual onditionsThe spae used by an algorithm is the number of bits the algorithm uses tostore and manipulate data. We expet the spae to be an inreasing funtion ofn, the size of the problem. This spae measurement ignores the number of bitsused to speify the algorithm, whih has a �xed onstant size independent of thesize of the problem. Sine we have hosen bits as our unit, we an be more exatabout spae than we an be about time. We an distinguish an algorithm whihuses 3n bits from an algorithm whih uses 2n bits. But we will not distinguishan algorithm whih uses 3n+ 7 bits from an algorithm whih uses 3n+ 1 bits,beause we an hide a onstant number of bits within the algorithm itself.1.2.3 Best AlgorithmsThe third task of analysis of algorithms is to �nd the best algorithmwith respetto a partiular measure of resoure usage. This involves proving \lower bounds,"that is, showing that every algorithm whih solves the problem must use at leastso muh of the partiular resoure. To establish a best algorithm, one musthave both a proof of a lower bound and an algorithm whih uses no more thanthis lower bound. Here a distintion should be made between bounds for analgorithm and bounds for a problem. If one establishes an upper bound on apartiular resoure used by an algorithm for a problem, then one has an upperbound both for the algorithm and for the problem. If one establishes a lowerbound for a problem, then one has a lower bound for all algorithms whih solvethe problem. But demonstrating a lower bound for one algorithm for a problemdoes not establish a lower bound for the problem.
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Chapter 2TOWERS OF HANOI: ANANALYSIS OF APROBLEM2.1 The Towers of Hanoi ProblemIn this setion, we will demonstrate the three-fold task of analysis of algorithmsusing the Towers of Hanoi problem. We have hosen the Towers of Hanoi prob-lem beause eah of the tasks an be demonstrated rather easily, and a bestalgorithm an be disovered. Material in this setion is based on Cull andEklund [1985℄.In the Towers of Hanoi problem, one is given three towers, usually alled A,B. and C, and n disks of di�erent sizes. Initially the disks are staked on tower Ain order of size with diskn, the largest, on the bottom, and disk1, the smallest,on the top. The problem is to move the stak of disks to tower C, moving thedisks one at a time in suh a way that a larger disk is never staked on top ofa smaller disk. An extra onstraint is that the sequene of moves should be asshort as possible. An algorithm solves the Towers of Hanoi problem if, when thealgorithm is given as input n the number of disks, and the names of the towers,then the algorithm produes the shortest sequene of moves whih onforms tothe above rules.2.2 A Reursive AlgorithmThe road to a best algorithm starts with some algorithm whih one then at-tempts to improve. One often uses some sort of strategy to reate an algorithm.A very useful strategy is to look at the problem and see if the solution anbe expressed in terms of the solutions of several problems of the same kind,but of smaller size. This strategy is usually alled divide-and-onquer. If the7



problem yields to the divide-and-onquer approah, one an onstrut a reur-sive algorithm whih solves the problem. This onstrution also gives almostimmediately an indutive proof that the algorithm is orret. Time and spaeanalyses of a divide-and-onquer algorithm are often straightforward, sine thealgorithm diretly gives di�erene equations for time and spae usage.While these divide-and-onquer algorithms have many nie properties, theymay not use minimal time and spae. They may, however, serve as a startingpoint for onstruting more eÆient algorithms.Consideration of the Towers of Hanoi problem leads to the key observationthat moving the largest disk requires that all of the other disks are out of theway. Hene the n � 1 smaller disks should be moved to tower B, but this isjust another Towers of Hanoi problem with fewer disks. After the largest diskhas been moved the n� 1 smaller disks an be moved from B to C; again thisis a smaller Towers of Hanoi problem. These observations lead to the followingreursive algorithm:PROCEDURE HANOI(A,B,C,n)IF n=l THEN move the top disk from tower A to tower CELSE HANOI(A,C,B,n-l)move the top disk from tower A to tower CHANOI(B,A,C,n-l).Is this the best algorithm for the problem? We will show that this algorithmhas minimal time omplexity, but does not have minimal spae omplexity.First, though, we prove that the algorithm orretly solves the problem, the�rst task of analysis of algorithms as outlined in the Introdution.2.3 HANOI is orretProposition 1. The reursive algorithm HANOI orretly solves the Towers ofHanoi problem.In the following proof, we will use the two rules for this puzzle:1) Only one disk is moved at a time,2) A larger disk is never plaed on top of a smaller disk.For the algorithm to be orret, it must obey these two rules as well as aom-plish its task of moving n disks from one tower to another.The proof is by indution (see Chapter 3) on the number of disks. To applyindution we �rst need an indutive hypothesis. Let us all this hypothesisHY P (n) and de�ne it as follows:HY P (n) = ` HANOI(A,B,C,n) orretly moves the ndisks 1; 2; : : : ; n from tower A to tower C '.8



Here as stated above, orretly means that rules (1) and (2) are obeyed.The proof has TWO parts, a base ase (here we will use n = 1 as the basease), and an indution step { showing that if the algorithm HANOI worksorretly for n � 1 disks then it works orretly for n disks. A minor butsigni�ant point is that the indution goes bakwards, that is, we onsider whatthe algorithm will do with n disks and following the steps we �nd that thealgorithm deals with n� 1 disks �rst and we an assume by HY P (n� 1) thatthe algorithm orretly (obeying (1) and (2) ) moves n� 1 disks.Notie further that HY P (n) is a truth-valued funtion { HY P (n) an onlyhave the value TRUE or the value FALSE. HY P (n) doesn't do anything, in-stead it simply observes whether or not HANOI does its job.Now to the proof.BASE CASE:We will try to show that HY P (1) is a true. From the de�nition of HY P ,HY P (1) says that HANOI(A, B, C, 1) orretly moves disk 1 from tower Ato tower C. Now we look at the algorithm HANOI with the inputs (A, B, C,1). The IF ondition `n = 1' is TRUE, so the algorithm exeutes the THENpart and does MOVE(A,C). Assuming that MOVE(A,C) moves the top disk o�tower A and puts this disk on top of tower C, and assuming that the top diskon tower A was disk 1, then HANOI(A, B, C, 1) has moved disk 1 from towerA to tower C, and has obeyed rule (1) beause only one disk was moved, andhas obeyed rule (2) beause there is no disk smaller than disk 1. Lukily, at thispoint HANOI runs out of instrutions and so it terminates. Putting togetherthese observations about HANOI(A, B, C, 1), we onlude that HY P (1) is atrue.INDUCTIVE STEP:The base ase was the easy part. Next we want to show that for eah and everyn > 1, HY P (n� 1) =) HY P (n)(we read this as HYP(n-1) implies HYP(n) ). This impliation is a little trikierbeause we use the assumption that HY P (n � 1) is TRUE on two separateoasions.Consider the algorithmHANOI with the inputs (A, B, C, n) and n > 1. TheIF ondition `n = 1' is FALSE, so the algorithm exeutes the ELSE part. The�rst statement in the ELSE part is HANOI(A, C, B, n|1). By our assumptionthat HY P (n � 1) is TRUE, this reursive all to HANOI will orretly movethe disks 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1 from tower A to tower B. (Notie that our de�nitionof HY P (n) doesn't really refer to moving disks to tower C, rather it says thatthat the disks are moved to the tower whose name is the third input.)The next instrution is MOVE(A,C) whih we assumed moved the top diskfrom tower A to tower C. Now the top disk on tower A was disk n, so disk n ismoved from tower A to tower C. Clearly this obeys rule (1) sine only one diskis being moved. But why is rule (2) obeyed? Well, the only disks smaller than9



disk n are disks 1; 2; : : : n� 1 and by the previous reursive all, all these diskswere moved onto tower B, so putting disk n on tower C annot put it on top ofa smaller disk.The next instrution is the reursive all HANOI(B, A, C, n|1), and byHY P (n�1) this all orretly moves disks 1; 2; : : : n�1 from tower B to towerC. Notie that this movement obeys rule (1) beause by HY P (n� 1) only onedisk at a time is being moved. Further, rule (2) is obeyed beause only disks1; 2; : : : n � 1 are being moved and by HY P (n � 1) none of the disks fromamong 1; 2; : : : n�1 are ever plaed on a larger disk from among 1; 2; : : : n�1,and sine any disks on towers A and C at the beginning of this reursive allare larger than n � 1, there an be no problem in plaing a disk from among1; 2; : : : n� 1 on top of the disks that began on towers A and C.In sum, the ation of the reursive all, the move, and the seond reursiveall result in:the disks 1; 2; : : : n� 1 are moved from tower A to tower B,then disk n is moved to tower C,and �nallythe disks 1; 2; : : : n� 1 are moved from tower B to tower C.At this point the algorithm runs out of instrutions and terminates, and so weonlude that if HY P (n� 1) is TRUE, then HY P (n) is TRUE.This is the END of the Proof.We may want to notie that proving that this algorithm terminates (�nishes,stops), was easy beause of the reursive struture. As long as a reursivealgorithm alls itself a �nite number of times on smaller inputs, the algorithmmust terminate. We should ontrast this with some iterative algorithms withloops. For suh algorithms it may not be obvious that the loops will in fat�nish. So a separate proof of termination may be neessary.We should also note that we had to hek to make sure that rules (1) and(2) were obeyed. We had to make sure that moving disk n and then moving then� 1 smaller disks did not ause a violation of these rules.
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2.4 HANOI makes the fewest possible movesIn a later setion we will alulate the minimum number of moves and use thisto argue a minimum \time" for any algorithm whih orretly solves the Towersof Hanoi puzzle. Here, we want to argue that the algorithm HANOI does usethe fewest possible moves even though we don't know what that minimum is.We make use of a \bottlenek" argument. Clearly, to move disk n o� towerA, all of the disks 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1 must be o� tower A. Further, to move disk nfrom tower A there must be a tower, other than tower A, whih ontains noneof the disks 1; 2; : : : ; n � 1 sine we are not allowed to plae disk n on top ofany of the disks 1; 2; : : : ; n� 1. In pitures:
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So after disk n is moved, we still have to solve a Towers of Hanoi problem withn� 1 disks.Putting these possibilities together, we see that the minimal sequene ofmoves involves the following on�gurations of the puzzle
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n−1But this is exatly the sequene of moves followed by HANOI.Here, we are really doing an indutive proof. Our indutive hypothesis is:Min(n) = ` HANOI(A,B,C,n) makes the fewest possible movesin moving n disks from tower A to tower C 'Our argument so far is that ifMin(n�1) is true thenMin(n) is true. To �nishthe indution, we need a base ase. But it is easy to see that Min(1) is true,beause at least one move is needed to move one disk from tower A to tower Cand HANOI(A,B,C,1) does (I hope, learly) use exatly one move.
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2.4.1 BottlenekAs we said this is a \bottlenek" argument. Where's the bottlenek? Theon�gurations:
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A          B          Can be onsidered as the bottlenek, beause any minimal move solution mustuse these two two on�gurations in sequene { one after the other.We ould also say that
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A          B          Cwould onstitute a bottlenek sine any solution must use at least one of theseon�gurations to move disk n o� of tower A.In general, we an say that a subproblem SP is a bottlenek for problemP , if every solution to P must also solve SP . But, this an get a little diey.For example, if P is the problem of SORTING n items, we ould let SP bethe problem of SORTING the smallest n� 1 items, sine to SORT n items welearly have to SORT the n� 1 smallest items. The diey part is that the n� 1smallest items may not be sorted until all n items are sorted.2.5 Time and spae usedWe would like to alulate the running time of HANOI, but we don't knowhow long various operations will take. How long will it take to move a disk?How long will it take to subtrat 1 from n? How long will it take to test if13



n = 1? How long will it take to issue a proedure all? Beause we only wish toalulate time to order we don't have to answer these questions exatly, but wedo have to make a distintion between operations whih take a onstant amountof time, independent of n, and operations whose running time depends on n.One possibility is to assume that eah operation takes onstant time inde-pendent of n. AHU [Aho, Hoproft, and Ullman, 1974℄ alls this assumptionthe uniform ost riterion. With this uniform ost assumption and letting T (n)be the running time for n disks, we have the di�erene equationT (n) = 2T (n� 1) + beause there are 2 alls to the same proedure with n � 1 rings and  is thesum of the onstant running times for the various operations. Letting T (1) bethe running time of the algorithm for 1 disk, we �ndT (n) = (T (1) + )2n�1 � whih an be veri�ed by diret substitution. This givesT (n) = �(2n);sine T (1)2 2n � T (n) � (T (1) + )2 2n:Another possibility is to assume that some of the operations have runningtimes whih are a funtion of n. But whih funtion of n should we use? Eah ofthe numbers in the algorithm is between 1 and n, and the disks an also be rep-resented by numbers between 1 and n. Sine suh numbers an be representedusing about logn bits, it seems reasonable to assume that eah operation whihmanipulates numbers or disks has running time whih is a onstant times logn.AHU alls this the logarithmi ost riterion and suggests using it when thenumbers used by an algorithm do not have �xed bounds. Using the logarithmiost riterion we have the di�erene equationT (n) = 2T (n� 1) +  lognfor the running time of the algorithm. This di�erene equation has the solutionT (n) = 2n "T (1)2 +  nXi=1 log i2i #whih an be veri�ed by substitution. Sine the summation in this solutiononverges, as one an demonstrate by the ratio test, and assuming that theonstants are positive, we have T (n) = �(2n). Sine both ost riteria give thesame running time, we onlude:Proposition 2. The algorithm HANOI has running time �(2n).14



Although we have established the running time for a partiular algorithmwhih solves the Towers of Hanoi problem, we have not yet established the timeomplexity of the problem. We need to establish a lower bound so that everyalgorithm whih solves the problem must have running time greater than orequal to the lower bound. We establish �(2n) as the lower bound in the proofof the following proposition.Proposition 3. The Towers of Hanoi problem has time omplexity �(2n).Proof. Following the proof of Proposition 1, a straightforward indution showsthat the minimal number of moves needed to solve the Towers of Hanoi problemis 2n � 1. Sine eah move requires at least onstant time we have establishedthe lower bound on time omplexity. An upper bound for the time omplexityof the problem omes from Proposition 2. Sine the upper bound and lowerbound are equal to order, we have established the �(2n) time omplexity of theproblem.Now that we know HANOI's time omplexity we would like to onsider itsspae omplexity. First we will establish a lower bound on spae whih followsfrom the lower bound on time.Proposition 4. Any algorithm whih solves the Towers of Hanoi problem mustuse at least n+ onstant bits of storage.Proof. Sine the algorithm must produe 2n�1 moves to solve the problem, thealgorithm must be able to distinguish 2n di�erent situations. If the algorithmdid not distinguish this many situations, then the algorithm would repeat asituation. But the algorithm would behave the same way the seond time itreahed the repeated situation as it had the �rst time. So the algorithm wouldrepeat the situation again and again and again, and never halt.The number of situations distinguished by an algorithm is equal to the num-ber of storage situations times the number of internal situations within thealgorithm. Sine the algorithm has a �xed �nite size, it an have only a on-stant number of di�erent internal situations. The number of storage situa-tions (states) is 2 to the number of storage bits. Thus 2BITS � 2n, and soBITS � n� log  = n+ onstant.In order to disuss the spae omplexity of the reursive algorithm let us nowonsider the data struture used. Two possible data strutures are the array andthe stak. An array is a set of loations indexed by a set of onseutive integersso that the information stored at a loation in the array an be referened byindiating the integer whih indexes the loation. For example, the informationat loation I in the array ARRAY would be referened by ARRAY[I℄. A stakis a linearly ordered set of loations in whih information an be inserted ordeleted only at the beginning of the stak.The towers ould eah be represented by an array with n loations, andeah loation would need at most logn bits. So an array data struture with�(n logn) bits would suÆe. Alternately, eah tower ould be represented by a15



stak. Eah stak loation would need logn bits, so again this is an �(n logn)bit struture. Atually a savings ould be made. Sine only n disks have to berepresented, the stak struture needs only n loations versus the 3n loationsused by the array struture. Another possible struture is an array in whih theith element holds the name of the tower on whih the ith disk is loated. Thisstruture uses only �(n) bits. Yet another possibility is to not represent thetowers, but to output the moves in the form FROM TO . Thus we ould useno storage for the towers.The reursive algorithm still requires spae for its reursive stak. Whena reursive algorithm alls itself, the parameters for this new all will takethe plaes of the previous parameters, so these previous parameters are plaedon a stak from whih they an be realled when the new all is ompleted.Also plaed on the stak is the return address, the position in the algorithm atwhih exeution of the old all should be resumed. All of this information, theparameters and the return address, for a single all are referred to as a stakframe. At most n stak frames will be ative at any time and eah frame willuse a onstant number of bits for the names of the towers and logn bits for thenumber of disks. So the reursive algorithm will use �(n logn) bits whether ornot the towers are atually represented. We summarize these onsiderations bythe following proposition.Proposition 5. The reursive algorithm HANOI orretly solves the Towers ofHanoi problem and uses �(2n) time and �(n logn) spae.The reursive algorithm uses more than minimal spae. We are faed withseveral possibilities:1) Minimal spae is only a lower bound and is not attainable by any algo-rithm;2) Minimal spae an only be ahieved by an algorithm whih uses more thanminimal time;3) Some other algorithm attains both minimal time and minimal spae.By developing a series of iterative algorithms, we will arrive at an algorithmwhih uses both minimal time and minimal spae.2.6 Improved AlgorithmsAs a �rst step in obtaining a better algorithm, we will onsider an iterativealgorithm whih simulates the reursive algorithm for n � 2. In this algorithm,RECURSIVE SIM, we have hosen to expliitly keep trak of the stak ounterbeause this will aid us in �nding an algorithm using even less spae.
16



PROCEDURE RECURSIVE SIM (A,B,C, n)I:= 1Ll[1℄:= A; L2[1℄:= C; L3[1℄:= BNUM[1℄:= n - 1 ; PAR[1℄:= 1 ; PAR[O℄:= 1WHILE I � 1 DOIF NUM[I℄ > 1THEN Ll[I+l℄:= L1[I℄L2[I+1℄:= L3[I℄L3[I+1℄:= L2[I℄NUM[I+1℄:= NUM[I℄ - 1PAR[I+1℄:= 1I:= I+1ELSE MOVE FROM L1[I℄ TO L3[I℄WHILE PAR[I℄ = 2 DOI:= I-1END-WHILEIF I � 1THEN MOVE FROM L1[I℄ TO L2[I℄PAR[I℄:= 2TEMP:= L1[I℄L1[I℄:= L3[I℄L3[I℄:= L2[I℄L2[I℄:= TEMPEND-WHILEThe names of the towers are stored in the three arrays L1, L2, L3; thenumber of disks in a reursive all is stored in NUM; and the value of PARindiates whether a all is the �rst or seond of a pair of reursive alls.RECURSIVE SIM sets up the parameters for the all HANOI(A,C,B, n�1).When the last move for this all is made, the arrays will ontain the parametersfor alls with 1 through n� 2 disks, where eah of these alls will have PAR=2.The arrays will still ontain the parameters for the (A,C,B, n � 1) all withPAR=1. The inner WHILE loop will pop eah of the alls with PAR=2, leavingthe array ounter pointing at the (A,C,B, n � 1) all. Sine I will be 1 atthis point, the IF ondition is satis�ed and the MOVE FROM L1[I℄ TO L2[I℄aomplishes the MOVE FROM A TO C of the reursive algorithm HANOI.The following assignment statements set up the all (B,A,C, n�1) with PAR=2.So when the moves for this all are ompleted, all of the alls in the array willhave PAR=2, and the inner WHILE loop will pop all of these alls setting I to0. Then the IF ondition will be false, so no operations are arried out, and theouter WHILE ondition will be false so the algorithm will terminate.17



Proposition 6. The RECURSIVE SIM algorithm orretly solves the Towersof Hanoi problem, and uses �(2n) time and �(n logn) spae.Proof. Corretness follows sine this algorithm simulates the reursive algorithmwhih we have proved orret. The major spae usage is in the arrays. Sineeah time I is inremented the orresponding NUM[I℄ is deremented and sineNUM[I℄ never falls below 1, there are at most n � 1 loations ever used in anarray. The four arrays L1, L2, L3, and PAR use only a onstant amount ofspae for eah element, but NUM must store a number as large as n � 1 so ituses �(logn) bits for an element. Thus the arrays use �(n logn) bits.Now we have to argue about time usage. Most of the operations deal withonstant-sized operands so these operations will take onstant time. The ex-eptional operations are inrementing, derementing, assigning, and omparingnumbers whih may have �(logn) bits. A di�erene equation for the time isT (n) = 2T (n� 1) + C logn;where T (n) is the time to solve a problem with n disks, and C logn is the timefor manipulating the numbers with �(logn) bits. As in the proof of Proposition2, we have T (n) = �(2n).Notie that this algorithm does not improve on the reursive algorithm, butstudy of this form an lead to a saving of spae. Storing the array NUM ausesthe use of �(n logn) spae. If we did not have to store NUM, the algorithmwould use only �(n) spae. Do we need to save NUM ? NUM is used as aontrol variable so it seems neessary. But if we look at NUM[1℄ + 1 we get n .When NUM[I+1℄ is set, it is set equal to NUM[I℄ - 1 , but then NUM[I + 1℄ + I+ 1 = NUM[I℄ + I = n . Thus the information we need about NUM is stored inI and n . So if we replae the test on NUM[I℄ = 1 with a test on I = n-1, we andispense with storing NUM and improve the spae omplexity from �(n logn)to �(n). This replaement does not inrease the time omplexity of any step inthe algorithm, so the time omplexity remains �(2n).Our new proedure (on the next page) is:
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PROCEDURE NEW SIM (A,B,C, n)I:= 1Ll[1℄:= A; L2[1℄:= C; L3[1℄:= BPAR[1℄:= 1 ; PAR[O℄:= 1WHILE I � 1 DOIF I 6= n-1THEN Ll[I+l℄:= L1[I℄L2[I+1℄:= L3[I℄L3[I+1℄:= L2[I℄PAR[I+1℄:= 1I:= I+1ELSE MOVE FROM L1[I℄ TO L3[I℄WHILE PAR[I℄ = 2 DOI:= I-1END-WHILEIF I � 1THEN MOVE FROM L1[I℄ TO L2[I℄PAR[I℄:= 2TEMP:= L1[I℄L1[I℄:= L3[I℄L3[I℄:= L2[I℄L2[I℄:= TEMPEND-WHILEFrom the above observations we have:Proposition 7. NEW SIM orretly solves the Towers of Hanoi problem anduses �(2n) time and �(n) spae.Although we have reahed �(n) spae we would like to derease the spaeeven further hopefully to n+onstant bits. If we look at the array PAR, we �ndthat the algorithm sans PAR to �nd the �rst element not equal to 2, replaesthat element by 2 and then replaes all the previous 2's by 1's. This is analogousto the familiar operation of adding 1 to a binary number, in whih we �nd the�rst 0, replae it by a l, and replae all the previous 1's by 0's. So it seems thatwe an replae the array PAR by a simple ounter. The number of bits in theounter will, of ourse, depend on n.So far this has not resulted in any saving of spae. Will there be enough in-formation in the ounter to determine from whih tower we should move a disk?The aÆrmative answer will enable us to ahieve a minimal spae algorithm.To motivate the design of our minimal spae algorithm, we will examine thesequene of 31 moves needed to solve the problem with 5 disks. This sequeneis shown in Table 1. 19



DECIMALTOWER0 TOWER1 TOWER2 COUNT COUNT DISK FROM TO12345 - - 0 00000 1 0 22345 - 1 1 00001 2 0 1345 2 1 2 00010 1 2 1345 12 - 3 00011 3 0 245 12 3 4 00100 1 1 0145 2 3 5 00101 2 1 2145 - 23 6 00110 1 0 245 - 123 7 00111 4 0 15 4 123 8 01000 1 2 l5 14 23 9 01001 2 2 025 14 3 10 0l0l0 1 1 0125 4 3 11 01011 3 2 1125 34 - 12 01100 1 0 225 34 1 13 01101 2 0 15 234 1 14 01110 1 2 15 1234 - 15 01111 5 0 2- 1234 5 16 10000 1 1 01 234 5 17 10001 2 1 21 34 25 18 10010 1 0 2- 34 125 19 10011 3 1 03 4 125 20 10100 1 2 13 14 25 21 10101 2 2 023 14 5 22 10110 1 1 0123 4 5 23 10111 4 1 2123 - 45 24 11000 1 0 223 - 145 25 11001 2 0 13 2 145 26 11010 1 2 13 12 45 27 11011 3 0 2- 12 345 28 11100 1 1 01 2 345 29 11101 2 1 21 - 2345 30 11110 1 0 2- - 12345 31 11111Table 1. Towers of Hanoi Solution for 5 disks.20



Every other move in the solution involves moving disk l. So if we know whihtower ontains disk 1 we would know from whih tower to move, in alternatemoves, but we might not know whih tower to move to. When we onsider thethree towers to be arranged in a irle, we see from Table 1 that disk 1 alwaysmoves in a ounterlokwise diretion when we have an odd number of disks.Similarly disk 1 always moves in a lokwise diretion when we have an evennumber of disks. Thus by keeping trak of the tower whih ontains disk 1 andwhether n is odd or even, we would know how to make every other move.For the moves whih do not involve disk 1, we know that the move involvesthe two towers whih do not ontain disk 1. Looking again at Table 1, wesee that the odd numbered disks always move in the same diretion as disk 1and that the even numbered disks always move in the opposite diretion. Soknowing the towers involved and whether the disk to be moved is odd or evenwould allow us to deide whih way to move.Can we determine from a ounter whether the disk being moved is odd oreven? If we look at the COUNT olumn of Table 1 we see that the positionof the rightmost 0 tells us the number of the disk to be moved. Thus a singleounter with n bits is suÆient to solve the Towers of Hanoi problem. We usethese fats to onstrut the algorithm whih follows.PROCEDURE TOWERS(n)T:= 0 (*TOWER NUMBER COMPUTED MODULO 3*)COUNT:= 0 (*COUNT HAS n BITS*)P:= {1 if n is even} {-1 if n is odd}WHILE TRUE DOMOVE DISK 1 FROM T TO T+PT:= T+PCOUNT:= COUNT + 1IF COUNT = ALL 1's THEN RETURNIF RIGHTMOST O IN COUNT IS IN EVEN POSITIONTHEN MOVE DISK FROM T-P TO T+PELSE MOVE DISK FROM T+P TO T-PCOUNT:= COUNT + 1ENDWHILEThe storage used for COUNT has n bits, and we have alled the rightmostbit position 1. The positions from right to left are then odd, even, odd, even....Remarks: We an still improve this algorithm by removing the �rstCOUNT := COUNT + 1 statement and deleting the rightmost bit of COUNT.This would also require hanging the numbering of the bits in COUNT so thatthe rightmost bit is bit 0. An algorithm similar to our TOWERS has beenpublished by T. R. Walsh [1982℄.We have to show that TOWERS orretly solves the Towers of Hanoi prob-lem. We do this by proving that a ertain sequene of moves has been a-21



omplished when COUNT ontains a number of the form 2k � 1, so that whenk = n , the sequene of moves for HANOI(A,B,C,n) has been ompleted andthe proedure will terminate sine COUNT ontains all 1's.Proposition 8. When COUNT = 2k � 1 , that is COUNT = 00:::01:::1with k 10s , then: if k 6= n(MOD 2) the orret moves for HANOI(A,C,B,k)have been ompleted and T ontains 1 (whih represents B), if k = n(MOD 2)the orret moves for HANOI(A,B,C,k) have been ompleted and T ontains 2(whih represents C).Proof. If k = 1 the single move T to T + P has been ompleted, whih is A toC if n is odd, and is A to B if n is even, and T ontains T + P whih is 2 if nis odd and is 1 if n is even. This agrees with our laim.Notie that COUNT an only take on the value 2k�1 immediately before theIF ... RETURN statement. Assume that the moves for either HANOI(A,B,C,k)or HANOI(A,C,B,k) have been ompleted. If k 6= n(MOD 2), the next movewill be A to C sine by assumption T now ontains 1; if k is odd, the move isT { P to T + P whih is 1 { (1) to 1 + (1) whih represents A to C, and if k iseven, the move is T + P to T { P whih is 1 + ({1) to 1 { ({l) whih representsA to C. If k = n(MOD 2), the next move will be A to B sine by assumptionT now ontains 2; if k is odd, the move is T { P to T + P whih is 2 { ({l) to2 + ({1) whih represents A to B, and if k is even, the move is T + P to T { Pwhih is 2 + 1 to 2 { 1 whih represents A to B.Next COUNT will be inremented to 0...010...0 , i.e., k trailing 0's. WhenCOUNT = 2k+1 � 1 , the algorithm will have repeated the same sequene ofmoves as before sine it only \sees" the rightmost information in COUNT, withthe di�erene that T will have started with a di�erent value. The di�erent start-ing value of T will result in a yli permutation of the labels. If k 6= n(MOD 2),then the ompleted moves will beHANOI (A,C,B,k)A to CHANOI (B,A,C,k),giving HANOI (A,B,C,k+1) with k + 1 = n(MOD 2) , and T will ontain 2(i.e., 1 + 1). If k = n(MOD 2) , then the ompleted moves will beHANOI (A,B,C,k)A to BHANOI (C,A,B,k),giving HANOI (A,C,B,k+1) with k + 1 6= n(MOD 2) , and T will ontain 1(i.e., 2 + 2). 22



Proposition 9. The algorithm TOWERS uses �(2n) time and n + onstantbits of spae.Proof. For spae usage, there are n bits in COUNT, and a onstant number ofbits are used for T and P. For time, the initialization takes �(n) and the WHILEloop is iterated 2n � 1 times. If eah iteration took a onstant amount of timewe would have �(2n) , but the test and inrement instrution on COUNT ouldtake time �(n) giving �(n2n) . So we have to show that only �(2n) time isused. If the value in COUNT is even then inrementing and testing will onlyrequire looking at one bit. If the value in COUNT is odd and (COUNT � 1)=2is even, then the algorithm only looks at 2 bits. In fat, the algorithm will lookat k bits in COUNT in 2n�k ases. Thus the time used will be�( nXk=1 k 2n�k) = �(2n)sineP1k=1 k 2�k onverges.We summarize these results in the following theorem.Theorem 1. Any algorithm whih solves the Towers of Hanoi problem forn disks must use at least �(2n) time and n + onstant bits of storage. Thealgorithm TOWERS solves the problem and simultaneously uses minimum timeand minimum spae.ExerisesEx 2.1. RECURSIVE SIM and NEW SIM an be easily modi�ed to handle alln � 1 or all n � 0.Show how this an be done by treating n = 1 and n = 0 as speial ases.Ex 2.2. Consider starting RECURSIVE SIM withLl[1℄:= A; L2[1℄:= B; L3[1℄:= C; NUM[1℄:= n ; PAR[1℄:= 2 ; PAR[O℄:= 1as the initial entries in the arrays.What does this modi�ed program do when it is given n = 1 .What other modi�ations are neessary to make the modi�ed program orretfor n = 1 ?Will the modi�ed program still be orret for other values of n ?Ex 2.3. For the following algorithm for the Towers of Hanoi problem, provethat the algorithm is orret and ompute its time and spae usage.
23



PROCEDURE HANOI ITERATIVE (A,B,C, n)IF n mod 2 = 0THEN MOVE[1℄:= A TO BELSE MOVE[1℄:= A TO CK:= 1WHILE n > 1 DOn:= n-l; K:= 2*KIF n mod 2 = OTHEN MOVE[K℄:= A TO BL1:= C; L2:= A; L3:=BELSE MOVE[K℄:= A TO CL1:= B; L2:= C; L3:= AFOR I:= 1 TO K-1 DOCASE MOVE[I℄ OFA TO B : MOVE[K+I℄:= L1 TO L2A TO C : MOVE[K+I℄:= L1 TO L3B TO A : MOVE[K+I℄:= L2 TO L1B TO C : MOVE[K+I℄:= L2 TO L3C TO A : MOVE[K+I℄:= L3 TO L1C TO B : MOVE[K+I℄:= L3 TO L2END-FOREND-WHILEHINTS: For orretness you may want to introdue a new variable and prove astatement whih says that on eah iteration of the WHILE loop the new variableinreases (or if you want, dereases), and that at the end of eah iteration aHanoi problem whose size depends on the new variable has been solved. Youwill need to give the tower names for the problem whih has been solved. Youwill also need to speify the value of the new variable.For spae, you should know that the algorithm is storing eah move in thearray MOVE.For time, you may want to onsider both the uniform and the logarithmiost measures.Ex 2.4. Show that if the time to move disk n is O(nK ), the running time forHANOI is still �( 2n ).Ex 2.5. Draw step-by-step the ontents of the reursion stak for the exeutionof HANOI( A, B, C, 3 ), and for the exeution of HANOI( A, B, C, 4 ).
24



Ex 2.6. (Buneman and Levy [1980℄) The following is an algorithm for theTowers of Hanoi problem. Prove its orretness and ompute its time and spae.MOVE SMALLEST DISK ONE TOWER CLOCKWISEWHILE A DISK (OTHER THAN THE SMALLEST) CAN BE MOVED DOMOVE THAT DISKMOVE THE SMALLEST DISK ONE TOWER CLOCKWISEENDWHILEHints: For orretness, you should be areful sine this algorithm only solvesthe original Towers of Hanoi problem when the number of disks is even. Youwill probably want to introdue a new variable and prove a statement aboutthe on�guration of the disks when the number of moves ompleted is a spei�funtion of your new variable.For time and spae, the above algorithm is inomplete sine it doesn't speifythe data struture used to determine if a disk an be moved. You might onsiderrepresenting eah tower by a stak of integers with the integers representing thedisks on the tower. Alternately you might onsider representing the informationby an array DISK, so that DISK[I℄ ontains the name of the tower whih ontainsthe Ith largest disk. You may also �nd it useful to show that the Ith disk ismoved 2n�I times.Ex 2.7. The towers in the Towers of Hanoi problem an be represented using3 staks. How many bits are used in this data struture?Ex 2.8. Show that the Buneman and Levy algorithm (Ex. 2.6) with the stakdata struture has �( 2n ) running time. That is, show that:(a) moving a disk,(b) determining whih disk to move,() and deiding where this disk should be moved from and moved toare all O( 1 ) operations.Ex 2.9. Compare the running time and spae usage of the Buneman and Levyalgorithm (Ex. 2.6) with the stak data struture to the the running time andspae usage of RECURSIVE SIM and NEW SIM.Ex 2.10. A disk array, D[1℄; D[2℄; : : : D[n℄, is an array of tower names in whihthe ith disk is on tower D[i℄.Show that a disk array ontains enough information to uniquely speify theon�guration of a Towers of Hanoi puzzle.How many bits, as a funtion of n, are used in the disk array data struture?Ex 2.11. Show that the following operations used in the Buneman and Levyalgorithm (Ex. 2.6) an be aomplished easily using a disk array.25



(a) moving a disk(b) determining if a disk (other than the smallest) an be moved() deiding where to move the disk identi�ed in (b).Ex 2.12. Show that the Buneman and Levy algorithm (Ex. 2.6) using a diskarray still takes �( 2n ) time.(HINT: In worst ase, the algorithm might look at eah element of the diskarray, but the amortized time for a look up and move is only O( 1 ). )Ex 2.13. Use the previous exerises to show that the Buneman and Levy algo-rithm (Ex. 2.6) has �( 2n ) running time and O(n ) spae usage.Ex 2.14. How many bits are used in a disk array?Give an exat ount ( number of bits ) used by the Buneman and Levy algorithmwith the disk array data struture.Ex 2.15. A on�guration of the Towers of Hanoi puzzle an be represented by3 arrays, one array for eah tower. Beause the position of a disk on a toweris enfored by the no-larger-on-top-of-smaller rule, these arrays only need toreord whether or not a partiular disk is on a partiular tower.Spei�ally, the 3 arrays are:A[1 : n℄; B[1 : n℄; C[1 : n℄with the ondition that for eah I exatly one of A[ I ℄, B[ I ℄, and C[ I ℄ is equalto 1 and the other two are equal to 0.How many bits are in these three arrays?Show how eah of the required operations for the Buneman and Levy algorithman be arried out using this data struture.How muh time (as a funtion of n) do these operations take?Show that with this data struture the Buneman and Levy algorithm has�( 2n ) running time and O(n ) spae usage.You will need to use an amortized time argument.
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Chapter 3SOME INDUCTIONS3.1 What Is Indution?The most important method for proving things in omputer siene is indu-tion. This method is sometimes alled the method of mathematial indutionto distinguish it from the philosophial or empirial method of indution. Inempirial indution, we note that a ertain proposition is true in individual in-stanes and we generalize or indue or indut that the proposition is true forall instanes. For example, a philosopher noties that the sun has risen for eahand every morning of the philosopher's life, and so the philosopher induts thatthe proposition \the sun rises every morning" is always true. After framing thisproposition, the philosopher predits that the sun will rise the next morning,and when the sun does in fat rise, the philosopher is happy to say \ I toldyou so!" The philosopher spends his mornings (after the sun has ome up) birdwathing. He has noted that he often sees swans and that every swan he hasever seen has been a white swan. He, therefore, makes the statement: \ Allswans are white." As in the sun example, he predits that the next swan hesees will be white, and he is grati�ed when the next swan he sees is indeed white.Of ourse, the philosopher is willing to admit that if he ever sees a blak swan,then his indutively veri�ed proposition will be shown to be false. But, for somereason, the philosopher still �rmly believes that the sun will rise tomorrow. Wewill now take leave of the philosopher, and leave to your philosophy professorthe problem of explaining how the two empirially veri�ed propositions: thesun rises every morning; and, all swans are white; di�er from a philosophialperspetive.Mathematial indution di�ers from philosophial indution in that mathe-matial indution is about a well-de�ned mathematial objet, the set of naturalnumbers. If we an prove something by mathematial indution, there is no pos-sibility that the proved statement might be false tomorrow or that it ould beproved false by an empirial observation.Mathematial indution deals with propositions. A proposition is a state-27



ment that is either true or false. To apply mathematial indution, we need apropositional funtion, P (n) whih takes as input a natural number n and givesas output one of the two values, true or false. Mathematial indution says thatif: 1. P (0) is true,2. and, for all n suh that n � 0, P (n) implies P (n+ 1)then, P (n) is true for all n � 0. This is not an empirial observation. It is, infat, part of the de�nition of natural number. In the following setions, we willgive some simple examples of mathematial indution.3.2 Indutions for easy SumsA sum Pni=0 f(n) may be equivalent to a losed form expression g(n): Forexample,Pni=0 1 = n+1: To prove by indution, one must �rst deide what oneis trying to prove. Here, one is given a sum and an expression, and the laimis that the sum and the expression represent the same funtion. That is, if Iput in a value say 10 for n and evaluate the sum, I will get some number, sayS, and when I put 10 into the expression and evaluate it, I will get a numberg(10). The laim is that S = g(10); that is, I get the same value whether I usethe sum or the expression. So, to frame the indutive hypothesis we use P (n) =\Pni=0 f(n) = g(n)". Notie that the right side, delimited by the quotationmarks, is is a relational expression whih laims that what is on the left side ofthe = (the relational operator) is equal to what is on the right side of the =. Toonfuse things as muh as possible, the two = signs serve di�erent roles. Whilethe = inside the quotes is a relational operator, the = after P (n) indiates ade�nition. So, while the = inside ould have the value true or false dependingon whether or not Pni=0 f(n) does equal g(n), the = outside just says thatP (n) is de�ned by the whole quoted expression. So P (n) an be true or falsedepending on the truth or falisity of the the quoted expression. Of ourse, P (n)is a funtion of the natural number variable n, so, for example, P (0) ould betrue, P (1) ould be false, P (2) ould be false, and P (3) ould be true. Whatwe are trying to prove is that P (n) is always true, that is, for whatever value ofn we hoose, when we evaluate P (n) we will get true.At this point we may want to throw up our hands beause we are faed withan in�nite number of tasks, that is, showing that P (0) is true, P (1) is true, P (2)is true, and so forth. The priniple of mathematial indution allows us to breakthis in�nite amount of work into a few piees and if we an �nitely show eahof these piees, we will have almost magially aomplished an in�nite amountof work.The priniple of mathematial indution states:1. if P (0) is true,2. and, if for all n � 0, P (n) implies P (n+ 1)28



3. then, P (n) is true for all n � 0.Clearly, this form isolates an in�nite amount of work in step (2). We have to�gure out how to do this in�nite work with a �nite (and we hope small) amountof e�ort. The trik is that for some P (n)'s we an treat n as an unknownvariable, and use a �nite amount of work to show P (n + 1) from P (n). If wedon't have to say what value n has, we will really be aomplishing an in�niteamount of work with �nite e�ort.Let us return now to our sum examples, and let P (n) = \Pni=0 1 = n+ 1".For the base step, we want to show that P (0) is true. Of ourse, P (0) =\P0i=0 1 =0 + 1" after we have substituted 0 for n. Now P0i=0 1 evaluates to 1, and 0 + 1also evaluates to 1. Hene, P (0) has the same truth value as the expression1 = 1, and sine we know that 1 equals 1, we onlude that P (0) is true.To handle the in�nite amount of work for step (2), whih is alled the indu-tive step, we write out P (n+ 1) whih is P (n+ 1) = \Pn+1i=0 1 = (n+ 1) + 1".Now we assume that P (n) is true and try to use P (n) to show P (n+ 1). P (n)states that nXi=0 1 = n+ 1:With a little luk (or insight) we will try to look for something in P (n+1) thatwill simplify if we an use this relation. Consider Pn+1i=0 1, we an break thissum apart beause n+1Xi=0 1 = ( nXi=0 1) + 1:Now we an use P (n) to replae the term in the parentheses, and son+1Xi=0 1 = (n+ 1) + 1:But, mirale of mirales, this is just the relation that we had to show to showthat P (n + 1) is true. Notie that we were able to treat n as an unevaluatedvariable (exept that we really needed n � 0 to expand the summation), so wehave shown that 8n � 0 P (n)) P (n+ 1); :and so we an onlude by the priniple of mathematial indution that P (n)is true for all n � 0. Said another way, we onlude thatnXi=0 1 = n+ 1:Basially all summation examples work like this simple example. We startwith the indutive hypothesis P (n) = \Pni=0 f(i) = g(n)". We then show thebase ase, P (0), by demonstrating that f(0) = g(0), whih is what we want29



beauseP0i=0 f(i) = f(0). Then, we proeed to show that P (n)) P (n+1) bywriting n+1Xi=0 f(i) = [ nXi=0 f(i)℄ + f(n+ 1)and using P (n) to replae Pni=0 f(i) by g(n), whih gives g(n) + f(n + 1).We are now left with showing that g(n) + f(n + 1) = g(n + 1). This step isusually a matter of algebrai manipulation. For example, to show thatPni=0 i =n(n+ 1)=2, we would use g(n) = n(n+ 1)=2, g(n+ 1) = (n+ 1)(n+ 2)=2, andf(n) = n+ 1. Then a simple algebrai maniplulation shows thatg(n) + f(n+ 1) = n(n+ 1)2 + (n+ 1)= (n+ 1)2 (n+ 2)= g(n+ 1):Ex 3.1. Use indution to show thatnXi=0 i2 = n(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)6 :Ex 3.2. From the previous examples, onjeture a formula g(n) fornXi=0 i3 = g(n):Use mathematial indution to show that your formula is orret.Ex 3.3. Use indution to shownXi=0 2i = 2n+1 � 1:Ex 3.4. Use indution to shownXi=0 3i = (3n+1 � 1)=2:Ex 3.5. Use the last two exerises to onjeture a formula for Pni=0 4i. Verifyyour formula using indution.Ex 3.6. Use these examples to onjeture a formula forPni=0 ai, where a is anynumber exept 1. Verify your formula by indution.
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3.3 Eulid's AlgorithmOne of the oldest algorithms is Eulid's method for omputing the greatestommon divisor of two non-negative integers. The greatest ommon divisor ofa and b is the largest integer that divides both a and b. [When we say that ddivides a, we mean that the quotient a=d is an integer and that the remainderis 0. Said another way, d divides a when a is an integer multiple of d, that is,there is an integer n so that a = nd.℄ This de�nition does not work in the veryspeial ase when a = b = 0 beause every integer divides 0. For this speialase we de�ne the greatest ommon divisor of 0 and 0 to be 0. This should notause any diÆulty beause 0 is not a divisor of any other number.Eulid's algorithm an be written in reursive form as:GCD(a; b) = (a if b = 0GCD(b; a mod b) if b 6= 0.We need to explain the operation a mod b. We assume that a is an integer andthat b is a positive integer. We do not allow b = 0. We want a mod b to give usthe remainder when a is divided by b. If a < b, then a mod b = a. If a an bewritten as a = nb+ r, where 0 � r � b� 1 and n � 0, then a mod b = r. Thetraditional division algorithm will produe the desired r. Notie that if a is amultiple of b, then r = 0, i.e. a mod b = 0.We now use mathematial indution to show that Eulid's algorithm doesompute the greatest ommon divisor. For notational purposes, let g be thegreatest ommon divisor of a and b. We want to show that GCD(a; b) produesg as output. As a �rst step in the indutive proof, we need to hoose an indutivevariable and an indutive hypothesis. Reall that a proposition is a statementthat is either true or false. For example, 2+2 = 4 is a proposition whih is true,while 2 + 2 = 5 is a proposition whih is false. There are, of ourse, Englishsentenes like \Do your homework." that are not propositions beause onedoes not assign a true or false value to thes sentenes. (The onfusion betweenpropositions and non-propositions forms the basis for Abbott and Costello'sfamous \Who's on �rst?" routine.) Sine Eulid's algorithm has two variables,a and b, it may not be obvious whih one should be hosen as the indutivevariable, but the form of the algorithmhaving an output for b = 0 and a reursiveall for b 6= 0 suggests that b should be hosen as the indutive variable. Wethen frame the indutive hypothesis as a funtion of b. The indutive hypothesiswill take a non-negative integer as input and produe an output whih is inftrue; falseg. For Eulid's algorithm we an use the indutive hypothesis:E(b) = `GCD(a; b) alulates the greatest ommon divisor of a and b '= `GCD(a; b) = g':(I've put in quote marks so that it's easier to see the proposition.) Notiethat `GCD(a; b) = g' has a true or false value. We want to show that thisproposition has the value true for all natural numbers a and b. Now that we31



have the indutive hypothesis E(b), we want to show that E(b) is true for smallvalues of b. This is alled proving the base ase. In simple situations like thisone, we need only onsider one small value of b, in this ase b = 0. So our basease is E(0), and we want to show that E(0) is true. If b = 0, what is thelargest integer whih divides both a and b? Sine b = 0, all integers divide b.If a > 0, the largest integer whih divides a is a. So the largest integer whihdivides both a and b is a. In the speial ase when a = 0, every integer dividesa, but we have de�ned the greatest ommon divisor to be 0 for this speial ase.Now, when b = 0, Eulid's algorithm outputs a. In the speial ase, a = 0, thisagrees with our de�nition of greatest ommon divisor. Also, when a > 0, a isthe greates ommon divisor of a and b, and Eulid's algorithm orretly outputsa. Hene, E(0) is true, and we have proved the base ase.Now we proeed to the indutive step. We want to show that for all b � 0,E(b) is true. We do so by showing that E(0) and E(1) and E(2) and ... andE(b � 1) all being true allows us to onlude that E(b) is true. We assumethat b > 0 and look at what the algorithm does. In this ase, GCD(a; b) allsGCD(b; a mod b). What do we know about a mod b? We know that a mod bis an integer and that 0 � a mod b < b. So E(a mod b) is somewhereamong E(0), E(1), E(2), ... , E(b� 1) and we have assumed that eah of thesepropositions is true. Hene, we may assume that E(a mod b) is true, that is,regardless of what the �rst argument is, GCD(�rst argument; a mod b) produesthe greatest ommon divisor of �rst argument and a mod b. We are left withshowing that the greatest ommon divisor of b and a mod b is, in fat, the sameas the greatest ommon divisor of a and b. We an write a asa = nb+ a mod b:Now, if d divides the left side of this equation, then d also divides the right sideof this equation, and vie-versa. Further, if d divides x+y and d divides x, thend must also divide y. Hene, any divisor of a and b must also be a divisor of band a mod b. Conversely, any divisor of b and a mod b must also be a divisor ofa and b. So, the set of divisors of a and b is the same as the set of divisors ofb and a mod b, and the largest element in this set is both the greatest ommondivisor of a and b and is also the greatest ommon divisor of b and a mod b.Hene, we have shown that if E(0), E(1), E(2), ... , E(b� 1) are all true thenE(b) must also be true.Now, sine we have shown that E(0) is true, and thatE(0), E(1), E(2), ... , E(b�1) implies E(b), we an onlude by the priniple ofmathematial indution that E(b) is true for all b � 0, i.e. for all non-negativeintegers b.
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Ex 3.7. Show that the least ommon multiple of a and b an be omputedeasily, if you know the greatest ommon divisor of a and b.Ex 3.8. Let fn be the nth Fibonai number de�ned by f0 = 0, f1 = 1 andfn = fn�1 + fn�2 for n � 2:(a) Compute gd( 233, 144).Notie that this is gd( f13, f12 ) .(b) Conjeture a formula for gd( fn, fn�1 ) .() Use indution to show that your onjetured formula is orret for alln � 1 .Ex 3.9. What's wrong with the following indution?To show that all horses are the same olor.BASE: P (0) is true beause all the horses in a set with no horses are the sameolor as all the other horses in that set.INDUCTIVE STEP: P (n) =) P (n+ 1).Consider a set of n+1 horses. Remove one horse leaving n horses in the set. ByP (n), all these n horses have the same olor, say brown. Next remove anotherhorse and put the n + 1st bak in the set. Again by P (n) these n horses havethe same olor, say brown. So all the n+1 horses have the same olor (brown)and P (n+ 1) is trueFUNCTION FIB2( n )IF n = 1 THEN RETURNf (0; 1) gELSE (x; y) = FIB2( n � 1 )RETURNf (y; x+ y) gEx 3.10. Assume that the formulafn = fn�1 + fn�2 holds for all n � 2:Use indution to show that for all n � 1, FIB2( n ) returns ( fn�1; fn ).Ex 3.11. A hyperube of dimension n has 2n verties where eah vertex is la-beled by one of the n bit binary vetors. Two verties have an edge betweenthem exatly when their vetors di�er in exatly one bit position.Use indution to show that the n dimensional hyperube has a Hamiltonianpath.HINTS: An n dimensional hyperube an be onsidered to be two n � 1 di-mensional hyperubes by putting all the verties whose vetors start with a 0 in33



one n � 1 dimensional hyperube and all the verties whose vetors start witha 1 in the other n� 1 dimensional hyperube.Your Hamiltonian path should start at the vertex with vetor 0(1)n�1 and endat the vertex with vetor 1(1)n�1. Of ourse, sine this is an undireted graph,your path an go in the opposite diretion from 1(1)n�1 to 0(1)n�1.3.4 Sometimes \Simple" Indution Doesn't WorkConsider our Towers of Hanoi di�erene equationMn = 2Mn�1 + 1:We would like to show that Mn = O( 2n ). If we wish to proeed by indution,we have to hoose an indutive hypothesis. The obvious indutive hypothesis isP (n) = " Mn �  2n "where  > 0. If we try to use this hypothesis in onjuntion with the di�ereneequation, we haveMn = 2Mn�1 + 1 � 2(  2n�1 ) + 1 =  2n + 1:Here, we have used the hypothesisP (n� 1) = "Mn�1 �  2n�1 "to obtain the inequality. Unfortunately, this gives usMn �  2n + 1instead of Mn �  2nand the \obvious" indutive hypothesis does not suÆe to prove the result wewant, even though the result is true.To get the desired result, we will need a di�erent hypothesis. Let's tryQ(n) = "Mn � b 2n � 1 " :Using Q(n� 1) and the di�erene equation, we haveMn = 2Mn�1 + 1 � 2( b 2n�1 � 1 ) + 1 = b 2n � 1:So we have that Q(n� 1) =) Q(n). If we have a base Q(0) whih is TRUE,we will have ompleted the indutive proof of Q(n). But,M0 = 0 � b 20 � 1 = b � 1;so if we hoose b � 1 then Q(0) is TRUE.34



Notie that Q(n) is \stronger" than P (n), in that Q(n) =) P (n). To seethis, we need to show that"Mn � b 2n � 1 " =) "Mn �  2n " ;whih will follow if b 2n � 1 �  2n or re-arranging if ( b �  ) 2n � 1. If wehoose  � b, the left hand side is negative or zero and the right hand side ispositive, and so the inequality is TRUE.What this example shows is that to prove a statement P (n), we may have toprove a stronger statement Q(n) and then use Q(n) =) P (n) to �nally proveP (n).Ex 3.12. Let yn = yn�1 + yn�2 + 1with y0 � 0 and y1 � 0. Show that yn = O(�n0 ) where �0 is the positive realroot of x2 � x � 1.Sine you are showing that yn �  �n0 , you should also give a lower bound on whih depends on the values of y0 and y1.Ex 3.13. A hyperube of dimension n has 2n verties where eah vertex is la-beled by one of the n bit binary vetors. Two verties have an edge betweenthem exatly when their vetors di�er in exatly one bit position.Use indution to show that for n � 2 the n dimensional hyperube has a Hamil-tonian iruit.HINT: See exerise 3.11.
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3.5 Proof by RedutionWe often solve problems by making use of the solutions to other problems. Forexample, we an SORT a set of numbers by �nding the largest number, remov-ing it and then sorting the remaining set. Here, we have redued the problemof sorting to the problem of �nding largest.We're using reursion here. Our point may be learer, if we state this redutioniteratively.We an SORT a set of numbers by�nding the largest number, removing it,then �nding the largest number in this smaller set, removing it,and repeating these steps until we have only one number left.Redution an also be used in proofs. A neat example of using redution isthe lassi problem of summing the �rst n integers, i.e.1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + nWe'd like a simple formula for this sum.(There are many ways to �nd this formula, but we want to show one that ex-empli�es redution.)If n is an even number, we an �nd a speial formula for this even ase.spei�ally, we an \fold" the sequene of numbers so that we have:1 2 : : :n n� 1 : : :Clearly, there are n=2 pairs of numbers formed by this folding and we have1 2 : : :n n� 1 : : :��� ��� ���n+ 1 n+ 1 n+ 1that is, the sum of the numbers in eah pair is (n+1 ). We now have the obviousformula n2 (n+ 1 ) for the sum of the �rst n numbers when n is EVEN.But, (so far) this method does not give us a formula whih works for ODDn. Here's where redution omes in.The sum up to an ODD n, is the sum up to n � 1 (whih is EVEN) plusn (whih is ODD). From above, we have a formula for the sum up to an EVENvalue. To use that formula for an ODD n, we have to replae the n in thisformula by n � 1 whih is the EVEN number we are summing up to. Theformula with this replaement beomes n�12 (n � 1 + 1 ) or re-writing n�12 (n ).To get our formula for ODD n we have to add n, whih givesn� 12 (n ) + n = n2 (n� 1 ) + 2n2 = n2 (n� 1 + 2 ) = n2 (n+ 1 ):36



Remarkable, the formula for ODD n turns out to be idential to the formula forEVEN n. So, we have a solution to our summation problem, whih one usuallywrites as 1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + n = nXi=1 i = n(n+ 1 )2 :LetE(n) = \ If n is EVEN, then 1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + n = n(n+ 1 )2 ":Notie that E(n) is TRUE for all n. We have just shown via \folding" thatE(n) is TRUE for EVEN n. For ODD n, E(n) is TRUE beause p =) qis TRUE if p is FALSE. For E(n), p is \ n is EVEN " whih is learly FALSEwhen n is ODD.Let FORM(n) = \ 1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + n = n(n+ 1 )2 : "Clearly, if n is EVEN, E(n) and FORM(n) say the same thing, and soE(n) =) FORM(n) and FORM(n) =) E(n)when n is EVEN. Beause E(n) is TRUE for EVEN n, FORM(n) is TRUE forEVEN n.The \redution" argument (above) shows that if n is ODD, thenE(n� 1) =) FORM(n)and sine E(n � 1) is TRUE, we an onlude that FORM(n) is TRUE forODD n.Finally, beause FORM(n) is TRUE for EVEN n, and FORM(n) is TRUEfor ODD n, we onlude that FORM(n) is TRUE for ALL n.Of ourse, we an make this proof look more like a standard indutive proof.We have by the \folding" argument that FORM(n) is TRUE for EVEN n. Toshow that that FORM(n) is TRUE for ODD n, we know that FORM(n� 1)is TRUE beause n ODD means that n� 1 is EVEN. So,1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + n� 1 = (n� 1)(n� 1 + 1 )2 = n(n� 1 )2and 1 + 2 + 3 + : : : + n = n(n� 1 )2 + n = n(n+ 1 )2 :Hene, we have that FORM(n�1) =) FORM(n) if n is ODD. By the \fold-ing" argument we know that FORM(n) is TRUE for EVEN n, so, FORM(n�1)is TRUE for ODD n whih implies that FORM(n) is TRUE for ODD n. Fi-nally, sine FORM(n) is TRUE for EVEN n and FORM(n) is TRUE for ODDn, FORM(n) is TRUE for all n. 37



Ex 3.14. Assume that you know that E(n+ 1 ) is TRUE for ODD n.Use E(n+ 1 ) and subtration to show that F (n ) is TRUE for ODD n.Use these results to show F (n ) is TRUE for all n.Ex 3.15. As �rst Postmaster General, Benjamin Franklin proposed issuing oneent, two ent, and �ve ent stamps.Show by indution that every amount of postage an be made using these threetypes of stamps.Ex 3.16. Alexander Hamilton proposed issuing two ent, three ent and �veent stamps, and setting the smallest postal harge at two ents.Show by indution that every amount of postage an be made using Hamilton'ssheme.Ex 3.17. Tom Je�erson asked how postmasters ould determine the number ofstamps to use.Ben Franklin proposed a GREEDY method whih ould be used for either hisof Hamilton's proposal:(a) Use the most 5's possible,(b) Then use the most 3's possible,() Then use 1's (or 2's in Hamiltons sheme)Use this greedy method to �nd a number of stamps used in Franklin's plan andin Hamilton's plan for eah amount of postage from 2 ents to twenty ents.Ex 3.18. Show that the GREEDY method is not always optimal.(E.G. for stamp denominations one ent, four ents, �ve ents, show that thegreedy method SOMETIMES produes results whih do NOT use the minimalnember of stamps.)Ex 3.19. Show that for eah amount A, Hamilton's sheme never uses morestamps then Franklin's sheme.Ex 3.20. Show that there are some amounts A for whih several di�erentombinations of stamps in Franklin's sheme use the minimumnumber of stampsto make the amount A.Ex 3.21. Show that for Hamilton's sheme, the GREEDY method always usesthe minimal number of stamps.There are several ways to approah this problem.One, you ould use indution.If so, you might de�ne M(n) to be the minimal number of stamps to make upthe amount n,and then show thatM(n� 2) � M(n) and M(n� 3) � M(n):38



Two, you might try a diret proof.By showing that for every n, if you have some stamps that make up n, thendereasing the number of 5's and/or 3's while still adding up to n, an neveruse fewer stamps.Ex 3.22. Show that for Franklin's sheme, the GREEDY method always usesthe minimal number of stamps.
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Chapter 4DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER4.1 What is Divide-and-Conquer?The algorithm design strategy whih breaks a given problem into several smallerproblems of the same type is usually alled the divide-and-onquer strategy. Inthe previous setion, the reursive algorithm for the Towers of Hanoi problem isan example of a divide-and-onquer algorithm. Given a problem with n disks,this algorithm onverts it into two problems with n � 1 disks. Eah of thesubproblems is suessively broken into subproblems until problems whih anbe solved immediately are reahed. The Towers of Hanoi algorithm ontinuesforming problems with fewer disks until it reahes problems with 1 disk whihan be solved immediately. After the subproblems are solved the divide-and-onquer algorithm then ombines the solutions of the subproblems to give asolution to the original problem. In the Towers of Hanoi example, there is noexpliit ombining, beause the neessary ombination is simply to solve onesubproblem after the other subproblem has been solved. This ombination ishandled by the ordering of the statements in the algorithm.The reursive struture of a divide-and-onquer algorithm leads diretly toan indutive proof of orretness, and also gives diretly a di�erene equationfor the running time of the algorithm.Consider designing by divide-and-onquer an algorithm to sort the elementsof an n-element array. One way to do this is to �nd the largest element inthe array, interhange it with the last element of the array, and then sort theremaining n� 1 element array. This algorithm ould be written asPROCEDURE SORT(n)IF n > 1 THEN LARGEST(n)SORT(n-l) ,where LARGEST is an algorithmwhih handles the largest element. If LARGESTworks orretly then it is easy to prove that SORT works orretly. Similarly ifwe know how many omparisons LARGEST used, then we ould ompute the40



number of omparisons used by SORT from the formulaS(n) = S(n� 1) + L(n);where S(n) is the number of omparisons used by SORT(n), S(n�1) is the num-ber of omparisons used by SORT(n-1), and L(n) is the number of omparisonsused by LARGEST(n). It is easy to design LARGEST(n) so that it uses exatlyn� 1 omparisons. This gives the di�erene equation S(n) = S(n� 1) + n� 1.When there is only 1 element in the array, SORT does nothing. This gives theinitial ondition S(1) = 0. It is easy to hek that S(n) = n(n � 1)=2 satis�esboth the di�erene equation and the initial ondition.This reursive sorting algorithm an be easily onverted to an iterative algo-rithm beause the reursive algorithm is tail-reursive, that is, the only time thealgorithm alls itself is at the end of the algorithm. The orresponding iterativealgorithm is FOR I := n DOWNTO 2 DOLARGEST(I)It is still easy to write an indutive proof of the orretness of this algorithm.The number of omparisons used by this iterative algorithm an be omputedby 2XI=nL(I) = 2XI=n(I � 1) = n(n� 1)=2:Both the reursive and iterative sorting algorithms use the same number ofomparisons. They also both use spae to store the original array. The reursivealgorithmhas the disadvantage that it uses a stak to keep trak of the reursion.This stak requires some spae. Further, the reursive algorithm spends sometime in manipulating this stak. So in this ase, the iterative algorithm wouldbe preferred to the reursive algorithm.In the above example, we have broken a problem of size n into a singleproblem of size n� 1. Instead we ould try to break the problem of size n intotwo problems of size n=2. If we ould solve the two problems of size n=2, thenwe would be left with the problem of ombining two sorted sequenes of sizen=2 to form a single sorted sequene of size n. Let us assume that the algorithmMERGE takes as input two sorted sequenes and outputs a single sorted arraywhih ontains all the elements of the input. From the MERGE algorithm wean onstrut a divide-and-onquer algorithm MERGESORT:PROCEDURE MERGESORT(A, n)IF n > 1 THEN BREAK A into two arrays Al & A2EACH OF SIZE n/2MERGESORT(Al, n/2)MERGESORT(A2, n/2)MERGE(A1, A2)41



As usual it is easy to onstrut an indutive proof of the orretness of thisalgorithm.To alulate the number of omparisons used by this sort, we need to knowthe number of omparisons used by MERGE. Although this number will dependon whih elements are atually in the two subarrays Al and A2, it is lear thatat most n � 1 omparisons are used beause eah omparison results in anelement being merged into its proper plae in the output array. So in worst asethe number of omparisons used by MERGESORT is given by the di�ereneequation C(n) = 2C(n=2) + n� 1beause the algorithm with input of size n alls itself twie with input of sizen=2 and MERGE uses at most n � 1 omparisons. For an initial ondition wehave C(1) = 0 sine the algorithm does nothing when n = 1. The solution tothis equation is C(n) = n logn� n+ 1where log means logarithm to the base 2. The solution an be easily veri�edusing indution. This solution an also he written as C(n) = �(n logn).If the number of omparisons is the measure of resoure usage, then MERGE-SORT is preferred to the previous sorting algorithms beause MERGESORT is�(n logn) while the other sorting algorithms are �(n2).4.2 The General Form for Divide-and-ConquerAlgorithmsIn SORT we dereased the size of the problem by 1, whereas in MERGESORTwe divided the problem in half. Algorithms like SORT are sometimes alledsubtrat-and-onquer. Algorithms like MERGESORT are onsidered to be truedivide-and-onquer algorithms.In most of our examples, a problem will be split into two subproblems of thesame type that are half the original size. Here we generalize this slightly andassume that a problem of size n is split into several (say a) subproblems, eahof size n= for some onstant . For many divide-and-onquer algorithms  = 2holds, but the same analysis works for general .In some ases the splitting proess is easy and has negligible omputationalost, but we want to allow for the possibility that splitting takes some time.Usually the time-onsuming part of a divide-and-onquer algorithm is the om-bining step, when the answers to subproblems are used to ompute the answer tothe whole problem. Here is the general form of a divide-and-onquer algorithm:
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The general form of a divide-and-onquer algorithmPROCEDURE DandC(DATA,n,SOLUTION)IF n is smallTHEN Solve by some speial algorithmELSE SPLIT(DATA,n) into (D1,n=)DandC(D1; n=; S1)D2 := f2(DATA; D1; S1)DandC(D2; n=; S2)D3 := f3(DATA; D1; S1; D2; S2)...Da := fa(DATA; D1; S1; D2; S2; : : : ; Da�1; Sa�1)DandC(Da; n=; Sa)SOLUTION:=fa+1(DATA; D1; S1; D2; S2; : : : ; Da; Sa)RETURN(SOLUTION)Often the various subproblems are solved independently, but here we've allowedfor the results of previous subproblems to be proessed and then fed into thenext subproblem. The funtion fa+1 performs the �nal ombination of resultsto produe the solution.4.3 Divide-and-Conquer Di�erene EquationsConsider a divide-and-onquer algorithm whih breaks a problem of size n intosubproblems eah of size n=. Assume that there are a suh subproblems andthat the algorithm takes bnm time to split the original problem into subproblemsand to ombine the solutions of the subproblems to give the solution to theoriginal problem. A di�erene equation for the time used by the algorithm isT (n) = aT (n=) + bnm:The solution for the time used by the algorithm is :T (n) =8<: �(nm) if a < m�(nm logn) if a = m�(nlog a) if a > mThe derivation of the solution is not too ompliated but it involves a numberof details, so we will not give it in full. To derive the solution, you an �rst on-vert the divide-and-onquer equation to a standard linear onstant oeÆientdi�erene equation by the substitution n = r and T (n) = tr. Use standardtehniques to solve this di�erene equation. Determine whih term in the so-lution will be largest, and from the assumptions that a, b, and  are positiveand the initial ondition is nonnegative, show that the oeÆient of this largestterm is positive. 43



The above solution for the time used by the algorithm also holds for thedivide-and-onquer equationT (n) = aT (n=) + P (n);where P (n) is a polynomial of degree m. This holds beause the equation islinear. So the solutions due to the various terms in the polynomial an belinearly ombined, and therefore the solution due to the highest power term inthe polynomial will dominate.Time here should be taken in a broad sense. It ould mean atual time asmeasured by a lok, but it ould also mean the number of times a partiularoperation is used. For example, when we onsidered sorting, \time" was thenumber of omparisons used. In many numerial algorithms, time is the numberof multipliations and divisions used.4.4 Some Divide-and-Conquer Examples4.4.1 MergesortFor the running time of MERGESORT we have the equation:T (n) = 2T (n=2) + bn:This equation holds for either the number of omparisons or for the total runningtime. Sine a = 2,  = 2, m = 1, we have a = m and the solution is T (n) =�(n logn).4.4.2 Polynomial MultipliationA fairly ommon numeri problem is alulating the produt of two polynomials.The input is the oeÆients of the two polynomials, and the desired output isthe oeÆients of the produt polynomial. If the array A[ 0 ... n-1 ℄ ontainsthe oeÆients of one polynomial and the array B[ 0 ... n-1 ℄ ontains theoeÆients of the other polynomial, we want the array C[ 0 ... 2n - 2 ℄ toontain the oeÆients of the produt polynomial.An iterative algorithm to multiply two polynomials.FOR I = 0 TO n-1FOR J = 0 TO n-1C[I + J℄ := A[I℄ * B[J℄ + C[I + J℄ENDFORENDFOR
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The usual algorithm for this problem proeeds iteratively by multiplying eahoeÆient of the �rst polynomial by the �rst oeÆient of the seond polynomial,then multiplying eah oeÆient of the �rst polynomial by the seond oeÆientof the seond polynomial, and adding these produts to the appropriate partialoeÆient of the produt polynomial; this proess is ontinued until all of theoeÆients of the seond polynomial have been used. If eah of the polynomialshave n oeÆients then this algorithm will use �(n2) multipliations and �(n2)total operations.The polynomial multipliation problem an also be solved by a divide-and-onquer algorithm whih breaks eah polynomial in half, multiplies 4 half-sizepolynomials, and then adds the half-size produts in the appropriate way to givethe produt polynomial. More expliitly, let P (x) and Q(x) be two polynomialswith n oeÆients eah. WriteP (x) = P0(x) + P1(x)xn=2Q(x) = Q0(x) +Q1(x)xn=2where P0(x), P1(x), Q0(x) and Q1(x) are all polynomials of degree n=2 � 1.Then P (x)Q(x) = P0(x)Q0(x) + (P0(x)Q1(x) + P1(x)Q0(x))xn=2+ P1(x)Q1(x)xn:For the number of multipliationsM(n), we haveM(n) = 4M(n=2);and sine a = 4,  = 2, m = 0. We have a > m and the solution isM(n) = �(nlog2 4) = �(n2):For the total number of operations T (n), we haveT (n) = 4T (n=2) + bnbeause all of the polynomial additions an be arried out with a multiple ofn oeÆient additions, and the multipliations by powers of X simply shift asequene of oeÆients. Sine a = 4,  = 2, m = 1, we have a > m andT (n) = �(n2).There seems little point to this divide-and-onquer approah sine it gives usthe same running time as the usual algorithm, but it suggests that all 4 of thehalf-size multipliations might not be neessary beause we only need the sum(P0(x)Q1(x) + P1(x)Q0(x)) rather than both these produts. This sum an beomputed using only one multipliation if we have P0(x)Q0(x) and P1(x)Q1(x)beause (P0Q1 + P1Q0) = (P0 + P1)(Q0 +Q1)� P0Q0 � P1Q1:45



Our new divide-and-onquer algorithm isP (x)Q(x) =P0(x)Q0(x)[1� xn=2℄+(P0(x) + P1(x))(Q0(x) +Q1(x))xn=2+ P1(x)Q1(x)[xn � xn=2℄:This algorithm uses only 3 half-size multipliations soM(n) = 3M(n=2)and T (n) = 3T (n=2) + bnbeause the number of additions and subtrations is still proportional to n. ForM(n) we have a = 3,  = 2, m = 0, so a > m andM(n) = �(nlog2 3). For T (n)we have a = 3,  = 2, m = 1, so a > m and T (n) = �(nlog2 3). This divide-and-onquer algorithm will be faster than the usual �(n2) algorithm beauselog2 3 < 2.4.4.3 Integer MultipliationThe 3-Half Size multipliation method for polynomials an also be applied tointeger multipliation. Let I and J be n{bit numbers, so thatI = I0 + I12n=2 and J = J0 + J12n=2:Then I � J = m1 + (m3 �m1 �m2)2n=2 +m22n;where m1 = I0 � J0m2 = (I0 + I1) � (J0 + J1)m2 = I1 � J1These 3 multiplies are multipliations of n=2 bit numbers. So as in the polyno-mial multipliation algorithm, the running time satis�es T (n) = 3T (n=2) + bnand T (n) = �(nlog2 3):The only di�erene is that for the integer problem we are ounting bit operations,while in the polynomial problem we are ounting arithemwti operations.
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Example 4.4.1. As a small example, let's multiply 15 and 14.I = 15 = 3 + 3 � 4; I0 = 3; I1 = 3J = 14 = 2 + 3 � 4; J0 = 2; J1 = 3m1 = 3 � 2 = 6m2 = 3 � 3 = 9m3 = (3 + 3) � (2 + 3) = 6 � 5 = 30m3 �m1 �m2 = 30� 6� 9m1 + (m3 �m1 �m2)24=2 +m224= 6 + 15 � 4 + 9 � 16= 210 = 14 � 15:4.4.4 Matrix MultipliationAnother problem in whih divide-and-onquer leads to a faster algorithm ismatrix multipliation. If n�n matries are broken into four n=2�n=2 matriesthen the problem is to ompute the matrix C, where� C11 C12C21 C22 � = � A11 A12A21 A22 �� B11 B12B21 B22 �The straight-forward algorithm isC11 = A11B11 +A12B21C12 = A11B12 +A12B22C21 = A21B11 +A22B21C22 = A21B12 +A22B22The equation for the running time of this algorithm isT (n) = 8T (n=2) + bn2;beause there are 8 half-size multipliations and the additions an be done intime proportional to n2. This equation has a = 8,  = 2, m = 2, so a > m andT (n) = �(nlog2 8) = �(n3)A faster divide-and-onquer algorithm was designed by Strassen[1969℄. Thisfaster algorithm uses only 7 half-size multipliations. Strassen's algorithm isM1 = (A12 � A22)(B21 +B22)M2 = (A11 + A22)(B11 +B22)47



M3 = (A11 � A21)(B11 +B12)M4 = (A11 +A12)B22M5 = A11(B12 �B22)M6 = A22(B21 �B11)M7 = (A21 +A22)B11C11 =M1 +M2 �M4 +M6C12 =M4 +M5C21 =M6 +M7C22 =M2 �M3 +M5 �M7It is a simple exerise in algebra to prove this algorithm orret. The very realdiÆulty was disovering the algorithm in the �rst plae. The running time ofStrassen's algorithm obeys the equationT (n) = 7T (n=2) + bn2beause there are 7 half-size multipliations and the additions and subtrationsof matries an be arried out in time proportional to n2. Thus Strassen'salgorithm has �(nlog2 7) running time.4.4.5 Solving a Linear System of EquationsAs the �nal example of this setion, onsider solving for X , the system of linearequations AX = B. A divide-and-onquer approah to this problem wouldattempt to break this problem into several subproblems of the same kind. Byadding multiples of some n=2 of the rows of A to the other n=2 rows of A, Aan be redued to the form � A1 A20 A3 � and by using the same transformationthe vetor B will be transformed to � B1B2 �. If we also split X into � X1X2 �the solution to the original problem an be given as the solutions toA3X2 = B2(4.1) A1X1 = B1 �A2X2(4.2) 48



The equation for the running time of this algorithm isT (n) = 2T (n=2) + bn3beause we have two half-size subproblems and it takes time proportional ton3 to redue A to the required speial form. Sine a = 2,  = 2, m = 3, wehave a < m and T (n) = �(nm) = �(n3). There is nothing that partiularlyreommends this algorithm { it has the same running time as the standardGaussian elimination algorithm { but it is an example of a divide-and-onqueralgorithm with a < m. An example of a divide-and-onquer algorithm witha = mis MERGESORT. Examples of divide-and-onquer algorithms with a >m are the polynomial multipliation and matrix multipliation algorithms.4.4.6 Newton's MethodNewton's method is often used to �nd the root of a funtion. It makes use ofthe idea of \tangent sliding", that is, approximating the funtion by a straightline, its tangent, and then �nding where this straight line rosses the axis. If afuntion f(x) has a root R, then0 = f(R) � f(x) + (R� x)f 0(x)or rewriting R � x� f(x)f 0(x) = N(x):Under reasonable hypotheses, starting from a good initial approximation, New-ton's method will double the number of orret digits. So, if you have an ap-proximation, say x, and x agrees with R on the �rst 5 bits, then N(x) will agreewith R on about the �rst 10 bits. Of ourse, this proedure an be iterated, soN(N(x)) will agree with R on about the �rst 20 bits, and so forth.Newton's method an also be used to alulate funtions. In partiular,Newton's method an be used to alulate square root and reiproal. To om-pute pA, use the funtion f(x) = x2�A whih learly has pA as a root. Here,f 0(x) = 2x and soN(x) = x� x2 �A2x = x2 +A2x = x2 + A=2x :So if you know how to divide, you an quikly ompute square root. Let T (n)be the time to ompute pA orret to n bits. Then the run-time equation isT (n) = T (n2 ) + bn2beause Newton's formula will double the number of orret bits, and the theoperations involved in the formula are division by 2 whih is merely a shift,division of A=2 by x whih will take O(n2) to ompute n bits, and an additionwhih will take O(n) bit operations. So, the time in bit operations to use the49



Newton formula will be bounded above by bn2, at least for big enough n. Therun-time equation an be solved by our usual method where a = 1,  = 2, andm = 2. Sine a < m, T (n) = �(nm) = �(n2):A similar proedure will allow us to divide using Newton's method andmultipliation. Sine A=B = A � (1=B), if we an ompute 1=B, then onemultipliation suÆes to ompute A=B. To ompute 1=B, we use f(x) = 1x�B,whih learly has 1=B as its only root. Sine f 0(x) = �1=x2,N(x) = x� 1=x�B�1=x2 = x(2�Bx):Let T (n) be the time in bit operations to ompute 1=B orret to n bits, thenT (n) = T (n2 ) + bn2:As in the ase of square root, T (n2 ) is the time to ompute the answer orretto n=2 bits and bn2 is an upper bound on the time to ompute N(x). Notiethat to ompute N(x), the formula uses a subtration whih takes O(n), andtwo multipliations, B � x and x � (2 � Bx), and eah multipliation an useO(n2) bit operations. So again, bn2 is an upper bound on the time to omputeN(x) orret to n bits. As before, we note a = 1,  = 2, and m = 2, and sinea < m, T (n) = �(nm) = �(n2):It is worth noting that these uses of Newton's method demonstrate that divi-sion and square root an be omputed in the same time order as multipliation.Although we have only demonstrated this result for standard �(n2) multiplia-tion, notie that a < m will hold if m � 1, so even if we ould multiply n bitnumbers in �(n) time we would still haveTSQRT (n) � TDIV (n) � TMULT (n):The tehnique of the next setion will allow multipliation in time only slightlyworse than �(n), and this faster multipliation an be used to speed up bothdivision and square root.4.5 Polynomial Multipliation and Fast FourierTransformIn pratie the polynomial multipliation algorithms of the last setion are notused beause there is a muh faster algorithm. The faster algorithm is based onthe idea that there are two ways to represent a polynomial. A polynomial withn oeÆients may be represented by its oeÆients or it may be represented bythe values of the polynomial at n distint points. Either representation an be50



alulated from the other representation. This an be represented shematiallyby: evaluationoeÆients �����������������! values �����������������interpolationIf we have the oeÆients of two polynomials eah with n=2 oeÆients andwe want the n�1 oeÆients of the produt polynomial, we ould evaluate eahof the input polynomials at the same n�1 points and multiply the orrespondingvalues to obtain the values of the produt polynomial at these n� 1 points. Toobtain the desired oeÆients we ould interpolate a polynomial with n � 1oeÆients through these points.The diÆulty with this approah is that the standard methods for evalua-tion and interpolation are both �(n2), so using them would result in an �(n2)method for multiplying polynomials. On the other hand, there is nothing inthe above disussion whih fores us to use any partiular set of points as eval-uation and interpolation points. It is easy to evaluate a polynomial at ertainpoints. For example, the value of a polynomial at 0 is simply one oeÆientof the polynomial, and the value of a polynomial at 1 is simply the sum of theoeÆients.It is diÆult to see how to generalize the idea of evaluation at 0, but theidea of evaluation at 1 an be generalized if we are willing to allow omplexnumbers. A omplex number w is an nth root of unity if wn = 1. We know bythe fundamental theorem of algebra that there are n omplex numbers whihare nth roots of unity. A primitive nth root of unity is a omplex number w suhthat wn = 1 and wj 6= 1 for 1 � j � n � 1. A primitive root is useful beauseits powers w0; w1; w2; :::; wn�1 give us the n numbers whih are nth roots ofunity. We an use as our primitive roots the omplex numbers e2�i=n whihan be alulated by os(2�=n) + i sin(2�=n). These numbers only need to bealulated one and stored in a table. This table will also be useful beause aprimitive (n=2)nd root of unity is w2 whih will already be in your table.To evaluate a polynomial a0 + a1x + :::+ an�1xn�1 at the n roots of unitywe should ompute0BBBBB� w0 w0 : : : w0w0 w1 : : : wn�1w0 w1�2 : : : w(n�1)�2... ... ... ...w0 w1�(n�1) : : : w(n�1)�(n�1) 1CCCCCA0BBB� a0a1...an�1 1CCCAUnfortunately if we do this by the obvious algorithm it will take time �(n2)even if we have already alulated the entries in the matrix. However, the matrixhas very speial struture and if we an make use of this struture we may beable to onstrut a faster algorithm.To display the struture of the matrix we will permute some of the olumns.Sine we are planning to break things in half we will assume that n is a power of51



2. Also we will number the rows and olumns from 0 to n�1, so the indies anbe represented by using logn bits. Our permutation will interhange olumn jwith olumn Rev(j), where Rev(j) is a number formed by reading the bits of jin reverse order. In our permuted matrix loation i; j will ontain wiRev(j) .In the lower left quadrant the matrix will have i � n=2, j < n=2, and Rev(j)will be even. SowiRev(j) = w(n=2+i�n=2)Rev(j)= [wn=2℄Rev(j)w(i�n=2)Rev(j)= (�1)Rev(j)w(i�n=2)Rev(j) = w(i�n=2)Rev(j)and the lower left quadrant will be idential to the upper left quadrant. Thelower right quadrant has i � n=2, j � n=2, and Rev(j) is odd. SowiRev(j) = �w(i�n=2)Rev(j)and the lower right quadrant is the negative of the upper right quadrant. Theupper right quadrant has i < n=2, j � n=2 and Rev(j)� 1 = Rev(j � n=2). SowiRev(j) = wiwi(Rev(j)�1) = wiwiRev(j�n=2)and the upper right quadrant is idential to the upper left quadrant multipliedby the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal entry is wi.The upper left quadrant has i < n=2, j < n=2, and Rev(j) is even. SowiRev(j) = [w2℄iRev(j)=2The half-size permuted matrix will ontain w2 raised to the iRev(j) powerbeause w2 is a prinipal n=2nd root of unity. Of ourse in the half-size matrixRev(j) will have (logn)� 1 bits. In the larger matrix Rev(j)=2 simply removesthe low order bit whih is 0. Thus the upper left quadrant will be idential tothe half-size permuted matrix.From these onsiderations we haveF2n = � Fn DFnFn �DFn �where D is a diagonal matrix whose kth entry is wk where w is a prinipal (2n)throot of unity. As we have seen, the matrix an be used to evaluate a polynomialat all the 2n roots of unity, and sine it turns out that this evaluation gives theoeÆients of the disrete Fourier expansion of the polynomial, the matrix isalled the (permuted) Fourier matrix.The form of the above matrix suggests a divide-and-onquer algorithm toompute the disrete Fourier transform of a vetor. Sine the algorithm will befaster than a method based diretly on the de�nition of Fourier transform, thealgorithm is usually alled the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). Assume X is a52



vetor with 2n omponents. Let X1 be the �rst n omponents of X , and let X2be the last n omponents of X . ThenF2nX = � FnX1 +DFnX2FnX1 �DFnX2 �Notie FnX1 and FnX2 need only be omputed one eah. Their values anthen be ombined to give F2nX . To obtain the nie form the olumns of theoriginal matrix had to be permuted, so to obtain the e�et of the original matrixon a vetor, the vetor must be permuted before the permuted matrix is applied.The whole algorithm to ompute the disrete Fourier transform of X is:X PERMUTE�! X = � X1X2 � HALF�SIZE F�! � FnX1FnX2 � COMBINE�! � FnX1 +DFnX2FnX1 �DFnX2 �In this proess the matrix F never really needs to exist. The F 's in the abovesheme are simply reursive alls to the proedure F . The nonzero elements ofD are powers of w. So the powers of w an be omputed one, stored in anarray, and used from the array when neessary.The running time for this algorithm an be onsidered in two parts: the timeto permute, and the time for the reursive proedure F . The permutation usesthe bit reversals of the number 0 through 2n� 1. Sine these numbers an berepresented using logn+1 bits, the permutation an be omputed in �(n logn).The permutation an be done in �(n) if the bit reversals are pre-omputed. Therunning time for the proedure for F obeys the di�erene equation:T (2n) = 2T (n) + bnbeause there are two half-size reursive alls, and the multipliation by D andthe additions and subtrations an be arried out in time proportional to n.Thus T (2n) = �(n logn):To use this fast algorithm for polynomial multipliation, we need a fast wayto interpolate, or what is the same, a fast way to multiply a vetor by the inverseof the F matrix. For the inverse proedure we need the idea of onjugate. Theonjugate of a omplex number a+bi is a�bi. We represent the onjugate of theomplex number Z by Z�. The produt ZZ� = a2 + b2 ,whih is the square ofthe length of the vetor whih represents Z. For a root of unity w, the produtww� = 1 beause the length of w is 1. The onjugate of a omplex matrix isthe transpose of the matrix with eah element replaed by its onjugate. The
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inverse of F matrix is its onjugate divided by the dimension beauseF2nF �2n = � Fn DFnFn �DFn �� F �n F �nF �nD� �F �nD� �= � FnF �n +DFnF �nD� FnF �n �DFnF �nD�FnF �n �DFnF �nD� FnF �n +DFnF �nD� �= � 2nI 00 2nI � :Sine the Fourier Transform of X is F P X , for the Inverse Fourier Transformwe need to alulate P�1 F �X . This omputation is easy beauseP�1 F �X = P�1 F �X�� = P�1 (F TX�)� = P�1 P (FPX�)� = (FPX�)�;where F T is the transpose of F . The last two equalities use F T = PFP and thefat that P is real. Notie that the inverse transform an be omputed usingthe forward transform and onjugation.Finally the whole algorithm to ompute the oeÆients of the produt poly-nomial is:1. Plae the n oeÆients of the �rst polynomial in the �rst n omponents ofthe vetor X of dimension 2n. The other n omponents of X will ontain0.2. Similarly plae the n oeÆients of the seond polynomial in the vetorY .3. Permute both X and Y .4. Use the reursive algorithm to ompute both FX and FY .5. Componentwise multiply FX and FY to obtain a vetor Z.6. Permute and onjugate Z.7. Use the reursive algorithm to ompute FZ.8. Conjugate and divide eah omponent of FZ by 2n.The resulting vetor will ontain the 2n� 1 oeÆients of the produt poly-nomial as its �rst 2n � 1 omponents. The last omponent should ontain 0.Sine this algorithm will likely be arried out using oating point arithmeti,the last omponent will likely not be exatly 0, but the value in this omponentwill give us an estimate of how exat the other omponents are.
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4.6 How Pratial Are Divide-and-Conquer Al-gorithms?After reating algorithms in the abstrat world of analysis of algorithms, weshould now look bak to the real world of programs and ask if the divide-and-onquer algorithms, whih are theoretially faster, will be pratially faster, andwhether they will be pratial at all. There are several reasons to be skeptialabout the pratiality of these algorithms. In our abstrat world reursion wasavailable at no ost. In the real world reursion may be unavailable or it mayhave a high ost. In the abstrat world we omputed time only to order, notdistinguishing 1023n2 from 2n2, but in the real world these funtions are verydi�erent.Let us address reursion �rst. The tempting thing for a theoretiian is to saythat all modern programming languages have reursion so there is no problem.Unfortunately large amounts of programming are done in older languages whihdo not support reursion. So there is still some reason for onsidering onvertingreursive algorithms to iterative algorithms. Even when reursion is available itmay not be a good idea to use it. Theoretially we often assume that passingdata to proedures is free. In the analysis in this setion we have ignored spaeusage, and we have partiularly ignored extra spae used to maintain staks forthe reursive proedures. In the real world neither of these should be ignored.Sometimes by doing a spae analysis we �nd that the reursive stak does notget very big, so we are justi�ed in ignoring it. In other ases, we �nd that thereursive stak gets very large beause we are putting opy after opy of thesame data on the stak. This problem an often be overome by having only asingle global opy of the data and, instead of passing the data to the reursiveproedure, passing only a pointer to the partiular part of the global opy thatis needed. In some ases, we �nd that data passed to the reursive routinemay be replaed by a muh simpler global struture. In the Towers of Hanoiexample, the number of disks was repeatedly passed to the reursive proedure,but the equivalent information ould be maintained in a global ounter. Thereare a number of methods whih will suÆe to onvert a reursive routine to aniterative routine, but if they are general enough to work for all reursive routines,they are too general to result in any saving in time or spae. Speial features of apartiular reursive routine an often be exploited in produing a more eÆientiterative routine. We have seen how speial features an be exploited in theTowers of Hanoi example. As another example, the MERGESORT algorithmworks from the top-down, splitting a big array and passing eah half to thereursive routine. This routine an be made iterative by working bottom-up.Consider eah element as a sorted array of size 1 and merge these 2 by 2 untilyou have sorted arrays of size 2. Again merge these 2 by 2 until you have sortedarrays of size 4. Continue merging until the entire array is sorted. This an beaomplished without passing any arrays to proedures, by keeping trak of thesize and the beginning and ending indies of the subarrays you are merging.In summary, it is often worthwhile to onvert reursive algorithms to iterative55



algorithms, but you should exploit the speial features of the problem to reatean eÆient iterative algorithm.Are faster algorithms always faster? Probably not. In our analysis we haveonentrated on asymptoti time order. We expet our faster algorithms to befaster than slower algorithms for big enough inputs, but the slower algorithmsmay well be faster for small inputs. For example, in sorting there are �(n2)algorithms whih are faster than an �(n logn) algorithm for n < 20, but forn � 20 the �(n logn) algorithm is faster. In this ase unless we are dealingwith very small data sets, the faster algorithm really is faster. On the otherhand, there are �(n2:5) algorithms for matrix multipliation. These algorithmsdon't beome faster than the standard �(n3) algorithm until one is dealing with50; 000� 50; 000 matries. Sine no one is presently trying to multiply matriesthis large, the �(n2:5) algorithms are only theoretially interesting.The algorithms we have designed may fail to be pratial in other ways.The algorithms are not fool-proof, that is, the algorithms assume that they willreeive the type of data they are expeting, and their behavior on unexpeteddata may well be rather strange. Pratial programs should hek the inputdata to make sure it is of the expeted kind and issue a warning if the data isnot of the expeted kind. The algorithm may also not be pratial if it solvesthe wrong problem. For example, the FFT-based polynomial multipliationalgorithm is designed for dense polynomials, that is, polynomials in whih allor almost all the oeÆients are non-zero, but many large sale polynomialmultipliation problems arise in whih the polynomials are sparse, that is, havealmost all the oeÆients equal to zero. For suh sparse problems there arealgorithms whih will easily outperform the FFT-based algorithm. Similarlythere are speial algorithms for sorting whih will be slow in general but will bevery fast when the input data is almost sorted.In summary, there are pratial issues whih should be onsidered before atheoretially good algorithm is used as a pratial program.ExerisesEx 4.1. You have a large number of oins and a pan balane. You may putany number of oins in eah pan of the balane. The balane will tell you if theset of oins in one pan weighs the same as the set of oins in the other pan, orit will tell you whih set is heavier. Somewhere among your oins is one oinwhih has a di�erent weight from the other oins. All the oins exept this oddoin have exatly the same weight. The problem is to �nd the odd oin.Design a divide-and-onquer algorithm to solve this problem. You may as-sume that the number of oins is a power of 3. Prove that your algorithmis orret. Give and solve a di�erene equation for the number of times youralgorithm uses the balane.Ex 4.2. Design a divide-and-onquer algorithm to �nd the two largest elementsin an array. Prove that your algorithm is orret. Calulate the number of om-56



parisons it uses. Show by example that your algorithm uses more omparisonsthan neessary.Ex 4.3. Two strings C1 and C2 ommute (that is, C1C2 = C2C1) i� there is astring w and two natural numbers k1 and k2 so that C1 = wk1 and C2 = wk2 .Start from an indutive proof that w exists and onstrut an algorithm to �ndw. Here wk means ww:::w, that is k opies of w.
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Chapter 5AVERAGE CASE5.1 What is Average Case?Up till now we have onsidered the running time of an algorithm to be a funtionof the size of the input, but what happens when there are several di�erent inputsof the same size? An algorithm may treat all inputs of the same size in the sameway, or it may handle some inputs more quikly and some inputs more slowly.The maximum of the running time over all inputs of the same size is alledthe worst ase running time. The minimum running time over all inputs of thesame size is alled the best ase running time. The running times averagedover all inputs of the same size is alled the average ase running time. Theaverage ase running time is not the same as the average of the worst ase andthe best ase. It is often diÆult to alulate the average ase time beausethe probability assoiated with eah of the various inputs of a partiular size isunknown. For de�niteness and simpliity, it is often assumed that eah inputwith the same size is equally likely to our. With this assumption average asean be alulated.5.2 Some Examples of Average Case BehaviorAs an example of average ase behavior, onsider the following algorithm:PROCEDURE LARGETWOFIRST := B[1℄SEC := B[2℄FOR I := 2 TO n DOIF B[I℄ > FIRSTTHEN SEC := FIRST; FIRST := B[I℄ELSE IF B[I℄ > SECTHEN SEC := B[I℄.58



This algorithm should �nd the two largest elements in an array. We will onsiderthe number of omparisons of array elements it uses to aomplish this task.In the FOR loop, for eah I the algorithm makes either 1 or 2 omparisons. Inbest ase the algorithm makes 1 omparison for eah I giving a total of n � 1omparisons. In worst ase the algorithm makes 2 omparisons for eah I givinga total of 2(n� 1) omparisons.Let A(n) be the number of omparisons used on average by this algorithm.Sine the algorithm proeeds in one diretion aross the array, we may reason-ably assume that for the �rst n� 1 elements the algorithm will on average useA(n� 1) omparisons, that is, the same number it would use if the last elementdid not exist. For the last element it will use at least one omparison. It will usea seond omparison exatly when B[n℄ � FIRST, but sine FIRST will be thelargest of the �rst n�1 elements, the algorithm will use a seond omparison aslong as B[n℄ is not the largest element in the array. The probability that B[n℄ isnot the largest element is n�1n , if we assume that eah element is equally likelyto be the largest element. From these onsiderations we have:A(n) = A(n� 1) + 1 + n� 1n = A(n� 1) + 2� 1=n:For an initial ondition we have A(2) = 3=2, sine for two elements the algorithmis equally likely to use one or two omparisons. The solution to this di�ereneequation is A(n) = 2(n� 1)� nXj=1 1=j:and for large n, A(n)! 2(n� 1)� logn+ onst:So we have that the average ase of this algorithm is very lose to the algorithm'sworst ase. Notie that if it took (worst + best)=2 we would get 3=2(n � 1),whih will be a severe underestimate of the average ase. (As an aside, we shouldmention that this is a poorly set up algorithm sine it assumes that the arrayhas at least two loations. If this algorithm were used with an array ontaininga single element, the results would be unpreditable.)The QUICKSORT algorithm has a more ompliated average ase analysis.The algorithm is:PROCEDURE QUICKSORT(A)PICK AN ELEMENT � of A AT RANDOMDIVIDE A INTO Al (THE ELEMENTS OF A WHICH ARE LESS THAN � )A2 (THE ELEMENTS OF A WHICH EQUAL to �WE WILL ASSUME THERE IS ONLY ONE SUCH ELEMENT.)A3 (THE ELEMENTS OF A WHICH ARE GREATER THAN � )RETURN( QUICKSORT(Al) Æ A2 Æ QUICKSORT(A3) )59



The worst ase for QUICKSORT ours when Al or A3 ontains n � 1elements. If we letW (n) stand for the worst ase running time of QUICKSORT,we have W (n) =W (n� 1) + bnbeause the separation into Al, A2, A3 takes time proportional to n. From thiswe have W (n) = �(n2). The best ase for QUICKSORT ours when Al andA3 are eah approximately n=2. If we let B(n) be the best ase running time,we have approximately B(n) = 2B(n=2) + bnand B(n) = �(n logn). For the worst ase to our eah reursive splittingmust have one of the sets Al or A3 empty. For the best ase to our eahreursive splitting must have Al and A3 of approximately equal size.Will the average ase be like the worst ase or like the best ase? We mightexpet nearly equal splits to our more frequently than one-sided splits, so weould guess that average ase is probably loser to best ase than to worst ase.If we let A(n) be the average ase running time and assume that every split isequally likely, we haveA(n) = 1n nXk=1[A(k � 1) +A(n� k) + b(n+ 1)℄;where b(n+ 1) is the time to split and ombine. ThennA(n)� (n� 1)A(n� 1) = nXk=1A(k � 1)� n�1Xk=1A(k � 1)+ nXk=1A(n� k)� n�1Xk=1A(n� 1� k)+ bn(n+ 1)� bn(n� 1)= 2A(n� 1) + 2bnand so nA(n) = (n + 1)A(n � 1) + 2bn and A(n)n+1 = A(n�1)n + 2bn+1 : LettingZ(n) = A(n)=(n+ 1), we have Z(n) = Z(n� 1) + 2bn+1 , whih has the solutionZ(n) = 1 + 2bPnk=1 1(j+1) : But Z(n) ! 2 + 3 logn, so A(n) ! 2(n + 1) +3(n+ 1) logn, giving A(n) = �(n logn).In summary, the average ase behavior of an algorithm is somewhere betweenthe worst ase and the best ase behavior, but it may be very lose to the bestase behavior or very lose to the worst ase behavior.ExerisesEx 5.1. A number of useful triks were used in deriving the average ase be-havior of QUICKSORT. For the proedure LARGETWO set up a di�erene60



equation with a summation by assuming that eah element is equally likely tobe the largest element. Then employ the tehniques used on QUICKSORT toobtain the simple di�erene equation we used for LARGETWO.Ex 5.2. For the following proedure do an average ase analysis. Is the averagease nearer to worst ase or to best ase?PROCEDURE BIGTWOFIRST := B[1℄SEC := B[2℄FOR I:= 2 TO n DOIF B[I℄ � SECTHEN IF B[I℄ > FIRSTTHEN SEC := FIRST; FIRST := B[I℄ELSE SEC := B[I℄.Ex 5.3. Show that our disussion about the best ase for QUICKSORT isorret by doing the following.(a) Show that if B(n) is superlinear then the minimum of B(n� i) +B(i)ours when i is about n=2.(b) Also, show that if B(n) is linear, i.e. B(n) = an+b, then B(n�i)+B(i)has the same value for all hoies of i.() Finally, explain why B(n) must be growing at least as fast as a linearfuntion.
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Chapter 6LOWER BOUNDS6.1 Trivial Lower BoundsA lower bound is a statement that every algorithm whih solves a partiularproblem must use at least so muh of a partiular resoure. We have alreadymet some lower bounds in the Towers of Hanoi example. There we argued thatevery algorithm for the problem must take at least �(2n) time beause theoutput must ontain 2n � 1 moves. Suh a lower bound is alled a trivial lowerbound beause it is obvious that an algorithm must take at least as muh timeas it takes to print its output. Although suh a bound is alled trivial it maynot be trivial to ompute the length of the output. For example, it was notimmediately obvious that the output for the Towers of Hanoi must have length2n � 1.Trivial lower bounds an also depend on the input. If we an show that toompute the orret answer an algorithm must read all of its input, then thealgorithm must use time whih is at least as great as the length of the input.For example, if an algorithm is supposed to multiply an n� n matrix times ann omponent vetor, we have the trivial lower bound of �(n2) beause if thealgorithm does not read some of the input, then there are vetors and matriesfor whih the algorithm gives the wrong answer. As another example, onsideran algorithm whih is supposed to �nd the largest element in an n elementarray. This algorithm must take time at least �(n), sine if it doesn't look atall the elements in the array there are arrays for whih the algorithm will givean inorret answer. There are problems in whih an algorithm does not haveto look at the whole input. For example, to determine if a list is empty analgorithm only has to look at the �rst element of the list; it does not need tolook at all elements of the list.Input and output lower bounds an vary widely. Sometimes the outputbound will be larger than the input bound. Sometimes the input bound willbe larger than the output bound. In the Towers of Hanoi problem the outputbound is �(2n), but the input bound is only �(logn) beause n and the names62



of the towers an be spei�ed in �(logn) bits. In the variant of the Towers ofHanoi in whih one is asked if a given on�guration is used in moving the disksfrom Tower A to tower C, the output bound is �(1) sine the yes or no answeran be spei�ed with a single bit, while the input bound is �(n) beause a �(n)bits are needed to speify whih tower ontains whih disk.So far our lower bounds have been best ase bounds, that is, even in bestase every algorithm must use at least the time spei�ed by the lower bound.Consider the problem of determining if a list ontains a partiular element. Thedesired element ould be the �rst element in the list, so the best ase lowerbound is a �(1). On the other hand, to be sure that the desired element is notin the list an algorithm must look at every element, so the worst ase lowerbound is �(n).6.2 Lower Bounds on Spei� OperationsThe trivial lower bounds merely state that an algorithm must do the requiredinput and output; they say nothing about any omputation the algorithm mustperform. To obtain lower bounds involving spei� operations, the operationswhih the algorithm is allowed to use must be spei�ed. In this setion we willonsider algorithms in whih the only allowed operations on input elements areomparisons. This will suÆe for the problems onsidered. For other problems,the operations of addition, subtration, and multipliation might be allowed.We refer the interested reader to Winograd[1980℄.6.2.1 Input BoundLet us onsider deriving a lower bound on the number of omparisons neededto �nd the largest element in an array. We use an input bound argument. Ifsome element is not ompared to any other element then either the algorithmsays that the unompared element is the largest element, whih will be falsein some ases, or the algorithm says that some other element is largest, whihwill be false when the unompared element is largest. Sine elements an beompared two at a time, we have that any algorithm whih orretly �nds thelargest using only omparisons must use at least n=2 omparisons.6.2.2 Graph Theory BoundsWe have that n=2 omparisons are needed, but we expet that n�1 omparisonsare needed beause our methods for �nding the largest use n�1 omparisons. Wean onsider an algorithm as forming a direted graph. Eah time a omparisonis made, a direted edge from the larger to the smaller element is put into thegraph. When the largest element has been found then for every other elementthere will be a direted path in the graph from the largest to the other element.If not, we ould replae the element without a path by an element larger than theelement that the algorithm reports to be largest. Sine the algorithm is assumed63



to use only omparisons, the algorithm annot detet this replaement. So ifnot all these paths exist, then the algorithm will give inorret answers. If allthese paths exist, then the graph formed from the direted graph by replaingthe direted edges with undireted edges will be onneted. Sine a onnetedgraph has at least n�1 edges and sine eah edge orresponds to a omparison,n� 1 omparisons are needed.A direted tree argument will also produe the same lower bound. We wantto onstrut a binary tree whih has the largest element at its root. We want abinary tree beause our omparisons are binary (i.e. two way). Let the originalelements be the leaves of this tree. Eah time two elements are ompared, addtwo edges from the ompared elements to a new node whih ontains the largerof the two elements. Continue in this way to onstrut a binary tree whihhas the largest element at its root. A omparison orresponds to an internalnode with two hildren. How many suh nodes are there? It is well know andExerise 6.3 asks you to prove that:A rooted binary tree with n leaves has has at least n � 1 internal nodes withtwo hildren.So again we have the n� 1 omparison lower bound.6.2.3 Dynamial SystemA di�erent way to obtain this lower bound is to think of �nding the largestas a dynami system. As an algorithm proeeds it lassi�es eah element asbelonging to one of three sets: the set U whih ontains elements whih havebeen ompared to no other element; the set S of elements whih have beenompared to some other element and have been found to be smaller; the set Lof elements whih have been ompared to some other element and have beenfound to be larger than any element they have been ompared to. The statesof the dynami system will be vetors with three integer omponents giving thesize of the sets U, S, and L. When the algorithm starts the dynami system willbe in state (n; 0; 0), and when the algorithm orretly terminates the dynamisystem will be in state (0; n � 1; 1). In eah omparison of the algorithm, thestate hanges in one of the six following ways, where the sets from whih theelements to be ompared are indiated by the names of the sets above the arrows.(U, S, L) U :U�! (U-2, S+1, L+1)(U, S, L) S:S�! (U, S, L)(U, S, L) L:L�! (U, S+1, L-1)(U, S, L) U :S�! (U-1, S+1, L) or (U-1, S, L+1)(U, S, L) U :L�! (U-1, S+1, L)(U, S, L) S:L�! (U, S+1, L-1) or (U, S, L)64



Sine we have a model of the ation of any algorithm whih �nds the largest ele-ment using only omparisons, we an establish a lower bound for the algorithmby establishing a lower bound on the number of transitions in the dynami sys-tem required to go from state (n; 0; 0) to state (0; n�1; 1). Consider the middleomponent. It must inrease from 0 to n� 1, but this omponent an inreaseby at most 1 in any of the transitions. Hene at least n � 1 transitions in thedynami system and n� 1 omparisons in the algorithm are required.6.2.4 Chiken ArgumentThere is even an simpler argument that n � 1 omparisons are needed. Thisargument is easy to remember beause like many fables it makes use of a storyabout animals. In a farmyard, there are n hikens, and they need to deidewho is Boss hiken. Being hikens, the only way they an deide is by having�ghts between two hikens. What is the fewest number of �ghts needed to �ndthe Boss? Clearly, when the Boss is found, every other hiken must be knownnot to be Boss, and a hiken annot be Boss if it has lost a �ght. Hene, eahof n� 1 hikens must have lost a �ght, and sine eah �ght has only one loser,there must have been at least n� 1 �ghts.This hiken argument translates immediately into the �nd largest problem.The hikens are elements. The �ghts are omparisons between elements. So,by the hiken argument at least n�1 omparisons are needed to �nd the largestamong n elements.6.2.5 Bad ExampleIt is important to notie that this result really does depend on the type ofalgorithm being onsidered. By allowing di�erent operations the largest elementan be loated using only logn omparisons. Consider the following algorithm:FUNCTION BIG(i,j)IF j = i+1THEN IF a[i℄ � a[j℄THEN BIG := iELSE BIG := jELSE IF P i+j2K=1 NUM [K℄ � PjK= i+j2 +1 NUM [K℄THEN BIG := BIG(i, (i+j)/2)ELSE BIG := BIG((i+j)/2 + 1, j)END FUNCTION 65



FOR I := 1 TO n DONUM[I℄ := n**a[I℄LARGEST := a[BIG(1,n)℄In this algorithm we are assuming that the elements are distint positive inte-gers. The ** indiates exponentiation. Let C(n) be the number of omparisonsused by the algorithm with n elements; then C(n) = C(n=2) + 1 and C(2) = 1.Thus C(n) = logn. (If you also want to ount the omparison between j andi + 1, there are 2 logn omparisons.) The trik here is to make sure that thelargest element is in the half-size subset with the largest sum. Consider the asein whih LARGEST is in the �rst half. ThennXK=n2+1NUM [K℄ � n2nLARGEST�1 = nLARGEST2< nLARGEST + n2 � 1 � n2XK=1NUM [K℄so this algorithm will work orretly. The use of exponentiation allows us tomake the largest element so large that we an do a binary searh through thesubsets and loate the largest element quikly.This example should indiate that lower bound proofs are sensitive to oper-ations allowed in the algorithm. It is thus important in lower bound argumentsto indiate the lass of algorithms being onsidered.6.3 Lower Bounds on SortingA very traditional and ubiquitous problem is sorting. Given n elements from atotally ordered set put them in order from the smallest to the largest. We havealready enountered several algorithms for this problem. Some had �(n2) worstase running time. Some had �(n logn) worst ase running time. Some had�(n logn) average ase running time. Some had �(n logn) best ase runningtime. From these examples, one might onjeture that an �(n logn) lowerbound ould be established for best ase and hene for average and worst ases,at least for algorithms whih sort by using only omparisons. Unfortunatelythis onjeture is false. If the elements are already sorted, an algorithm ouldhek in only n � 1 omparisons that the elements were in order. It is notessential that the elements atually be in order; for any partiular arrangementof the elements, an algorithm an be reated whih tests for this arrangementusing n� 1 omparisons, and if the elements are in this partiular arrangementthe algorithm will sort them with no additional omparisons. So any best aselower bound for sorting must be less than or equal to n � 1 omparisons. Butno smaller lower bound is possible beause if an array is sorted then the largest66



element an be found using no omparisons, sine the largest element is the lastelement in the array. Sine we have already demonstrated a best ase lowerbound of n � 1 omparisons to �nd the largest element, n � 1 omparisons isalso the best ase lower bound for sorting.It still is reasonable to believe that a lower bound of �(n logn) may bepossible for worst ase and average ase. To obtain these bounds we introduea model of omputation alled the omparison tree. Eah internal node of aomparison tree ontains an expression like a : b whih means ompare a to b.From a omparison node there are two arrows to other nodes. One arrow islabeled a � b and the other arrow is labeled a > b. There are also externalnodes or leaves whih indiate the termination of the tree. The omparisontree should apture the idea of an algorithm whih uses only omparisons. Thealgorithm starts at the root of the tree, does the omparison there, and thenfollows the appropriate arrow. This proess ontinues until a leaf is reahed.The following piture shows a omparison tree for an algorithm whih sorts 3elements.
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a < b < c a < c < b b < c < aIn this example there are 6 leaves beause there are 3! possible orderings of3 elements. A omparison tree for sorting n elements will have n! leaves. In thisexample there are sets whih will be sorted using only 2 omparisons, but thereare also sets for whih this algorithm uses 3 omparisons.Let us de�ne the depth of the root of a tree as depth 0, and the depth of anode in the tree as 1+ depth of its parent node. Then the maximum number ofomparisons to sort any set using a partiular omparison tree algorithm is themaximum depth of a node in the tree. In the example, there is a node (a leaf)of depth 3 and there is a set on whih this algorithm uses 3 omparisons.To obtain a worst ase lower bound, we will onsider the depth of omparisontrees for sorting. Sine there are only two arrows from eah node, the numberof nodes an only double when the depth is inreased by 1. So there are atmost 2D nodes at depth D, and summing the nodes at every depth there are atmost 2D+1 nodes in a tree with maximum depth D. Sine there are n! possible67



orderings of n things, a omparison tree for sorting must have at least n! leaves.From these two fats we have 2D+1 � n!Taking logs and using Stirling's approximation thatn! � nne�np2�nwe have D � �(n logn)and hene �(n logn) is a worst ase lower bound for the number of omparisonsused by an algorithm whih sorts using only omparisons. The omparison treemodel an also be used to produe an average ase lower bound. The averagenumber of omparisons will be the average depth of a leaf of the omparisontree. By average here we mean that we assume that eah ordering of the nelements is equally likely and hene eah ordering has probability 1=n! Now theaverage depth of a leaf will be at least as great as the average depth of a node.To minimize the average depth of a node, we will onsider the full tree withtotal depth L where logn! � 1 < L � logn!. By a full tree we mean a treewhih has exatly 2i nodes at depth i. This full tree will give us a lower boundbeause any omparison tree for sorting has at least logn! nodes and we aremaking their depths as small as possible. The average depth of a node in ourfull tree is at least1n! LXi=0 i2i = 2n!f(L� 1)2L + 1g � 2n!f(logn!� 2)n!2 + 1gAgain using Stirling's approximation this is asymptoti to �(n logn), and �(n logn)is an average ase lower bound for sorting. We summarize these results in thefollowing proposition.Proposition 10. Any algorithm whih sorts using only omparisons must useat least1. �(n) omparisons in best ase2. �(n logn) omparisons in average ase3. �(n logn) omparisons in worst ase.We lose this setion with two reminders. One. average ase here assumesthat all n! orderings are equally likely. If there are signi�antly fewer orderingswhih are very likely to our, then the above average ase bound does not hold.For example, if the inputs are almost-sorted then there are �(n) average asealgorithms. Two, the bounds in the proposition apply for algorithms whih sortusing only omparisons. If di�erent types of operations are allowed, then thesebounds may not hold. 68



6.4 Information Theoreti BoundsInformation theory is useful in many areas of omputer siene inluding analysisof algorithms. The basi idea of information theory is ounting whih leads tothe basi result:A string of n bits allows one to speify 2n di�erent objets. Con-versely, m distint objets an be spei�ed using d logm e bits.This statement leads immediately to a lower bound on sorting. Sine there aren! di�erent sorted orders at least log(n! ) bits are need to speify whih orderyou have. But, eah binary omparison only give one bit of information, andso at least log(n! ) binary omparisons are needed. As we saw above, fromStirling's approximation, log(n! ) = �(n logn), and so at least �(n logn)binary omparisons are needed for sorting.This same ounting tehnique also gives a lower bound for the oin problem(Ex 4.1). Sine there are n oins and all you have to do is pik out one ofthem (the bad oin), you immediately know that log(n ) bits are required. Butin this problem, you are using 3-way omparisons, instead of the more usualbinary omparisons. Hene, you want to ount trits (base 3 digits or ternaryfbase 3g bits). So log3(n ) trits are required, and sine you get at most 1trit per weighing, at least log3(n ) weighings are required. f Sine you don'tknow whether the bad oin is heavier or lighter, you may not get a full trit ofinformation for eah weighing.gThe marvelous thing about information theory is that extends the idea ofounting to weighted ounting. For example, if there were two objets in a set,but only one of them would ever appear, how many bits would you need tospeify whih one appeared? Spei�ally, if we had two events A and B, and weare sure that event A will our, then we don't need any more bits to on�dentlypredit that A will our. On the other hand, if A and B are equally likely,then we'll need one bit to speify whih one ourred. What about the otherases, neither when the events are equally likely, nor when one of the events issure. Here, information theory tells us to ompute the entropy, and says thatfor events A1; : : : ; An whih our with respetive probabilities p1; : : : ; pn, thenEntropy = �X pi log pi:This entropy is the amount of information we get when we �nd whih one of theAi events ourred, or the extra information we would need to predit whih ofthese events will surely our.Let's apply the entropy formula to the average ase analysis of the sortingproblem. As we have mentioned, we almost never know the atual probabilitydistribution over the set of possible inputs, so, we often assume that all inputsare equally likely. For sorting, there are n! di�erent permutations of n distintthings, and thinking uniformly, we would assume that eah of these permuta-tions has the same probability, i.e. pi = 1=n!. Applying the entropy formula,69



we get�X pi log pi = � n!Xi=1 1n! log 1n!= 1n! logn! n!Xi=1 1 sine eah term is independentof the summation index= 1n! logn! n! = logn!= �(n logn ) by Stirling's formula.So, we an see that \on average", sorting is not easier than \worst ase".(Atually this only says that the lower bounds alulated by this method arethe same. It would be plausible that the real lower bound for worst ase mightbe muh higher. But, sine we have MERGESORT whih has �(n logn ) runtime (even in worst ase), we know that the worst ase lower bound is \tight",i.e. the running time of some algorithm mathes the lower bound we an prove.Sine the average ase lower bound is the same as the worst ase lower bound(whih is tight), we know that the average ase lower bound is also tight!)Notie how simple this information theory proof is. It is ertainly less om-pliated than setting up a tree model, and having to alulate the average depthof leaves in the tree.We an say a little bit about sorting assuming other than the uniform prob-ability distribution. Obviously if we know what the sorted order is, we anreport this sorted order without making any omparisons. If there is one sortedorder whih is overwhelming likely, we an always report this extremely prob-able order. Of ourse, in this ase we will oasionally make a mistake, butthe probability of a mistake will be near 0. The entropy of suh a probabilitydistribution is also quite small. For example, if A1 has probability p = 1 � 1=n!and A2; : : : ; An! eah have probability1� pn!� 1 = 1n!(n!� 1)then the entropy is�X pi log pi = ��1� 1n!� log�1� 1n!�+ log(n!(n!� 1))n!� n!X2 1n!(n!� 1) log� 1n!(n!� 1)�= ��1� 1n!� log�1� 1n!�+ log(n!(n!� 1))n!� 1n! + log(n!(n!� 1))n! by the Taylor series for (1� x) log(1� x)�! 0 ( as n!1): 70



Even if one ordering is not overwhelmingly likely, we may be able to showthat a distribution has low entropy. For example, if the orderings A1; : : : ; An!have respetive probabilities e��; e�2�; : : : ; e��n!, i.e. the orderings have anexponential distribution, then the entropy will be small. Spei�ally,�X pi log pi = �X e��i log �e��i�= (log2 e)�X i e��i;and sineP1i=0 i e��i is a onvergent summation, the entropy is a onstant, i.e.entropy = �(1).(I skipped putting in a normalization fator to assure that the above distribu-tion is atually a probability distribution, but the inlusion of suh a fator doesnot hange the result of �(1) entropy.)So for this distribution, the lower bound on the number of needed omparisonsis a onstant and does not grow as n, the number of items, inreases. Hene,we expet that by making only a small number of omparisons, we ould deter-mine a sorted order and our reported sorted order will be the orret orderingwith high probability. That is, we may report the wrong sorted order, but theprobability of this reported order being inorret will be very small (very loseto 0).We should point out that information theory does not always give the bestpossible lower bounds. For example, as Exerise 6.4 asks you to show, informa-tion theory only gives an 
( logn ) lower bound on omparisons needed to �ndthe largest among n items.ExerisesEx 6.1. Prove a worst ase lower bound of 32n � 2 omparisons for any algo-rithm whih �nds the largest and smallest elements in an array by using onlyomparisons. Devise a divide-and-onquer algorithm for this problem. Showthat your algorithm uses 32n� 2 omparisons.Ex 6.2. Create an algorithmwhih �nds the largest and seond largest elementsin an array and uses only n+ logn� 2 omparisons. (HINT: Keep trak of theelements whih are potentially the largest, and for eah suh element keep trakof those elements whih have lost only to this element.)Ex 6.3. Prove: A rooted binary tree with n leaves has has at least n�1 internalnodes with two hildren.(HINT: You may want to indut on both the number of leaves and on the totalnumber of nodes.)Ex 6.4. Show that the information theory lower bound for �nding the largestamong n items is 
( logn ) omparisons.71



Chapter 7EXHAUSTIVE SEARCH7.1 Straightforward Exhaustive SearhThe algorithms whih we have onsidered so far have been based on the divide-and-onquer strategy, that is, try to break the problem into several smallerproblems of the same kind. An exhaustive searh is a di�erent strategy fordesigning algorithms. This strategy is based on the idea of trying all possibleanswers. Either the solution is loated or no solution exists.A simple problem for whih this strategy is reasonable is: given a list, anda value, is there an element of the list whih ontains the given value? Anexhaustive searh algorithm would look at eah element in turn until either onewith the given value is found or until all of the elements have been viewed. Ifthere are n elements in the list, then this algorithm will take �(1) in best aseand �(n) in worst ase, and these are the best possible running times for anyalgorithm for this problem.There are also problems for whih straightforward exhaustive searh givesvery poor algorithms. Consider sorting. A straightforward exhaustive searhwould try eah possible ordering until the sorted ordering is found. Unfortu-nately, there are n! possible orderings so in worst ase (when the last orderingis the orret one) this algorithm will take at least �(n!), whih is muh, muhgreater than the �(n logn) taken by algorithms we have already found.Satis�ability is another problem to whih exhaustive searh an be applied.The satis�ability problem is: given a Boolean expression, is there an assignmentof true and false to the variables whih makes the expression true? If there are nvariables, there are 2n possible true/false assignments for the variables, and sinea Boolean expression of length L an be evaluated in �(L) time, the exhaustivesearh algorithm will take �(L2n) time in worst ase. Unlike sorting, it is notlear that there are faster algorithms for this problem. Also, unlike the �ndvalue problem, it is not lear that this is the best running time possible for thisproblem. 72



7.2 BaktrakingWhile straightforward exhaustive searh may be useful in some problems, thereis usually additional information available whih will allow an algorithm toeliminate some of the possibilities. One way to make use of this additional in-formation is alled baktraking. In a baktrak algorithm the searh is brokeninto stages, and at eah stage only the possibilities whih an still lead to a so-lution are onsidered. The name baktraking omes from a method for �ndinga way through a maze. At a hoie-point in the maze, pik an arbitrary pathwhih has not yet been used. Continue making suh hoies until you reah adead-end or a hoie-point at whih all paths have already been used. Then gobak on the path you have ome down to the previous hoie-point and ontinuethe method. This last step, going bak on a path, is alled baktraking, andthis name is also given to the general method. So, in the general baktrakingmethod� the searh is broken into stages;� at eah stage a hoie is made;� when the algorithm determines that none of the hoies at a stage an leadto a solution, then the algorithm baktraks by returning to the previousstage and taking one of the unused hoies.A problem to whih baktraking an be diretly applied is Hamiltonianpath: given a graph, �nd a sequene of verties whih ontains eah vertexexatly one and suh that adjaent verties in the sequene are onneted byan edge in the graph. At eah stage in the baktrak algorithm an unusedvertex sharing an edge with the urrent vertex is hosen. If it is impossible tohoose suh a vertex, the algorithm baktraks to the previous vertex and triesto hoose a vertex other than the one that led to the dead-end. If the graphontains a Hamiltonian path, this algorithm will eventually �nd it, beause thealgorithm generates all sequenes of verties with adjaent verties onnetedby an edge and no repeated verties. A straightforward exhaustive searh forthis problem would generate a permutation of the verties and then test tosee if the verties adjaent in the permutation were also adjaent in the graph.In worst ase all permutations would be generated and the exhaustive searhalgorithm would take at least �(n!) time. The baktrak algorithm in worstase would generate at most Qni=1 di paths, where di is the degree of vertexi. So in worst ase we expet the baktrak algorithm to be faster than theexhaustive searh algorithm. The baktrak algorithm also has the advantagethat it uses information about the graph in generating a path. If the baktrakalgorithm uses more information about the graph in piking the next vertex, wean reasonably expet the baktrak algorithm to work muh more quikly inaverage ase.We will next onsider baktraking and exhaustive searh for the satis�abilityproblem. Consider the Boolean expression:X1 � (X1 _X2 _X3) � (X1 _X2):73



Sine this expression has 3 variables, there are 8 possible truth assignments,whih we show in the following table:X1 X2 X3 EXPRESSIONF F F FF F T FF T F FF T T FT F F FT F T FT T F TT T T TAn exhaustive searh algorithm would generate 7 out of 8 of these assign-ments before it found that the expression was satis�able. A baktrak algorithmould proeed aording to the following tree:
2X  = T

1X  = F 1X  = T

F

 T

2X  

It piks the �rst variable X1 and assigns it F , then X1 = F is substituted inthe expression yielding the expression F . Sine F is not satis�able, the algorithmbaktraks and tries the assignment X1 = T . When this is substituted into theexpression, it yields the expression X2. A reasonably lever algorithm wouldnotie that this expression an be satis�ed by the assignment X2 = T , andhene that the whole expression is satis�able. A less lever algorithm might tryX2 = F , and have to baktrak one more before �nding a satisfying assignment.In either ase, it seems that the baktrak algorithm will be better than theexhaustive searh algorithm.The baktrak algorithm should simplify the expression at eah stage. Whilethis might seem ompliated in general, it is very easy when the expression isin lause form. In lause form a Boolean expression is a set of lauses AND-edtogether, and within eah lause are a set of literals (that is, omplemented andunomplemented variables) OR-ed together. When a variable X is assignedthe value T , all the lauses ontaining the literal X beome true and an beremoved from the expression, while all the lauses ontaining X are simpli�edby the removal of X. Similarly, if X is assigned the value F , then eah lauseontaining X an be removed from the expression and eah lause ontainingX an be simpli�ed by the removal of X . One speial ase should be noted: ifa lause ontaining a single variable has that variable removed, then the wholeexpression beomes false.How should the baktrak algorithm hoose whih variable to assign at eahstage? An algorithm ould try assigning X1 then X2, and so forth, but this74



method does not take advantage of the struture of the expression. If an ex-pression ontains a lause with a single literal, then that literal must be set totrue for the entire expression to be true. If an expression ontains a variableX whih only appears in the form X and never in the form X , then X an beassigned true and all the lauses ontaining X an be removed without a�et-ing the satis�ability of the expression. These two rules an be used to simplifythe expression. There is one ompliation: if the expression ontains a lausewith the single literal X and another lause with a single literal X, then theexpression is not satis�able.After the expression has been simpli�ed as muh as possible by the aboverules, a method for hoosing whih assignment to make next is still needed. Amethod whih seems reasonable is to pik the literal whih appears in the mostlauses and to make this literal true. This method is not guaranteed to �nd asatisfying assignment, but it will simplify the expression. Suh a method whihis reasonable but not guaranteed to lead to a solution is alled a heuristi. Abaktrak algorithm will still have to baktrak when the heuristi does not leadto a solution, but a well-hosen heuristi an greatly redue the number of timesthe algorithm has to baktrak.7.3 Knight's TourWe have already mentioned the Hamiltonian path problem. A speialization ofthis problem is the knight's tour problem. In the knight's tour problem, theverties of the graph are the squares of an n � m hessboard. Two squaresare onneted by an edge i� a knight an legally move from one square to theother. The knight an move two squares in one diretion and one square in anorthogonal diretion. The knight's tour problem is to �nd a Hamiltonian pathin this graph, or equivalently move the knight legally around the hessboard sothat it visits eah square exatly one.If n �m is odd then from some starting squares there is no knight's tour. Thetraditional hessboard has squares of two olors, so that orthogonally adjaentsquares are of di�erent olors. If n �m is odd, then there are more squares ofone olor. Sine the knight always moves from one olor to the other, a tourstarting from a square of the less numerous olor is impossible.To �nd a knight's tour one ould use the baktrak algorithm for Hamiltonianpath, but as the last setion suggests, some sort of heuristi should be used tohoose the next square. One plausible idea is based on the degree of a square.The degree of a square is the number of unused squares the knight ould go toif the knight were on this square. If the square has large degree then there aremany ways into and out of the square, and it is not too important to deal withthis square immediately. If a square has degree 2, then there is one way in andone way out of the square, and this square should probably be used as soon aspossible. So the heuristi is: next visit a possible square of lowest degree.Even without this heuristi a baktrak algorithm will �nd a knight's tourif one exists. With this heuristi, the baktrak algorithm may work faster. As75



well as piking the next square the degree an also be used in deiding whento baktrak. Clearly a baktrak is alled for when the tour reahes a deadend, a square from whih no unused square an be reahed in one step. Justbefore the move into this dead end, the dead end square had degree 1. A squareof degree 1 should be entered only if it is the last square on the board. So ifthe lowest degree among possible next squares in 1 and there is more than oneunused square, then the algorithm should baktrak. Further, if there are evertwo unused squares of degree 1, then the algorithm should baktrak sine bothof these squares annot be the last square.Initially squares near the enter of the board will have degree 8, squaresnearer an edge of board will have degree less than 8, and the orner squares willhave degree 2. As a partial tour is onstruted the degrees of the squares willderease.How well will this heuristi work? Is baktraking ever needed? We willanswer these questions in a moment, but �rst we want to onsider a speialase. In the speial ase n = m = 4k + 1; for k a positive integer, and the tourstarts in one of the orner squares. For this speial ase a knight's tour an befound using a simple rule with no baktraking. The simple rule is: hoose asthe next square the possible square nearest the edge of the board. The followingpiture shows a 5 � 5 board with eah square ontaining a number indiatingthe order in whih the knight visits the squares.
 1 14  9 20  3
24 19  2 15 10
13  8 25  4 21
18 23  6 11 16
 7 12 17 22  5Notie that the knight starts in a orner and �nishes the tour at the enterof the board. It is lear that the simple rule needs some ampli�ation. Howdid the knight at the square numbered 2 deide to go to the square numbered3 rather than the square numbered 21 or the square numbered 13, and how didthe knight at square 8 deide to go to square 9 rather than square 17? Theextra tie-breaking rules are: hoose the square with lowest initial degree, hoosethe �rst square in lokwise order. With these rules one an prove indutivelythat a knight's tour will be found in this speial ase. The indution onsidersa 4(k+1) + 1� 4(k +1)+ 1 board as a 4k+1� 4k+1 board surrounded by a76



two square border.From this speial ase, we an see that in the general ase we will also needtie-breaking rules to determine whih square should be piked when two possiblenext squares have the same degree. From the speial ase, we ould try the rulewhih says: hoose the �rst suh square in lokwise order. Unfortunately, itan be shown that for some starting squares this tie-breaking rule does not givea knight's tour.Another possible tie-breaking rule is to \look-ahead"; hoose the next pos-sible square of lowest degree whih has the lowest degree following square. Butagain this tie-breaking rule may fail. Further look-ahead would be possible butit would take onsiderably more omputation.In spite of the fat that the heuristi even with tie-breaking rules does notwork in all ases, it still works in a large majority of ases. Some empirial stud-ies show that a baktraking algorithm using the heuristi uses no baktraksin most ases, one baktrak in a few ases, and 2 baktraks in rare ases, andnever uses more than 2 baktraks. A proof of any of these empirial resultswould be interesting, but it is probably very diÆult.When heuristis work so well on a problem one should onsider whetherthere is a reasonable non-exhaustive algorithm for the problem. Cull & De-Curtins[1978℄ proved that if min(n;m) � 5, then there is a knight's tour fromat least one starting square on an n � m board, and if n � m is even there isa knight's tour starting from any square on the board. Their proof tehniqueis onstrutive and takes �(n � m) time to onstrut the knight's tour. Theirpaper does not ontain a proof that if n �m is odd then there is a knight's tourstarting from every square of the more numerous olor.Could knight's tour still be diÆult? Yes, if we allow boards with holes.Consider the 9 � 9 hessboard. We ould remove the enter 5 � 5 board andleave a 2 square wide border with a large hole in the middle. In spite of thishole, it is easy to start in a orner square and to move the knight so that it visitsevery square in the border exatly one. On the other hand, if we took the 5 � 5hessboard and removed the enter 3 � 3 board, the remaining board would nothave a knight's tour. For these two simple the existene of a knight's tour is stillan easy question, but this question beomes more diÆult on general board withholes. To make \boards with holes ", we allow any set of squares to be removedfrom the hessboard. The removed squares do not need to be ontiguous orto form one hole. Reently MGown, Leininger, and Cull[2004℄ showed thatthe existene of a knight's tour on a hessboard with holes is an NP -ompleteproblem. For an explanation of NP -omplete, see the next hapter.7.4 The n-Queens ProblemBaktraking is an e�etive method for the n-Queens problem. Can n queens beplaed on an n�n board so that no queen an take another queen: that is, ann objets be plaed on an n � n board so that no two objets are in the samerow, the same olumn, or the same diagonal? The answer to this questions is77



\no" when n = 2 or 3, and \yes" otherwise. The problem beomes more diÆultwhen one is asked for all the di�erent ways to plae n non-taking queens on ann� n board. Two ways are di�erent if one annot be obtained from the otherby rotating and/or reeting the board.Sine one queen will be plaed in eah row, we will take plaing a queen ina row as a stage in a baktraking algorithm. The algorithm starts by plainga queen in olumn 1 of row 1, then it suessively plaes queens in the lowestnumbered allowed olumn of eah suessive row, until either every row has aqueen or there is no allowed plae for a queen in the present row. If there is noallowed plae to put a queen in the present row, then the algorithm baktraksand tries to plae a queen in the next allowed plae in the previous row. If aqueen has been plaed in eah row then this solution is output and the algorithmbaktraks. The algorithm terminates when it has baktraked to row 1 andthe queen in row 1 is in olumn n. This algorithm an be written as either areursive or as an iterative program. Sine the algorithm is tail-reursive, wesuggest writing it as an iterative algorithm. We leave the atual program as anexerise and refer the reader to Wirth[1976℄.The algorithm we have outlined will produe all allowed plaements, not alldi�erent allowed plaements. We still need a method whih determines if twoplaements are di�erent. Two plaements are the same if one is the rotation-reetion of the other. The rotation by 90Æ and the reetion generate the8-element group of the symmetries of a square. By applying eah element ofthis group to a plaement, one will obtain the 8 plaements whih are equivalent.If one had a table of the di�erent plaements found so far, then one ould look inthe table and see if any of these 8 equivalent plaements had already been found.But there is an easier way. Sine a plaement will onsist of n numbers indiatingthe olumns in whih eah of the n queens are plaed, and eah olumn numberwill be between 1 and n, a solution an be viewed as a single number in base n+1.The algorithm is set up so that it generates the plaements in numeri order.Thus to see if a plaement is di�erent, apply to it eah of the 7 non-identityelements of the group and determine if any of these equivalent plaements givesa lower number. If one of these equivalent plaements gives a lower number,then this plaement is equivalent to an already generated plaement. If eah ofthe 7 equivalent plaements gives a number greater than or equal to the presentplaement, then the present plaement is di�erent from all previous plaements.How fast is this baktrak algorithm for n-queens? A straightforward ex-haustive searh would generate all permutations of n things and hene takeabout n! time. Empirial studies suggest that the baktrak algorithm runs intime proportional to (n=2)n=2 . This is muh muh smaller than n!. A proofthat this algorithm runs in the time suggested by the empirial studies wouldbe very interesting.ExerisesEx 7.1. Use the heuristis of setion 6.3 to onstrut a knight's tour of a 6 x 6board.Ex 7.2. Pik starting squares and show that the heuristis of setion 6.3 do not78



�nd a knight's tour of a 5 x 5 board even when suh a tour is possible.Ex 7.3. Determine all the di�erent plaements of 8 non-taking queens on an 8x 8 board.
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Chapter 8HARD PROBLEMS8.1 Classi�ation of Algorithms and ProblemsWe have enountered various algorithms, partiularly of the divide-and-onquertype, whih have running times like �(n), �(nlogn), and �(n2), where n issome measure of the size of the input. We have also enountered algorithms,partiularly of the exhaustive searh type, whih have running times like �(2n)and �(n!). For algorithms of the �rst type, doubling the size of the inputinreases the running time by a onstant fator, while for algorithms of theseond type, doubling n inreases the running time by a fator proportionalto the running time. If we double the speed of the omputer we are using,then the largest input size whih our omputer an solve in a given time willinrease by a onstant fator if we have an algorithm of the �rst type; for analgorithm of the seond type, the input size our omputer an solve will onlyinrease by an additive onstant, at best. These onsiderations led Edmondsto propose that algorithms of the �rst type are omputationally reasonable,while algorithms of the seond type are omputationally unreasonable. Morespei�ally, he suggested the de�nitions:� reasonable algorithm: an algorithm whose running time is bounded by apolynomial in the size of the input.� unreasonable algorithm: an algorithmwhose running time annot be boundedby any polynomial in the size of the input.This suggests that we should try to replae unreasonable algorithms by rea-sonable algorithms. Unfortunately, this goal is not always attainable. For theTowers of Hanoi problem, any algorithmmust have running time at least �(2n).Sine some problems do not have reasonable algorithms, we should lassify prob-lems as well as algorithms. Corresponding to Edmonds de�nition for algorithms,Cook and Karp suggested the following de�nition for problems:� easy problem: a problem whih has a polynomial time bounded algorithm.80



� hard problem: a problem for whih there is no polynomial time boundedalgorithm.An easy problem may have unreasonable algorithms. For example, we have seenan �(n!) exhaustive searh algorithm for sorting, but sorting is an easy problembeause we also have an �(n logn) sorting algorithm. A hard problem, on theother hand, an never have a reasonable algorithm.Some problems like Towers of Hanoi are hard for the trivial reason that theiroutput is too large. To avoid suh output-bound problems, Cook suggestedonsidering only yes/no problems; that is, problems whose output is limited tobe either yes or no. One suh yes/no problem is the variant of the Towers ofHanoi problem in whih the input is a on�guration and the question is: is thison�guration used in moving the disks from tower A to tower C? Furthermore,this variant is an easy problem. Usual easy problems an be transformed intoeasy yes/no problems by giving as the instane of the yes/no problem both theinput and the output of the usual problem and asking if the output is orret.For example, sorting an be onverted into a yes/no problem when we give boththe input and the output and ask if the output is the input in sorted order. Asanother example, matrix multipliation an be onverted into a yes/no problemin whih we give three matries A, B, and C and ask if C = AB. There are alsoother ways to transform usual problems into yes/no problems. Examples arethe above variant of the Towers of Hanoi, and the variant of sorting in whihwe ask if the input is in sorted order.To avoid problems whih are hard only beause of the length of their output,Cook de�ned:� P = the lass of yes/no problems whih have polynomial time algorithms.(Some authors all this lass PTIME.) For many problems, it is easy to showthat they are in P . One gives an algorithm for the problem and demonstrates apolynomial upper bound on its running time. It may be quite diÆult to showthat a problem is not in P , but it is lear that there are problems whih are not inP . For example, the halting problem, whih asks if an algorithm ever terminateswhen given a partiular input, is not in P beause the halting problem has noalgorithm, and therefore ertainly no polynomial time algorithm.Classi�ation of problems would not be very useful if we only ould saythat some problems have polynomial time algorithms and some problems haveno algorithms. We would like a �ner lassi�ation, partiularly one that helpslassify problems whih arise in pratie. In the next setion we introdue somemahinery whih is needed for a �ner lassi�ation.8.2 Nondeterministi AlgorithmsUp to this point we have disussed only deterministi algorithms. In a deter-ministi algorithm there are no hoies; the result of an instrution determineswhih instrution will be exeuted next. In a nondeterministi algorithm hoies81



are allowed; any one of a set of instrutions may be exeuted next. Nondeter-ministi algorithms an be viewed as "magi" : if there is a orret hoie, themagi fores the nondeterministi algorithm to make this orret hoie. A lessmagi view is that if there are several possibilities the nondeterministi algo-rithm does all of them in parallel. Sine the number of possibilities multiply ateah hoie-point, there may be arbitrarily many possibilities being exeuted atone. Therefore, a nondeterministi algorithm gives us unbounded parallelism.This view of nondeterminism as unbounded parallelismmakes lear that non-determinism does not take us out of the realm of things whih an be omputeddeterministially, beause we ould build a deterministi algorithm whih sim-ulates the nondeterministi algorithm by keeping trak of all the possibilities.However, a nondeterministi algorithm may be faster than any deterministialgorithm for the same problem. We de�ne the time taken by a nondeterminis-ti algorithm as the fewest instrutions the nondeterministi algorithm needs toexeute to reah an answer. (This de�nition is not preise sine what an instru-tion means is unde�ned. This ould be made preise by hoosing a model ofomputation like the Turing mahine in whih an instrution has a well-de�nedmeaning, but this impreise de�nition should suÆe for our purposes.) Withthis de�nition of time, a nondeterministi algorithm ould sort in �(n) time be-ause it always makes the right hoie, whereas a deterministi algorithm wouldtake at least �(n logn) time in some ases. In some sense we are omparing thebest ase of the nondeterministi algorithm with the worst ase of the deter-ministi algorithm, so it is not surprising that the nondeterministi algorithmis faster.For yes/no problems we give nondeterministi algorithms even more of anedge. We divide the inputs into yes-instanes and no-instanes. The yes-instanes eventually lead to yes answers. The no-instanes always lead to noanswers. We assume that our nondeterministi algorithms annot lead to yesas a result of some hoies, and to a no as a result of some other hoies. Fora yes-instane, the running time of a nondeterministi algorithm is the fewestinstrutions the algorithm needs to exeute to reah a yes answer. The runningtime of the nondeterministi algorithm is the maximum over all yes-instanesof the running time of the algorithm for the yes-instanes. We ignore what thenondeterministi algorithm does in no-instanes.As an example of nondeterministi time, onsider the yes/no problem: givena set of n numbers eah ontaining logn bits, are there two idential numbersin the set? In a yes-instane, a nondeterministi algorithm ould guess whihtwo numbers were idential and then hek the bits of the two numbers, so therunning time for this nondeterministi algorithm is �(logn). On the other hand,even in a yes-instane, a deterministi algorithm would have to look at almostall the bits in worst ase, so the running time for any deterministi algorithm isat least �(n logn).The de�nition of nondeterministi time may seem strange, but it does mea-sure an interesting quantity. If we onsider a yes/no problem, the yes-instanesare all those objets whih have a partiular property. The nondeterministitime is the length of a proof that an objet has a ertain property. We ignore82



no-instanes beause we are not interested in the lengths of proofs that an objetdoes not have the property.8.3 NP and ReduibilityNow that we have a de�nition of the time used by a nondeterministi algorithm,we an, in analogy with the lass P , de�ne� NP = the lass of yes/no problems whih have polynomial time nonde-terministi algorithms.It is immediate from this de�nition thatP � NPbeause every problem in P has a deterministi polynomial time algorithm andwe an onsider a deterministi algorithm as a nondeterministi algorithmwhihhas exatly one hoie at eah step. It is not lear, however, whether P isproperly ontained in NP or whether P is equal to NP .Are there problems in NP whih may not be in P ? Consider the yes/noversion of satis�ability: given a Boolean expression, is there an assignment oftrue and false to the variables whih makes the expression true? This problem isin NP beause if there is a satisfying assignment we ould guess the assignment,and in time proportional to the length of the expression we ould evaluatethe expression and show that the expression is true. We disussed exhaustivealgorithms for satis�ability beause these seem to be the fastest deterministialgorithms for satis�ability. No polynomial time deterministi algorithm forsatis�ability is known. Similarly, the problem: given a graph does it ontain aHamiltonian path?, seems to be in NP but not in P . Hamiltonian path is inNP beause we an guess the Hamiltonian path and quikly (i.e., in polynomialtime) hek to see if the guessed path really is a Hamiltonian path. Hamiltonianpath does not seem to be in P , beause exhaustive searh algorithms seem to bethe fastest deterministi algorithms for this problem and these searh algorithmshave worst ase running times whih are at least �(2n), and hene their runningtimes annot be bounded by any polynomial.Another problem whih is in NP but may not be in P is omposite number:given a positive integer n, is n the produt of two positive integers whih are bothgreater than 1? Clearly this is in NP beause we ould guess the two fators,multiply them, and show that their produt is n. Why isn't this problem learlyin P ? Everyone knows the algorithm whih has running time at most �(n2)and either �nds the fators or reports that there are no fators. This well-known algorithm simply tries to divide n by 2 and by eah odd number from3 to n � 1. While this algorithm is orret, its running time is not boundedby a polynomial in the size of the input. Sine n an be represented in binary,or in some other base, the size of the input is only logn bits, and n annot bebounded by any polynomial in logn. This example points out that we have been83



too loose about the meaning of size of input. The oÆial de�nition says that thesize of the input is the number of bits used to represent the input. Aordingto the oÆial de�nition, the size of the input for this problem is logn if n isrepresented in binary. But if n were represented in unary then the size of theinput would be n. So the representation of the input an a�et the lassi�ationof the problem.There are a great variety of problems whih are known to be in NP , butare not known to be in P . Some of these problems may not seem to be inNP beause they are optimization problems rather than yes/no problems. Anexample of this kind of optimization problem is the traveling salesman problem:given a set of ities and distanes between them, what is the length of theshortest iruit whih visits eah ity exatly one and returns to the startingity? This optimization problem an be hanged into a yes/no problem bygiving an integer B as part of the input. The yes/no question beomes: isthere a iruit whih visits eah ity exatly one and returns to the startingity and has length at most B? At �rst glane the optimization problem seemsharder than the yes/no problem, beause we an solve the yes/no problem bysolving the optimization problem, and solving the yes/no problem does not givea solution to the optimization problem. But we an use the yes/no problem tosolve the optimization problem.� Set B to n times the largest distane; then the answer to the yes/noproblem is yes.� Set STEP to B=2.� Now set B to B � STEP , and STEP to STEP=2.� Now do the yes/no problem with this new B and this new STEP .� If the answer is yes, set B to B � STEP and STEP to STEP=2.� If the answer is no, set B to B + STEP and STEP to STEP=2.� Continue this proess until STEP = 0.The last value of B will be the solution to the optimization problem. How longwill this take? Sine STEP is halved at eah all to the yes/no proedure, thenumber of alls will be the log of the initial value of STEP . But STEP isinitially n times the largest distane, so the number of alls is logn+log(largestdistane) whih is less than the size of the input. Thus the optimization probleman be solved by solving the yes/no problem a number of times whih is lessthan the length of the input.This example suggests the idea that two problems are equally hard if bothof them an be solved in polynomial time if either one of them an be solved inpolynomial time. This equivalene relation on problems also suggests a partialordering of problems. A problem A is no harder than problem B if a polynomialtime deterministi algorithm for B an be used to onstrut a polynomial timedeterministi algorithm for A. We symbolize this relation by A � B. If A is the84



yes/no traveling salesman problem, and B is the traveling salesman optimizationproblem, then we have both A � B and B � A. If A and B are any twoproblems in P then we have both A � B and B � A, beause we ould takethe polynomial time deterministi algorithm for one problem and make it asubroutine of the polynomial deterministi algorithm for the other problem andnever all the subroutine. While in these examples, the relation � works bothways, there are ases in whih � only works one way. For example, let A beany problem in P . and let HALT be the halting problem; then A � HALT ,but HALT 6� A, beause we don't need an algorithm for HALT to onstruta polynomial time algorithm for A, and the polynomial time algorithm for Aannot help in onstruting any algorithm for HALT , let alone a polynomialtime algorithm for HALT .This relation A � B whih we are alling A is no harder than B, is usuallyalled polynomial time reduibility, and is read A is polynomial time reduibleto B. There are many other de�nitions of reduibility in the literature. We referthe interested reader to Garey and Johnson[1979℄ and Hartley Rogers[1967℄.The notion of a partial ordering on problems should aid us in our task oflassifying problems. In partiular, it may aid us in saying that two problemsin NP are equally hard. Further, it suggests the question: is there a hardestproblem in NP ? We onsider this question in the next setion.8.4 NP-Complete ProblemsIn this setion, we will onsider the relation � de�ned in the last setion, andanswer the question: is there a hardest problem in NP ? Sine we have a partialorder �, we might think of two very standard instanes of partial orders: thepartial (and total) ordering of the integers, whih has no maximal element;and the partial ordering of subsets, whih has a maximal element. From theseexamples, we see that our question annot be answered on the basis that wehave a partial order. If we onsider � applied to problems, is there a hardestproblem? The answer is no, beause the Cantor diagonal proof always allows usto reate harder problems. On the other hand, one may reall that the haltingproblem is the hardest reursively enumerable (RE) problem. So on the analogywith RE, there may be a hardest problem inNP . Cook [1971℄ proved that thereis a hardest problem in NP . A problem whih is the hardest problem in NP isalled an NP -omplete problem. Cook proved the more spei� result:Theorem 2 (Cook's Theorem). Satis�ability is NP -omplete.The proof of this theorem requires an exat de�nition of nondeterministialgorithm, and sine we have avoided exat de�nitions, we will only be ableto give a sketh of the proof. We refer the interested reader to Garey andJohnson[1979℄ for the details. The basi idea of the proof is to take any instaneof a problem inNP whih onsists of a nondeterministi algorithm, a polynomialthat gives the bound on the nondeterministi running time, and an input forthe algorithm, and to show how to onstrut a Boolean expression whih is85



satis�able i� the nondeterministi algorithm reahes a yes answer within thenumber of steps spei�ed by the polynomial applied to the size of the input.The onstrution proeeds by reating lauses whih an be interpreted to meanthat at step 0 the algorithm is in its proper initial state. Then for eah step, a setof lauses are onstruted whih an be interpreted to mean that the state of thealgorithm and the ontents of the memory are well-de�ned at this step. Further,for eah step a set of lauses are onstruted whih an be interpreted to meanthat the state of the algorithm and the ontents of memory at this step followfrom the state and ontents at the previous step by an allowed instrution ofthe algorithm. Finally, some lauses are onstruted whih an be interpretedto mean that the algorithm has reahed a yes answer. The polynomial timebound is used to show that the length of this Boolean expression is bounded bya polynomial in the length of the input.An interesting onsequene of the proof is that satis�ability of Boolean ex-pressions in lause form is NP -omplete. This result an be re�ned to showthat satis�ability in lause form with exatly 3 literals per eah lause is alsoNP -omplete.After Cook's result, Karp[1972℄ quikly showed that a few dozen other stan-dard problems are NP -omplete. Garey and Johnson's book ontains severalhundred NP -omplete problems. Johnson also writes a olumn for the Journalof Algorithms whih ontains even more information on NP -omplete problems.Why is this business of NP -omplete problems so interesting? The NP -omplete problems are the hardest problems in NP in the sense that for anyproblemA inNP , A � NP�omplete. So if there were a polynomial time deter-ministi algorithm for any NP -omplete problem, there would be a polynomialtime deterministi problem for any problem in NP ; that is, P and NP wouldbe the same lass. Conversely, if P 6= NP , then there is no point to looking fora polynomial time deterministi algorithm for an NP -omplete problem. Sim-ply knowing that a problem is in NP without knowing that it is NP -ompleteleaves open the question of whether or not the problem has a polynomial timebounded algorithm even on the supposition that P 6= NP . The fat that anumber of NP -omplete problems have been well known problems for severalhundred years and no one has managed to �nd a reasonable algorithm for anyone of them suggests to most people that P 6= NP and that the NP -ompleteproblems really are hard.One of the virtues of Cook's theorem is that to show that an NP problem Ais NP -omplete you only have to show that satisfiability � A.As a atalog of NP -omplete problems is built, the task of showing that anNP problem A is NP -omplete gets easier beause you only have to pik someNP -omplete problem B and show that B � A.We have already mentioned the traveling salesman problem (TSP). Thisproblem is NP -omplete. Let us show that if Hamiltonian iruit is NP -omplete then TSP is NP -omplete. The Hamiltonian iruit problem (HC)is: given a graph, is there a iruit whih ontains eah vertex exatly one anduses only edges in the graph? Given an instane of HC, we reate an instaneof TSP by letting eah vertex from HC beome a ity for TSP, and de�ning the86



distane between ities by d(i; j) = 1 if there is an edge in HC between vertiesi and j, and d(i; j) = 2 if there is no suh edge. Now if there were n vertiesin HC, we use B = n as our bound for TSP. If the answer to TSP is yes, thenthere is a iruit of length n, but this means that the iruit an only ontainedges of distane 1 and hene this iruit is also a Hamiltonian iruit of theoriginal graph. Conversely, if there is a Hamiltonian iruit, then there is aTSP iruit of length n. To omplete our proof. We must make sure that thistransformation from HC to TSP an be aomplished in polynomial time in thesize of the instane of HC. Sine HC has n verties and TSP an be spei�edby giving the n(n� 1)=2 distanes between the n ities, we only have to hekfor eah of the n(n � 1)=2 distanes whether or not it orresponds to an edgein the original graph. Even with a very simple algorithm this an be done in atworst �(n4) , whih is bounded by a polynomial in the size of the HC instane.This is a very simple example of proving that one problem in NP is NP -omplete by reduing a known NP -omplete problem to the problem. We referthe reader to Garey and Johnson[1979℄ for more ompliated examples.8.5 Dealing with Hard ProblemsIn the theoretial world there are hard problems. Some of these hard problemsare NP -omplete problems and there are other problems whih are harder thanNP -omplete problems. How an these hard problems be handled in the realworld?The simplest way to handle hard problems is to ignore them. Many pratialprogrammers do not know what hard problems are. Their programming involvestasks like billing and payroll whih are theoretially trivial, but pratially quiteimportant. Ignoring hard problems may be a reasonable strategy for theseprogrammers.Another way to handle hard problems is to avoid them. To avoid hardproblems, you have to know what they are. One of the major virtues of listsof NP -omplete problems is that they help the programmer to identify hardproblems and to point out that no reasonable algorithms for these problems areknown. It is often unfortunately the ase that a programmer is approahed witha request for a program and the requester has tried to remove all the spei�information about the problem and generalize the problem as muh as possible.Over-generalization an make a problem very hard. If the programmer an getthe spei� information, she may be able to design a reasonable algorithm forthe real problem and avoid the hard generalization.Sometimes real problems are really hard but not too big. For example,many real sheduling problems turn out to be traveling salesman problems with30 to 50 ities. For these situations an exhaustive algorithm may still solvethe problem in reasonable time. The programmer should still try to tune thealgorithm to take advantage of any speial struture in the problem, and totake advantage of the instrutions of the atual omputer whih will be used.Exhaustive searh is a way to handle some NP -omplete problems when the87



size of the input is not too large.Heuristis are another way to deal with hard problems. We have alreadymentioned heuristis in disussing baktrak algorithms. A heuristi is a methodto solve a problem whih doesn't always work. To be useful a heuristi shouldwork quikly when it does work. The use of heuristis is based on the notunreasonable belief that the real world is usually not as ompliated as theworst ase in the theoretial world. This belief is supported by the observationthat reatures whih seem to have less omputing power than omputers anmake a reasonable living in the real world. Arti�ial intelligene has been usingheuristis for years to solve problems like satis�ability. These heuristis seemto be very e�etive on the instanes of satis�ability whih arise in arti�ialintelligene ontexts. Heuristis are also widely used in the design of operatingsystems. Oasional failures in these heuristis lead to software rashes. Sinewe usually see only a ouple of suh rashes per year these heuristis seem tobe very e�etive.Sometimes the behavior of heuristis an be quanti�ed so that we an talkabout the probability of the heuristi being orret. For example, a heuristito �nd the largest element in an n element array is to �nd the largest elementamong the �rst n�1 elements. If the elements of the array are in random order,then this heuristi fails with probability 1=n, and as n!1 the probability thatthis heuristi gives the orret answer goes to 1. Suh probabilisti algorithmsare now being used for a wide variety of hard problems. For example, largeprimes are needed for ryptographi purposes. While it seems to be hard todisover large primes, there are tests whih are used so that if a number passesall the tests, then the number is probably a prime.Many hard problems an be stated as optimization problems: �nd the small-est or largest something whih has a partiular property. While atually �ndingthe optimum may be diÆult, it may be muh easier to �nd something whih islose to optimum. For example, in designing a omputer iruit one would likethe iruit with the fewest gates whih arries out a partiular omputation.This optimization problem is hard. But from a pratial point of view, no greatdisaster would our if you designed a iruit with 10% more gates than theoptimum iruit. For various hard problems, approximation algorithms havebeen produed whih produe answers lose to the optimum answer. We willonsider an example of approximation in the next setion.8.6 Approximation AlgorithmsLet us onsider the traveling salesman optimization problem: given a set ofities and distanes between them, �nd the shortest iruit whih ontains eahity exatly one. This problem arises in many real sheduling situations. Wewill try to approximate the shortest iruit.To make an approximation possible, we will assume that the distanes behavelike real distanes, that is, the distanes obey the triangle inequality d(i; j) �d(i; k) + d(k; j), so that the distane from ity i to ity j is no longer than the88



distane from ity i to ity k plus the distane from ity k to ity j.A simpler task than �nding the minimum iruit is �nding the minimumspanning tree. The minimum spanning tree is a set of links whih onnets allthe ities and has the smallest sum of distanes. In the minimum spanning tree,the ities are not all diretly onneted; several links may have to be traversedto get from ity i to ity j. There is a reasonable algorithm for the minimumspanning tree beause the shortest link is always in this tree. So one an proeedto �nd this tree by putting in the shortest link and ontinuing to add the shortestlink whih does not omplete a yle.A iruit an be onstruted from the minimum spanning tree by startingat some ity and traversing the links of the tree to visit every other ity andreturning to the starting ity. This iruit is twie as long as the sum of thedistanes of the links in the minimum spanning tree. But this iruit may visitsome ities more than one. To \lean up" this iruit, we use this iruit whileno ity is repeated and, if ity j is the �rst repeated ity and if ity i is theity before ity j and if ity k is the next ity after ity j whih has not yetbeen visited, we onnet ity i to ity k. We ontinue to use this proedure toprodue a iruit in whih eah ity is visited exatly one. From the triangleinequality we have that the length of this new iruit is at most as long as theiruit with ities repeated, and hene that this new iruit is no longer thantwie the length of the minimum spanning tree.The optimum iruit must be at least as long as the minimum spanning treebeause the optimum iruit onnets every ity. Thus we haveOPT � ALG � 2OPTwhere OPT is the length of the optimum iruit and ALG is the length of theiruit produed by the approximation algorithm.It would be pleasant if all hard optimization problems had approximationalgorithms. Unfortunately this is not the ase. We really needed the triangleinequality to produe an approximation for the traveling salesman problem.Consider an instane of Hamiltonian iruit with n verties. We an onvertthis to an instane of traveling salesman without triangle inequality by assigningdistane 1 to all the edges whih are in the original graph, and assigning distanen+ 2 to all the edges whih were not in the original graph. Now if there werea Hamiltonian iruit in the original graph, then there would be a travelingsalesman iruit of length n. If we ould approximate this traveling salesmanproblem within a fator of 2, the traveling salesman iruit would have lengthat most 2n exatly when the original graph had a Hamiltonian iruit, beauseif the traveling salesman iruit used even one of the edges not in the originalgraph, it would have length at least 2n + 1. So approximating the travelingsalesman problem without triangle inequality is as hard as Hamiltonian iruit.This example an be generalized to show that no approximation within afator of f(n) is possible by assigning eah edge not in the graph a distanegreater than n f(n) + 1. If the original graph has a Hamiltonian iruit then theapproximating algorithm must report a value of at most n f(n). On the other89



hand, if there was no Hamiltonian iruit then the approximating algorithmmust report a value of at least n ( f(n) + 1 ). So, by simply looking at thereported approximating value, one an determine whether or not the originalgraph has a Hamiltonian iruit.To make sure the above transformation an be arried out in polynomialtime in the size of the instane of Hamiltonian iruit, f(n) must be boundedby 2p(n) where p(n) is a polynomial. Thus no reasonable approximation to thetraveling salesman problem is possible unless the Hamiltonian iruit probleman be solved quikly; that is, unless P = NP .8.7 The World of NPThe fat that variousNP -omplete problems have resisted attempts to �nd rea-sonable algorithms for them suggests to many people that P 6= NP . Even if weaept this belief, there are still other open questions about lasses of problemsassoiated with NP . The lass NP is de�ned in terms of the yes-instanes ofits problems. A lass ould also be de�ned in terms of no-instanes. In orre-spondene with NP , we de�ne the lass oNP as problems whose omplementsare in NP ; that is, for eah problem in oNP there is a nondeterministi algo-rithm whih has polynomial bounded running time for the no instanes of theproblem.The notion of � we have used before will lump NP and oNP together.To tell them apart we will need a �ner notion alled polynomial time many-one reduibility, and as is traditional in omputer siene, we will \overload"the symbol � to stand for this new partial ordering. This new ordering willbe de�ned on sets, but we will also use the ordering for problems where weambiguously use the same name for the problem and for the set of yes-instanesof the problem. For example, we will use SAT to mean the satis�ability problem,and we will also use SAT to mean the set of Boolean formulas whih an besatis�ed.With these preliminaries, we de�ne:A � Bi� there exists a polynomial time omputable funtion f(x), so that for everyinput instane x, x 2 A i� f(x) 2 B:With this ordering it is still true that all (nontrivial) sets in P are mutuallyequivalent, i.e. 8A;B 2 P A � B and B � A:On the other hand, sets in NP and oNP do not have to be related. Forexample, let SAT mean all the Boolean expressions that are true for at least onesetting of the variables, and let oSAT mean all the Boolean expressions thatare false for all settings of the variables. We have already seen that SAT 2 NP:90



Now, notie that oSAT 2 oNP beause if the answer to the oSAT questionis no, then there is a setting whih makes the expression true (that is, not false)and a nondeterministi algorithm ould quikly guess the setting and verify thatthe setting makes the expression true. While SAT and oSAT seem to be verylosely related, this notion of polynomial time many-one reduibility (�) doesnot seem to see them as related. Notie that for an expression E, we haveE 2 oSAT i� E 62 SAT:but our notion of � does not allow 6�, it requires thatE 2 oSAT i� f(E) 2 SAT:While it is possible to onstrut this f(E), the only ways I know would give, atleast for some E's, an f(E) whose length is exponentially larger than the lengthof E. So, we expet that this notion of � will be able to distinguish NP fromoNP .The above de�nition of oNP suggests the questions:� Does NP = oNP ?� Does P = NP \ oNP ?Unfortunately, these questions are unsolved. While the above questions areunsolved, many people believe that the answer to eah of these questions isno. The basis for this belief is the analogy between NP and RE. For RE thefollowing diagram an be shown to be valid:
coRE-Complete RE-Complete

Recursive

PRIM

coRE RE
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If the analogy between NP and RE is valid, the world of NP should looklike:
coNP-Complete NP-Complete

P

coNP NP

A minor di�erene in the two diagrams is that RE \ oRE has the nameRECURSIV E, but NP \ oNP has not been assigned a name. If this diagramis orret then there are several types of hard problems whih are not NP -omplete. In partiular, there may be problems whih are in NP \ oNP butare not in P .Until reently Composite-Number was a andidate problem for this status.We know that Composite-Number is in NP beause we an show that a num-ber is omposite by guessing a fator and then proving that it is a fator bydividing whih takes polynomial time in the number of digits. The omplementof Composite-Number is Primes. While it is not immediately obvious, for everyprime number there is a proof that the number is prime and the length of theproof is bounded by a polynomial in the log of the number. So the omplementof omposite is also in NP , and omposite is in NP \ oNP . But everyone(inluding the National Seurity Ageny) assumes that omposite and prime donot have reasonable algorithms. Unfortunately, proving that omposite/primeis not in P is probably very diÆult sine this would imply P 6= NP .The status of Primes has reently been lari�ed by Agrawal et al[2002℄.(Interestingly, this result was disovered by one professor working with twoundergraduates.) They showed that there is a polynomial time algorithm whihdetermines whether or not a number is a prime. At the moment, their algorithmis not onsidered fast enough to be a pratial algorithm.92



How does PRIMES 2 P e�et ryptographi shemes? As you may knowseveral ryptographi shemes, like RSA, depend on the diÆulty of fatoringfor their seurity. The new algorithm does not (at present) e�et RSA's seuritybeause the algorithm an show that a number is omposite without giving afator. Even if we know that q has a fator, we don't know how to �nd thefator quikly. Hene, RSA is still seure. (But many people expet that a fastomposite algorithm whih produes a fator will be found soon. The paranoidsassume that NSA has suh a fatoring algorithm but wants to keep it seret soonly they an break RSA oded messages.)We are now without a reasonable andidate for a problem in NP \ oNPbut not in P . Eah of the problems that were known to be in NP \ oNP haveeah been shown to be in P . For example, Linear-Inequalities was known to bein NP \ oNP and it has now been shown to be in P .LINEAR INEQUALITIES:INPUT: A set of inequalities of the forma1i x1 + a2i x2 + � � �+ ani xn � bifor i = 1 through m.QUESTION: Is there a set of rational numbers x1; x2; : : : ; xn whihsimultaneously satisfy all m inequalities?We onlude by mentioning that our diagram of the world of NP may beinorret, but there is some reasonable irumstantial evidene to support it.8.8 ExerisesEx 8.1. Show that if Hamiltonian iruit is NP -omplete then Hamiltonianpath is NP -omplete.Ex 8.2. Show that if Hamiltonian path is NP -omplete then Hamiltonian ir-uit is NP -omplete.Ex 8.3. For the following graph use the minimum spanning tree method toonstrut a short traveling salesman iruit. Assume that any missing edgeshave the longest distane onsistent with the triangle inequality. How lose tothe minimum iruit is your onstruted iruit?
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Ex 8.4. Show that the following variant of the Towers of Hanoi is in the lassP . INPUT: A on�guration, CON , of the Towers of Hanoi puzzle with n disks.QUESTION: Does CON our in the sequene of on�gurations used to moven disks from tower A to tower C using the minimal number of moves?Ex 8.5. Show that the following Graph Isomorphism problem is in the lassNP . INPUT: Two graphs G1 and G2. QUESTION:Can the verties of G1 berelabeled so that the relabeled G1 is idential to G2.
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Chapter 9DIFFERENCEEQUATIONS9.1 First Order EquationsA �rst order linear onstant oeÆient di�erene equation has the formXn = �Xn�1 + f(n)where � is a onstant and f(n) is a funtion of n. We would like to �nd thesolution Xn written as a funtion of n. If we knew the value, X0, of Xn whenn = 0, we ould alulate X1 = �X0 + f(1)then we ould omputeX2 = �X1 + f(2) = �2X0 + �f(1) + f(2)and X3 = �X2 + f(3) = �3X0 + �2f(1) + �f(2) + f(3):We an summarize these omputations byXn = �nX0 + nXi=1 f(i)�n�iwhih we will all (ANS). This formula is orret when n = 1 for then it saysX1 = �1X0 + 1Xi=1 f(i)�1�i = �X0 + f(1)(sine �1 = � ). Assuming the formula (ANS) is orret for n� 1 we get95



Xn = �[�n�1X0 + n�1Xi=1 f(i)�n�1�i℄ + f(n)verifying by indution that (ANS) is orret.We now have a solution to the initial value problem for a �rst order linearonstant oeÆient di�erene equation. The initial value problem is: Given X0and a di�erene equation �nd Xn as a funtion of n. We will have to showthat initial value problems for di�erene equations of this type have only onesolution. Then we will be sure that (ANS) gives us the solution not just one ofseveral possible solutions.9.2 Uniqueness TheoremTheorem 3. An initial value problem for a di�erene equation of the formXn = f(Xn�1; Xn�2; : : : ; Xn�k; n)with initial onditions X1 = �1; X2 = �2; : : : ; Xk = �khas a unique solution.Proof. From the formula and the initial values we an ompute Xk+1 byXk+1 = f(Xk; Xk�1; : : : ; X1; k + l) = f(�k; �k�1; : : : ; �1; k + l)So given any k onseutive values Xn�1; Xn�2; : : : ; Xn�k, we an uniquely om-pute Xn. Thus by indution, we have that the initial value problem has a uniquesolution.REMARK: The one essential ingredient in this proof is the assumption thatf is a funtion, that is, given an input value (or vetor of values) f returnsexatly one value. More general reurrene relations are possible and it maynot be possible to put them in the above form and satisfy the assumption thatf is a funtion.REMARK: You may notie that the solution of an initial value problem for alinear onstant oeÆient di�erene equation is analogous to the solution of aninitial value problem for a linear onstant oeÆient di�erential equation, withthe sum playing the same role for the di�erene equation as the integral doesfor the di�erential equation. But the theory for the di�erene equation is muhsimpler. The proof of the Uniqueness Theorem is trivial and no assumptions,other than being de�ned, have to be plaed on the funtion f to assure a uniquesolution.
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9.3 kth Order EquationsIf we onsider a kth order linear onstant oeÆient di�erene equation, we anwrite it in the formXn + 1Xn�1 + 2Xn�2 + � � �+ kXn�k = g(n)or in the more ompat form L[X ℄ = g(n)where L[X ℄ = Xn+ 1Xn�1+ 2Xn�2+ � � �+ kXn�k: We an onsider L to bea linear operator (analogous to a matrix) whih operates on funtions de�nedon the natural numbers. These funtions, also alled sequenes, are analogousto vetors on whih a matrix would operate.Reall that when we work with vetors, we de�ne the operation of addition ofvetors to be the omponentwise sum of the two vetors, i.e. (X+Y )i = Xi+Yiwhere (X + Y )i is the ith omponent of the sum vetor and Xi and Yi arerespetively the ith omponents of the vetors X and Y . This operation ofvetor addition an be extended to sequenes where we view the sequenes asin�nite dimensional vetors with a omponent for eah natural number.As well as vetor addition, we also have the operation of salar multipliationwhen we are dealing with vetors. That is, we onsider the omponents of thevetor V to be numbers from some �eld (like the real or omplex numbers), andif we take an element, a, alled a salar from the same �eld, then we an de�nethe salar produt a V to be the vetor whose ith omponent is a times the ithomponent of V .Of ourse the multipliation of eah omponent by the salar is arried outin the �eld we are using. Again this operation of salar multipliation anbe extended to sequenes by onsidering the sequenes as in�nite dimensionalvetors.Now that we have de�ned vetor addition and salar multipliation, theformula aX + bY is well de�ned where X and Y are sequenes and a and b aresalars. We an now de�ne what we mean by saying that L is a linear operator.L is a linear operator i� L[aX + bY ℄ = aL[X ℄ + bL[Y ℄for all sequenes X and Y and all salars a and b.Returning to the operator L de�ned for our linear di�erene equation we�nd that if X = aY + bZ thenL[X ℄ = L[aY + bZ℄ = (aYn+ bZn)+ 1(aYn�1+ bZn)+ � � �+ k(aYn�k+ bZn�k)rearranging the right hand side of the equation using the usual rules for additionand multipliation we �nd thatL[aY + bZ℄ = a(Yn + 1Yn�1 + � � �+ kYn�k) + b(Zn + 1Zn�1 + � � �+ kZn�k)= aL[Y ℄ + bL[Z℄ 97



and thus L is, in fat, a linear operator on the spae of sequenes.To understand what we are doing onsider a spei� operator:L1[X ℄ = Xn �Xn�1:If Xn = n then L1[X ℄ = n � (n � 1) = 1. So, we see that the e�et of thisoperator on the funtion n, is the prodution of the funtion whih is onstantly1. We also �nd that L1[1℄ = 1� 1 = 0 and sine L1 is a linear operatorL1[a1 + bX ℄ = aL1[1℄ + bL1[X ℄ = bL1[X ℄:We want to be able to solve the kth order linear onstant oeÆient di�er-ene equation L[x℄ = g(n): Notie that the Uniqueness Theorem we have provedassures us that the initial value problem for these equations has a unique solu-tion.Let us �rst onsider the Homogeneous Equation L[X ℄ = 0 with initial on-ditions X0 = �0; X1 = �1; : : : ; Xk�1 = �k�1:If we take Xn + 1Xn�1 + 2Xn�2 + � � �+ kXn�k = 0and replae Xi by �i+k�n we get the harateristi equation for L:�k + 1�k�1 + � � �+ k = 0:Let �i be the ith root of the harateristi equation, thenXn = kXi=1 ai�niis a solution of the Homogeneous Equation sineL[ kXi=1 ai�ni ℄ = kXi=1 aiL[�ni ℄ = kXi=1 ai � 0 = 0beause L [�ni ℄ = 0 from the fat that �i is a solution to the harateristiequation. Notie that Pki=1 ai�ni is a solution for any values we assign to theai's.To �nd the values for the ai's we must look at the initial values. BeauseX0 = kXi=1 ai�0i = �0X1 = kXi=1 ai�1i = �198



...Xk�1 = kXi=1 ai�k�1i = �k�1we have a system of k linear equations in k unknowns, whih we an write inmatrix form as0BBBBB� 1 1 : : : 1�1 �2 : : : �k�21 �22 : : : �2k... ... : : : ...�k�11 �k�12 : : : �k�1k
1CCCCCA0BBB� a1a2...ak 1CCCA = 0BBB� �0�1...�k�1 1CCCA :If the �'s are distint then the matrix, whih we'll all �, is non-singular.If the matrix were singular there would be a vetor (b0; b1; :::bk�1) suh thatb� = 0: But this would mean that the (k � 1)st degree polynomial b0 + b1� +:::+ bk�1�k�1 would have k distint roots, whih is impossible. So if the �'s aredistint we an uniquely solve this system of equations and alulate the ai's.If two �'s are idential then two olumns of the matrix are idential, the matrixis singular, and the �'s do not uniquely speify the ai's.In general the solution is Xn = kXi=1 aiDmi [�ni ℄where mi is the number of roots with indies less than i whih have the samevalue as �i. Dmi [�ni ℄ is the mthi derivative, that is, n(n�1):::(n+1�mi)�n�mii .Using this general solution the matrix for omputing the ai's from the �i'sis nonsingular. Otherwise there would be a vetor b suh that b� = 0, butthis means there would be a (k � 1)st degree polynomial with k roots ountingmultipliity, whih is impossible.Returning to the Nonhomogeneous Equation L[x℄ = g(n), we notie thatthe Uniqueness Theorem holds. So we know that the initial value problem fora Nonhomogeneous Equation has a unique solution,One method for solving these problems is to �nd a partiular solution v,suh that L[v℄ = g(n), but v is not required to satisfy the initial onditions.Let h be any solution of the Homogeneous Equation, that is, L[h℄ = 0. ThenL[v + h℄ = L[v℄ + 0 = g(n).Thus to solve the initial value problem, we pik that h whih auses v + hto satisfy the initial onditions. We an view h as the general solution of theHomogeneous Equation. So h will ontain k unspei�ed oeÆients a1; a2; :::; ak.We then solve a system of linear equations for the a's. This system of equationsis spei�ed by the requirement that v + h satisfy the initial onditions.The method we have just desribed is not an algorithm, sine it does not tellus how to �nd the partiular solution v. In general, there is not an algorithm99



whih will always give us a partiular solution in losed form. (There is analgorithm whih gives us the partiular solution as a summation). But for avery ommon lass of Di�erene Equations there is an easy method to obtain apartiular solution, as the following theorem states.Theorem 4. Consider the Di�erene Equation L[x℄ = p(n)�n where p(n) isa polynomial of degree r and � is a root of multipliity m of the harateristipolynomial of L. This equation has a partiular solution of the form q(n)�nwhere q(n) is a polynomial of degree r +m.REMARK: If � is not a root of the harateristi polynomial of L, then weonsider � to have multipliity 0. Thus, if � is not a root of the harateristipolynomial then the Di�erene Equation has a partiular solution of the formq(n)�n where q(n) has the same degree as p(n).Proof. Consider L[Dj�n℄ where Dj is the jth derivative with respet to �.L[Dj�n℄ = DjL[�n℄, sine the derivative operator an be moved aross sumsand onstants with respet to �. L[�n℄ = �n�kh(�); where h(�) is the har-ateristi polynomial of L and k is the order of the Di�erene Equation.L[Dj�n℄ = Dj [�n�kh(�)℄ = � 0 if m > jqj�m(n)�n�k if j � mSine h(�) and its �rst m� 1 derivatives will be 0 if � has multipliitym, andsine the rth derivative of �n�k will give a polynomial of degree r in n times�n�k. In the above qj�m(n) is a polynomial of degree j �m.As a partiular solution of the Di�erene Equation we onsiderPkj=1 ajDj [�n℄:From aboveL hX ajDj [�n℄i =X ajL �Dj [�n℄� =X ajqj�m(n)�n�kFor this to be equal to p(n)�n we needJXj=m ajqj�m(n) = p(n)�kSine the right hand side is a polynomial of degree r the left hand side musthave degree r, so J �m = r and J = r +m.Finally we notie thatPajDj [�n℄ an be written in the form q(n)�n whereq(n) is a polynomial of degree r +m.To use this theorem to �nd a partiular solution of L[x℄ = p(n)�n we deter-mine r the degree of p(n) and determine m the multipliity of �. Then we takea polynomial q(n) of degree r + m with unknown oeÆients, and substituteq(n)�n for X in the Di�erene Equation. This will give a system of LinearEquations one for eah power of n. We then solve the system to determine theunknown oeÆients of q(n). 100



If we want to �nd a partiular solution v for the di�erene equationL[x℄ = f1(n) + f2(n)and we an �nd y and z suh that L[y℄ = f1, and L[z℄ = f2 then we an usev = y + z sine L[v℄ = L[y + z℄ = L[y℄ + L[z℄ = f1 + f2:Algorithm for solving linear onstantoeÆient di�erene equationsINPUT: xn + 1xn�1 + � � �+ kxn�k = g(n)x0; x1; : : : ; xk�11. Find the roots of the polynomial�k + 1�k�1 + � � �+ kCall these roots �1; �2; : : : ; �k:2. Find a partiular solution v so thatvn + 1vn�1 + � � �+ kvn�k = g(n)v does not have to satisfy the initial onditions. The last theorem in thehandout may help in �nding v.3. The general solution is xn = vn + kXi=1 aiDmi [�ni ℄where mi is the number of roots with indies less than i whih have thesame value as �i. Dmi [�ni ℄ is the mth derivative, that isn(n� 1) : : : (n+ 1�mi)�n�mii4. Find a1; a2; : : : ; ak by solving the set of linear algebrai equations:x0 � v0 = kXi=1 aiDmi [�0i ℄x1 � v1 = kXi=1 aiDmi [�1i ℄... = ...xk�1 � vk�1 = kXi=1 aiDmi [�k�1i ℄101



ExerisesEx 9.1. Use the methods desribed above to solve, the following initial valueproblems.1. xn = 2xn�1 x0 = 12. xn = 2xn�1 � 1 x0 = 03. xn = 2xn�1 � 1 x0 = 14. xn = 2xn�1 � 1 x0 = 75. fn = fn�1 + fn�2 f1 = f2 = 16. fn = fn�1 + fn�2 � 1 f1 = f2 = 07. fn = fn�1 + fn�2 � 1 f1 = f2 = 18. fn = fn�1 + fn�2 + 1 f1 = f2 = 09. xn = 2xn�1 + n x0 = 010. xn = 2xn�1 + n x0 = �111. xn = 2xn�1 � n x0 = 012. xn = 2xn�1 + 2n x1 = 213. xn = 2xn�1 + 2n x0 = 214. fn+1 = fn + fn�1 + 4n� n2 f1 = 1 f2 = 415. xn = 2xn�1 + n2 x1 = 216. An AVL tree is a binary tree in whih at eah vertex the heights of theright and left subtrees of that vertex di�er by at most 1. If the AVL tree isof height h what is the maximum possible number of verties in the tree?What is the minimum number of verties? Derive di�erene equationsfor the maximum and the minimum number of verties in an AVL tree.Find appropriate initial onditions for these di�erene equations. Solveboth these initial value problems and thus obtain bounds on the numberof verties in an AVL tree of height h.9.4 NonNegative Di�erene EquationsIn this setion we will onsider nonnegative di�erene equations, that is, equa-tions whih an be written in the formxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + g(n)where i � 0 for eah i and g(n) � 0. We will disover some fats that makethese equations easier to solve than the equations we have dealt with above. Inpartiular, we will give an easy method to determine the asymptoti solution ofthese nonnegative equations. 102



9.4.1 Homogeneous Nonnegative Di�erene EquationsFirst , we will onsider the speial ase when g(n) = 0. As usual, we all theseequations homogeneous. (The term, homogeneous, is used beause we ouldreplae eah ourrene of x by ax and then divide the equation by a to obtainthe original equation.) A homogeneous nonnegative di�erene equation an bewritten as xn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�kwhere i � 0 for eah i. We will also assume that our equations are aperiodi inthe sense that gdfi j i > 0g = 1:This assumption is usually satis�ed by the equations that arise in pratie, andthe assumption allows the results to be written more simply.Theorem 5. An aperiodi nonnegative di�erene equation has a solution of theform xn = �n0where �0 is the unique positive real root of �k � 1�k�1 � � � � � k. Further, forany other root �1 of this polynomial, �0 > j�1j.Theorem 6. If x0; x1; : : : ; xk�1 are the initial values for an aperiodi nonneg-ative di�erene equation, then the solution isxn = �(�n0 )if xi � 0 for eah i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g and for at least one suh i, xi > 0.For example, we an apply these theorems to the Fibonai numbers whihhave the di�erene equation fn = fn�1 + fn�2and the initial onditions f0 = 0; f1 = 1. Here, the oeÆients are 1 = 2 = 1,and the initial onditions have f0 � 0 and f1 > 0. So, the theorems say thatfn = �(�n0 ) where �0 is the unique positive real root of �2 � � � 1. For thisexample, it is easy to alulate that �0 = (1 + p5)=2, to verify that �1 =(1�p5)=2, and to see that �0 > j�1j. Notie that fn is always an integer, but�n0 is an irrational number.Another simple example is,xn = xn�1 + 2xn�2with x0 = 1, x1 = 2. The solution is xn = 2n whih is learly �(2n).Ex 9.2. Consider this equation xn = xn�1 + 2xn�2 with initial onditionsx0 = 0, x1 = 15 and show that the solution is still �(2n).Ex 9.3. Consider the same equation, xn = xn�1+2xn�2; with initial onditionsx0 = �4, x1 = 7. Show that xn > 0 if n � 3 and that xn = �(2n) still holds.Ex 9.4. On the other hand, onsider the equation xn = xn�1 + 2xn�2 withinitial onditions, x0 = �1, x1 = 1, and show that xn 6= �(2n).103



9.4.2 Equations with Foring FuntionsNext we want to onsider nonnegative di�erene equations with nonnegativeforing funtions, that is xn = kXi=1 ixn�i + g(n):If we assume that g(n) > 0 or xi � 0 for eah i 2 f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g, then it iseasy to see that xn > 0 for all n � k. (This assumption will make the proofssimpler.)There are three situations we want to onsider:� g(n) is muh less than �n0� g(n) is �n0 times a polynomial in n� g(n) is muh greater than �n0 .We will show that the solutions will behave almost as one would expet. Soif g(n) is muh less than �n0 , xn = �(�n0 ), and if g(n) is muh greater than�n0 , then xn = �(g(n)). The behavior in the remaining ase may be a littleunexpeted. If g(n) = nd�n0 , then xn = �(nd+1�n0 ), that is, the response toforing by a polynomial times �n0 is a a polynomial of one higher degree times�n0 . In the most ommon situation this is, g(n) = �n0 and xn = �(n�n0 ). Notiethat in this situation you don't see the polynomial, g(n) = 1 � �n0 beause thepolynomial 1 is invisible, that is, not expliitly written down. Of ourse, 1 is apolynomial of degree 0, and so the response will involve a polynomial of degree1. Here again there is a problem of invisibility beause n = n0+1 = n1, and weusually don't write the exponent 1.To prove these results we will make use of the following lemma about non-negative polynomials.Lemma 1. Let p(�) = �k �Pki=1 i�k�i be the harateristi polynomial fora nonnegative di�erene equation. Then p(�) has a single positive real root �0,and p(�) < 0 for all � 2 (0; �0), and p(�) > 0 for all � > �0.The next three lemmas will onsider the various growth rates for g(n) and�nd the asymptoti order for the solution of a nonnegative di�erene equationwith g(n) as the foring funtion.Lemma 2. The nonnegative di�erene equationxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + g(n)with g(n) = O(�n1 ) for some �1 with 0 < �1 < �0 has the solution xn = �(�n0 ).
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Proof. Clearly, xn � Pki=1 ixn�i sine g(n) � 0. Sine xn > 0 for all n � k,one an �nd a b > 0, so that xn > b�n0 holds for n in fk; : : : ; 2k � 1g. Thenxn � kXi=1 ixn�i � kXi=1 ib�n�i0 � b�n�k0 kXi=1 i�k�i0� b�n�k0 �k0 � b�n0 ;and by indution, xn � b�n0 for all n � k.For the upper bound,xn � kXi=1 ixn�i + g(n) � kXi=1 ixn�i + ��n1for all big enough n. Now assume thatxn�i � ��n�i0 � �n�i1for big enough n and i in f1; : : : ; kg, thenxn � kXi=1 i(��n�i0 � �n�i1 ) + ��n1� ��n0 �  kXi=1 i�n�i1 + ��n1� ��n0 + �n�k1 p(�1) + (� � )�n1 :So we an hoose  > � whih gives �� < 0 and by the lemma on polynomialsp(�1) < 0, and thus xn � ��n0 . Putting the upper and lower bounds togethergives xn � �(�n0 ):Lemma 3. The nonnegative di�erene equationxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + g(n)with g(n) = �(�n2 ) for some �2 with 0 < �0 < �2 has the solution xn = �(g(n)).Proof. This proof is left as an exerise.Lemma 4. The nonnegative di�erene equationxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + g(n)with g(n) = nd�n0 has the solution xn = �(nd+1�n0 ).Proof. To simplify the proof, divide the di�erene equation by �n0 to getxn�n0 = kXi=1 i�i0 xn�i�n�i0 + nd105



Next de�ne yn = xn=�n0 and bi = i=�i0 to obtainyn = kXi=1 biyn�i + ndwith the ondition that Pki=1 bi = 1:For the upper bound, assume that you an �nd � so that yn�i � �(n�i)d+1:Obviously, if n is big enough � an be hosen so that this bound holds for konseutive yn�i's. Thenyn � kXi=1 bi�(n� i)d+1 + nd� �(n� 1)d+1 kXi=1 bi + nd� �(n� 1)d+1 + ndbeause n� i � n� 1 and Pki=1 bi = 1: We're left with showing that�(n� 1)d+1 + nd � �nd+1or equivalently �(n� 1)d+1 � �nd+1 � nd:Fatoring the right hand side leaves�(n� 1)d+1 � nd(�n� 1)but learly (n � 1)d < (n)d and we only need �(n � 1) � (�n � 1) and thisrelation holds for all � � 1: Notie that for the base of this indution, we hadto hoose � large enough to give the bound yn�i � �(n� i)d+1 and now we �ndthat we also need � � 1: So we an ertainly pik � big enough to satisfy bothof these onditions.For the lower bound, assume that we an �nd a � > 0 so that yn�i � �(n� 1)d+1holds for k onseutive yn�i's. Thenyn � kXi=1 bi�(n� i)d+1 + nd� �(n� k)d+1 kXi=1 bi + nd� �(n� k)d+1 + ndbeause n� i � n� k and Pki=1 bi = 1: We are left with showing that�(n� k)d+1 + nd � �(n)d+1106



or equivalently nd � �[(n)d+1 � (n� k)d+1℄:The trik here is to rewrite nd+1 as [(n � k) + k℄d+1 and use the binomialexpansion. Sond+1 � (n� k)d+1 = [(n� k) + k℄d+1 � (n� k)d+1= d+1Xi=0(n� k)d+1�iki�d+ 1i �� (n� k)d+1= d+1Xi=1(n� k)d+1�iki�d+ 1i � = (n� k)d d+1Xi=1(n� k)1�iki�d+ 1i �� (n� k)d d+1Xi=0 ki�d+ 1i � � (n� k)d(k + 1)d+1:In this alulation we have hanged the limits of the summation at a ouple ofplaes. We have also used the fat that (n� k)1�i � 1 for i � 1 and n � k:Now nd � �(n � k)d(k + 1)d+1 � �[(n)d+1 � (n � k)d+1℄ by hoosing �small enough. Notie that to start this indution we only had to hoose � smallenough to give a lower bound on yn�i: So our hoies of � are onsistent.Putting the upper and lower bounds together, we have yn = �(nd+1); andretranslating this result to xn, we have xn = �(nd+1�n0 ).Beause our di�erene equations are linear we have the familiar superpositionpriniple, that is, if xn is a solution toxn = kXi=1 ixn�i + g(n)and yn is a solution to yn = kXi=1 iyn�i + f(n)then zn is a solution to zn = kXi=1 izn�i + g(n) + f(n):Using the superposition priniple we an restate the previous lemma as:Lemma 5. The nonnegative di�erene equationxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + h(n)�n0where h(n) is a polynomial of degree d in n, and �0 is the positive real root of�k �Pki=1 i�k�i, has the solution xn = �(nd+1�n0 ).107



The speial ase when the polynomial has degree zero arises so often inpratie, that we restate this speial ase.Lemma 6. The nonnegative di�erene equationxn = 1xn�1 + 2xn�2 + � � �+ kxn�k + b�n0where �0 is the positive real root of �k�Pki=1 i�k�i, has the solution xn = �(n�n0 ).9.5 Homogeneous: Periodi and PrimitiveHomogeneous nonnegative reurrenes, whih an be written in the form:(HNN) sn = 1sn�1 + 2sn�2 + � � �+ ksn�k where all i � 0 and k 6= 0:Sine the harateristi polynomial of this equation is a nonnegative polynomial,there is a dominant eigenvalue whih we all �0. Let g = gdfiji > 0g. Ifg = 1, the equation is primitive and for all other eigenvalues �j , �0 > j�j j. Ifg > 1, the equation is periodi and has g eigenvalues �0; �1; : : : ; �g�1, all withabsolute value equal to j�0j.An example of a simple periodi nonnegative di�erene equation issn = 4sn�2whih has periodi harateristi polynomial h(x) = x2� 4 and dominant root�0 = 2. With initial onditions s0 = 1 = s1 the solution issn = 4bn=2 ;and sn = �(2n) = �(�n0 ). When the initial onditions are s0 = 1 ; s1 = 0 thesolution is sn = (4n=2 when n is even0 when n is oddand sn = O(2n) but sn 6= �(�n0 ) sine every odd position in the sequene is 0.The next theorem and its orollary eluidate the di�erene between periodiand primitive equations.Theorem 7. Let �0 be the dominant eigenvalue of the homogeneous nonnegativereurrene (HNN) with nonnegative initial values s0; : : : ; sk�1. If hsni is thesolution then sn = O(�n0 ). If in addition there are k onseutive elements inhsni whih are positive, then sn = �(�n0 ):For example, the Fibonai reurrene is a homogeneous nonnegative reur-rene in whih all terms after the �rst are positive. Therefore this result saysthat fn = �(�n0 ) where �0 = 1+p52 is the unique positive eigenvalue. Anothersimple example is sn = sn�1 + 2sn�2 with s0 = 1 s1 = 2:Sine h(x) = x2 � x � 2 = (x + 1)(x � 2) and the �rst two onditions arepositive, the solution is �(2n). 108



Corollary 1. Let hsni be the solution to a homogeneous nonnegative reurrenewith nonnegative initial onditions where not all initial onditions are zero. Ifthe harateristi polynomial is primitive then hsni is eventually positive andsn = �(�n0 ).We should note that a periodi equation whose index of imprimitivity isg > 1 (suh as sn = 4sn�2, the example at the beginning of this setion withg = 2) an be expressed as a system of g primitive equations beausesn = gsn�g + 2gsn�2g + : : :+ rgsn�rgan be written as the primitive systemt(0)n = gt(0)n�1 + 2gt(0)n�2 + : : :+ rgt(0)n�rt(1)n = gt(1)n�1 + 2gt(1)n�2 + : : :+ rgt(1)n�r...t(g�1)n = gt(g�1)n�1 + 2gt(g�1)n�2 + : : :+ rgt(g�1)n�rwhere the initial onditions for eah ht(j)n i are the initial onditions of hsni whosesubsripts equal j (mod g). If all initial onditions for a partiular j are zero,the sequene ht(j)n i is the zero sequene. Otherwise, at least one initial onditionfor ht(j)n i is positive and by the orollary t(j)n = �(�ng0 ). Translating this bakto the original sequene hsni, we see that for a �xed j the subsequene whosesubsripts satisfy the arithmeti progression n � j (mod g) an either be thezero sequene or it will grow like �n0 . In some sense we an therefore regard hsnias a periodi sequene with period g, or under some speial irumstanes theperiod of hsni may be a divisor of g.9.6 Nonhomogeneous Nonnegative EquationsIn this setion we look at nonhomogeneous nonnegative equations whih haveone of three types of non-zero inputs.Theorem 8. Consider a nonnegative di�erene equation(9.1) sn = 1sn�1 + 2sn�2 + � � �+ ksn�k + g(n)where g is a funtion suh that the value of g(n) is nonnegative for eah naturalnumber n. Let �0 be the dominant eigenvalue of the reurrene. If sn > 0 forall suÆiently large n, then� sn = �(�n0 ) when g(n) = O(�n1 ) for some positive �1 < �0;� sn = �(g(n)) when g(n) = �(�n2 ) for some �2 > �0;109



� sn = �(nd+1�n0 ) when g(n) = f(n)�n0 for a polynomial f with deg(f) = d.These three types of nonnegative foring funtions respetively orrespondto the situations when g(n) is muh less than �n0 , muh greater than �n0 , andequal to �n0 times a polynomial in n. For the last two types of foring funtionsthe hypothesis requiring sn to be eventually positive is superuous. In the�rst type, the required eventual positivity follows one there are k onseutivepositive terms, and that an result from positive initial onditions or positiveg(n) or some ombination of these forms of positiveness.Notie that the solutions asymptotially behave about as one would expet,exept that the behavior in the third ase may be a little unexpeted. In thatase, the response to foring by a polynomial times �n0 results in a polynomialof one higher degree times �n0 . The most ommon ourrene of this is withg(n) = �n0 , and then sn = �(n�n0 ) holds.The following speial ase arises often in pratie.Corollary 2. For any positive onstant b, any nonnegative di�erene equationof the form sn = 1sn�1 + 2sn�2 + � � �+ ksn�k + b�n0has solution sn = �(n�n0 ) where �0 is the dominant eigenvalue.There are many variations of the results in Theorem 8. Beause these vari-ations are proved in essentially the same way as the results in the theorem, wesimply state them here and leave their proofs as exerises.� If g(n) = O(�n1 ) for �1 < �0 then sn = O(�n0 ).(a) If the di�erene equation is primitive and g(n) = O(�n1 ) for �1 < �0then sn = �(�n0 ).(b) If sn > 0 for k onseutive values of n and g(n) = O(�n1 ) for �1 < �0then sn = �(�n0 ).� Let G(n) = maxfg(n); �2g(n � 1); : : : ; �n�12 g(1)g. If g(n) = 
(�n2 ) for�2 > �0 then(a) sn = 
(�n2 ).(b) sn = 
(g(n)).() sn = O(G(n)) .(d) If G(n) = O(g(n)) then sn = �(g(n)).(e) If g(n) = 
(G(n)) then sn = �(G(n)).� If g(n) = h(n)�n0 for some nonnegative h(n) then sn = O(ng(n)) andsn = 
(g(n)).� If g(n) = h(n)�n0 for some nonnegative h(n) whih is nondereasing thensn = �(Pnj=1 �n�j0 g(j)). 110



9.7 Summary of ResultsHere we briey re-ap our results on di�erene equations in an easy to look upform.9.7.1 Homogeneous EquationsAsymptoti Behavior for Homogeneous Equations1. Dominant Eigenvalue { Multipliity 1If �1 is larger than every other eigenvalue and �1 is a simple root of h(�)then limn!1 xn�n1 = onstant:The onstant may be 0. In other words,jxnj = O(j�1jn):2. Dominant Eigenvalue { Multipliity d+ 1If �1 is larger than every other eigenvalue and �1 has multipliity d+1 asa root of h(�) then limn!1 xnnd �n1 = onstant:The onstant may be 0. In other wordsjxnj = O(nd j�1jn):3. Several Dominant Eigenvalues { Multipliity 1If there are several simple eigenvalues, �1; �2; � � � ; �j all with largest mag-nitude then jxnj = O(j�1jn):(Unlike in (1) and (2) limits may not exist.)4. Several Dominant Eigenvalues { Several Multiplii-tiesIf there are several eigenvalues, �1; �2; � � � ; �j all with largest magnitude,111



and d = maxfd1; d2; � � � ; djg where di + 1 is the multipliity of �i as aroot of h(�), jxnj = O(nd j�1jn):(Again, limits may not exist.)In eah of these ases, we see that the k-dimensional solutions asymptotiallybeome 1-dimensional. So, some degree of long-range predition of upper boundsfor solutions of linear di�erene equations is possible. If a few extra onditionsare satis�ed, then the limits an be shown to be non-zero and the O's anbe replaed by �'s, that is, the long range preditions beome exat orders ofgrowth rather than just upper bounds.
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9.7.2 Nonnegative Di�erene Equations1. Nonnegative Problem(a) Di�erene Equationxn = 1 xn�1 + 2 xn�2 + : : : + k xn�k + g(n):with 1 � 0; 2 � 0; : : : ; k�1 � 0; and k > 0; and g(n) � 0:(b) Positive Initial Conditionsx1 > 0; x2 > 0; : : : xk > 0:() �0 is the unique positive real root of�k � 1 �k�1 � 2 �k�2 � : : : � k = 0:2. Homogeneous ( g(n) � 0 )(a) then xn = �(�n0):3. Non-Homogeneous ( g(n) > 0 )(a) If g(n) = O(n) with  < �0then xn = �(�n0):(b) i. If g(n) = �(�n0 ) then xn = �(n �n0):ii. If g(n) = �(nd �n0 ) then xn = �(nd+1 �n0):() i. If g(n) = �(n) with  > �0then xn = �(n):ii. If g(n) = �(nd n) with  > �0then xn = �(nd n):
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Chapter 10Worked ExamplesHere we onsider kth{order linear reurrenes, that is, equations of the form(L) sn � 1sn�1 � 2sn�2 � � � � � ksn�k =  (n) for n � k ;where i are omplex salars with k 6= 0, and  is a omplex-valued funtion.We an �nd a nie solution for the speial ases in whih the foring funtionhas the form  (n) = �np(n);where � is a �xed salar and p is a polynomial with omplex oeÆients. Theinitial value problems we onsider here have this form. Throughout, �1; : : : ; �tare the di�erent eigenvalues of the reurrene.10.1 All Simple RootsAll examples in this setion are seond{order linear equations whose harater-isti polynomial is h(x) = x2 � x� 6 = (x� 3)(x+ 2);whih has the simple roots �1 = 3; �2 = �2, and the general solution of thehomogeneous system has the form sn = a13n + a2(�2)n for some a1; a2 2 C ,and for any  the equationsn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 +  (n)has the general solution sn = a13n + a2(�2)n + vn ;for some partiular solution vn. The onstants a1; a2 are determined by theinitial onditions. 114



To �nd a partiular solution to the nonhomogeneous equationsn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 + �np(n);where p is a non-zero polynomial and � is a salar, we use the following.Solving (L) when there are no multiple rootsWhen h(x) has no multiple roots, then hsni is a solution to the equation(10.1) sn � 1sn�1 � 2sn�2 � � � � � ksn�k = �np(n);if and only if(10.2) sn = kXi=1 ai�ni + �n nÆ q(n) ;where a1; : : : ; ak 2 C , q(x) is a polynomial with deg(q) = deg(p) and(10.3) Æ = (0 if � =2 f�1; : : : ; �tg1 if � 2 f�1; : : : ; �tg :A partiular solution is �n nÆ q(n).Let's �rst analyze the homogeneous initial value problem.Example 10.1.1. For any initial value problem with equationsn = sn�1 + 6sn�2we have sn = a13n + a2(�2)n, and the initial onditions s0; s1 give(10.4) s0 = a1 + a2 and s1 = 3a1 � 2a2:Multiplying the �rst equation by 3 and subtrating that from the seond equa-tion, we obtain s1 � 3s0 = �5a2 and a2 = 3s0 � s15 :Inserting this value for a2 into the �rst equation of (10.4), we havea1 = s0 � 3s0 � s15 = 2s0 + s15 ;and the solution to the homogeneous initial value problem issn = 2s0 + s15 3n + 3s0 � s15 (�2)n:115



Example 10.1.2. Consider the seond{order equationsn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 + 2n ;whih has deg(p) = 0 and � = 2 =2 f3;�2g, and so deg(q) = 0 and Æ = 0. Theabove formula gives the partiular solution vn =  2n, and the reurrene anbe used to solve for :vn�1 + 6vn�2 + 2n � vn = 2n�1 + 62n�2 + 2n � 2n = 2n�1(+ 3+ 2� 2) :Therefore, 2+ 2 = 0, whih gives the partiular solution vn = �2n, and(10.5) sn = a13n + a2(�2)n � 2n for some a1; a2 2 C :We an write this in terms of the initial values s0; s1, namely,(10.6) s0 = a1 + a2 � 1 and s1 = 3a1 � 2a2 � 2;whih an be solved for a1; a2 as in the previous example. Multiplying the �rstequation by 2 and adding it to the seond, we have2s0 + s1 = 5a1 � 4 and a1 = 2s0 + s1 + 45 :Substituting this value of a1 into the �rst equation of (10.6), we obtaina2 = s0 � a1 + 1 = s0 � 2s0 + s1 + 45 + 1 = 3s0 � s1 + 15 ;and (10.5) beomessn = 2s0 + s1 + 45 3n + 3s0 � s1 + 15 (�2)n � 2n:To satisfy ourselves that this has been done orretly, let us use the last expres-sion to verify thats2 = 2s0 + s1 + 45 9 + 3s0 � s1 + 15 4� 4 = s1 + 6s0 + 4 ;whih is onsistent with the reurrene.Example 10.1.3. For the seond{order equation(10.7) sn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 + n2n ;let us �rst hek that there is no onstant  for whih wn =  2n is a partiularsolution. We havewn�1 + 6wn�2 + n2n � wn= 2n�1 + 62n�2 + n2n � 2n= 2n�1(+ 3+ 2n� 2) = 2n(+ n);116



whih annot be zero for all n when  is a onstant. Rather, sine deg(p) = 1and � = 2 =2 f3;�2g, the formula says that there exists a partiular solution ofthe form vn = (an+ b)2n for some onstants a; b. The reurrene givesvn�1 + 6vn�2 + n2n � vn= (an� a+ b)2n�1 + 6(an� 2a+ b)2n�2 + n2n � (an+ b)2n= 2n�1((an� a+ b) + 3(an� 2a+ b) + 2n� 2(an+ b))= 2n�1((2a+ 2)n+ (�7a+ 2b));whih must equal zero for all n; that is, 2a + 2 = 0 and �7a + 2b = 0. Thisgives a = �1, 2b = 7a = �7, and vn = �(2n+7)2n�1 is a partiular solution of(10.7), and the general solution has the formsn = a13n + a2(�2)n � (2n+ 7)2n�1 ; where a1; a2 are onstants in C :For initial values s0; s1, we obtains0 = a1 + a2 � 7=2 and s1 = 3a1 � 2a2 � 9 :Simultaneously solving this system of equations yieldsa1 = 2s0 + s1 + 165 and a2 = 6s0 � 2s1 + 310 ;whih givessn = 2s0 + s1 + 165 3n � 6s0 � 2s1 + 35 (�2)n�1 � (2n+ 7)2n�1 :Verifying this alulation for n = 2 shows thats2 = 18s0 + 9s1 + 1445 + 12s0 � 4s1 + 65 � 22 = s1 + 6s0 + 8 ;as required.Example 10.1.4. For sn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 + 3n;deg(p) = 0 and � = �1, whih means that Æ = 1, and the formula gives vn =3n b n for some b 2 C . (Note that wn = 3n is a solution to the homogeneousequation and so annot be a partiular solution here. Also, vn = 3n(bn + a)ould be used here, but the onstant term an be absorbed into the earlieroeÆient of 3n.) To �nd b, usevn�1 + 6vn�2 + 3n � vn = 3n�1b(n� 1 + 2n� 4� 3n) + 3n = 3n�1(�5b+ 3) ;and from this, b = 3=5 and vn = n3n+1=5. Therefore,sn = a13n + a2(�2)n + n3n+15 ;117



and s0 = a1 + a2, s1 = 3a1 � 2a2 + 9=5 givesa1 = 2s0 + s1 � 9=55 and a2 = 3s0 � s1 + 9=55 :Hene, sn = 15�(2s0 + s1 � 9=5 + 3n)3n + (3s0 � s1 + 9=5)(�2)n�:Example 10.1.5. For sn = sn�1 + 6sn�2 + n(�2)n ;deg(p) = 1 and � = �2, from whih we obtain Æ = 1 and vn = (�2)nq(n), whereq(n) = n2 + bn for some b;  2 C . Thenvn�1 + 6vn�2 + n(�2)n � vn= (�2)n�1 ( q(n� 1)� 3q(n� 2)� 2n+ 2q(n) )equals zero for all integers n � 2. In partiular, from n = 2 and n = 3 we obtainq(1)� 3q(0) + 2q(2) = 4;q(2)� 3q(1) + 2q(3) = 6 ;whih give 5b + 9 = 4 and 5b + 19 = 6, and  = 1=5, b = 11=25. Therefore,q(n) = 5n2+11n25 and sn = a13n + �a2 + 5n2 + 11n25 �(�2)n :Substituting for n = 0 and n = 1, we haves0 = a1 + a2 and s1 = 3a1 � 2a2 � 32=25;and from this we obtaina1 = 2s0 + s1 + 32=255 and a2 = 3s0 � s1 � 32=255 :
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10.2 One Multiple RootSolving (L) when there is a single eigenvalueWhen there is a single eigenvalue, �1, it has multipliity k,and the rule for partiular solutions simpli�es tovn = �nnÆq(n) is a partiular solutionwhere q is a polynomial with deg(q) = deg(p) and(10.8) Æ = (0 if � 6= �1k if � = �1 :If � 6= �1, the solution is sn = �n1 q1(n) + �n q(n)where deg(q) = deg(p), deg(q1) � k and the oeÆients of q1are determined from the initial onditions.If � = �1, the solution issn = �n1 q1(n) + �n nk q(n) = �nQ(n)and deg(Q) = k + deg(p).The �ve examples in this setion are seond{order equations, and eah hasthe harateristi polynomialh(x) = x2 � 4x+ 4 = (x� 2)2 :This has the double root �1 = 2, whih means that the general solution issn = (a1n+ a2)2n + vn ;where vn is a partiular solution. As in the last setion, vn depends on  , anda1; a2 an be alulated from the initial onditions.Example 10.2.1. For any initial value problem with reurrenesn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2;sn = (a1n + a2)2n, where the onstants a1 = (s1 � 2s0)=2 and a2 = s0 an beomputed from the initial onditions s0; s1, and the solution issn = ( (s1 � 2s0)n+ 2s0 ) 2n�1 :
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Example 10.2.2. Consider the seond{order equationsn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2 + 3n;where deg(p) = 0 and � = 3 is not an eigenvalue of the reurrene. From theformula, a partiular solution is vn = 3n for some onstant , and4vn�1 � 4vn�2 + 3n � vn = 3n�2(12� 4+ 9� 9) = 3n�2(9� );whih equals zero for  = 9. This gives vn = 3n+2 and general solutionsn = (a1n+ a2)2n + 3n+2; for some a1; a2 2 C :For the initial onditions s0; s1, omputation givessn = �s1 � 2s0 � 92 n+ (s0 � 9)�2n + 3n+2:Example 10.2.3. The seond{order equationsn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2 + 3n nhas deg(p) = 1, and � = 3 is again not an eigenvalue. Therefore, there areonstants a; b suh that vn = (an+ b)3n is a partiular solution. Also,4vn�1 � 4vn�2 + n3n � vn= 3n�2(12(an� a+ b)� 4(an� 2a+ b) + 9n� 9(an+ b))= 3n�2((9� a)n� (4a+ b));whih equals zero for all integers n � 2 when a = 9 and b = �4a = �36.Therefore, vn = (9n � 36)3n = (n � 4)3n+2 is a partiular solution, and thegeneral solution has the formsn = (a1n+ a2)2n + (n� 4)3n+2:For initial values s0; s1 we obtainsn = �s1 � 2s0 + 92 n+ (s0 + 36)�2n + (n� 4)3n+2:Example 10.2.4. The seond{order equationsn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2 + 2nhas deg(p) = 0, and � = 2 is an eigenvalue. Sine its multipliity is 2, Æ = 2holds in the formula, and vn = an22n is a partiular solution for some a 2 C .Then 4vn�1 � 4vn�2 + 2n � vn= 2n(2a(n� 1)2 � a(n� 2)2 + 1� an2)= 2n(�2a+ 1) ;120



implying a = 12 , whih means that vn = n22n�1 is a partiular solution. Thegeneral solution therefore has the formsn = (n2 + a1n+ a2)2n�1 ;and from the initial values s0; s1 we obtainsn = (n2 + (s1 � 1� 2s0)n+ 2s0)2n�1:Example 10.2.5. The seond{order equationsn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2 + 2n nhas deg(p) = 1, and � = 2 is again the double eigenvalue of the reurrene, whihmeans that vn = 2nq(n) is a partiular solution for some q(n) = an3+bn2. Then4vn�1 � 4vn�2 + n2n � vn= 2n[2q(n� 1)� q(n� 2) + n� q(n)℄ ;whih must equal zero for all values of n � 2. From2q(n� 1)� q(n� 2) + n� q(n) = 0 for n = 2; 3we obtain a = 1=6 and b = 3a = 1=2. Therefore, vn = ( 13n3 + n2)2n�1 is apartiular solution, and the general solution has the formsn = �n33 + n2 + a1n+ a2�2n�1 :Initial values s0; s1 givesn = �n33 + n2 + (s1 � 2s0 � 43)n+ 2s0�2n�1:Sine from (10.8) the solution is 2nQ(n) with Q(n) a polynomial of degree3, the same solution ould have been obtained by solving a system of fourlinear equations to �nd the oeÆients of Q(n). To obtain these oeÆients asfuntions of only s0 and s1, the reurrene (10.2.5) ould be used twie to gives2 and s3 in terms of s0 and s1.
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10.3 One Multiple Root, Several Simple RootsSolving (L) when there is a multiple eigenvalueWhen m1 � 2 and m2 = � � � = mt = 1 are the respetive multipliities of thedistint eigenvalues �1; �2; : : : ; �t of the reurrene (L),then vn = �nnÆq(n) is a partiular solution where q is a polynomialwith deg(q) = deg(p) and(10.9) Æ = 8><>:0 if � =2 f�1; : : : ; �tgm1 if � = �11 if � 2 f�2; : : : ; �tg :Sine eah of the last �ve examples had only one (double) root, The lastalternative of (10.9) did not our. The next example illustrates this ase.Example 10.3.1. The seond{order equationsn = 4sn�1 � 5sn�2 + 2sn�3 + 2nhas deg(p) = 0 and � = 2. Sine the harateristi polynomial fators ash(x) = x3 � 4x2 + 5x� 2 = (x� 1)2(x � 2);� = 2 is a simple root of h(x) and Æ = 1, whih gives the partiular solutionvn = an2n. Then4vn�1 � 5vn�2 + 2vn�3 + 2n � vn= 2n�2(8a(n� 1)� 5a(n� 2) + a(n� 3) + 4� 4an) = 2n�2(4� a) ;and vn = 4n2n = n2n+2 is a partiular solution, and the general solution issn = (a1n+ a2) + a32n + n2n+2 = (a1n+ a2) + (a3 + 4n)2n :For initial values s0; s1; s2 we obtains0 = a2 + a3 and s1 = a1 + a2 + 2a3 + 8 ; s2 = 2a1 + a2 + 4a3 + 32 ;whih impliessn = (�2s0+3s1� s2+8)n+ (2s1� s2+16)+ (s0� 2s1+ s2� 16)2n+ n2n+2 :10.4 The Input is n1 p1(n) + n2 p2(n)For this form of input, one an �nd a partiular solution by taking the sum ofpartiular solutions to two related equations. Of ourse, there is nothing speialabout 2, so if the input is a sum of j terms, one an �nd a partiular solutionby taking the sum of partiular solutions to j related equations.122



Example 10.4.1. For the seond{order equation(10.10) sn = 4sn�1 � 4sn�2 + 3n n+ 2n;we break this equation into two equations, one for the input 3n n and one theinput 2n(10.11) vn = 4vn�1 � 4vn�2 + 3n n;(10.12) wn = wsn�1 � 4wn�2 + 2n:From Example 10.2.2, we have thatvn = (n� 4) 3n+2is a partiular solution to (10.11), and from Example 10.3.1,wn = n2 2n�1is a partiular solution to (10.12). Combining these we have that(n� 4) 3n+2 + n2 2n�1is a partiular solution to (10.10). The general solution to (10.10) is thensn = (�1n+ �2)2n + (n� 4) 3n+2 + n2 2n�1;where �1 and �2 depend on the initial onditions s0 and s1. Solving for �1 and�2, we �nd thatsn = �(s12 � s0 + 4)n+ s0 + 36� 2n + (n� 4) 3n+2 + n2 2n�1:
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